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Palos Verdes High School Community
Palos Verdes Peninsula
The Palos Verdes Peninsula is a beautiful coastal community located 21 miles southwest of
metropolitan Los Angeles. The Peninsula is characteristic of rolling hills with spectacular views
of the rugged coastline and glittering metropolitan city lights at night. With a temperate climate,
this location is one of the most appealing residential areas in Southern California. While its
neighborhoods are mostly comprised of single-family dwellings, condominiums and apartments
are present in some areas. The population, which includes various racial, religious, and ethnic
groups, is divided among four cities on the Palos Verdes Peninsula: Palos Verdes Estates (PVE),
Rancho Palos Verdes, Rolling Hills, and Rolling Hills Estates.
A wealth of recreational activities is available on the Peninsula and along the coast some of
which include bicycling, jogging, equestrian activities, sailing, fishing, surfing, scuba diving, iceskating, swimming, tennis, recreation classes in city parks, and extensive organized youth sports
are among the available opportunities. The Norris Community Theatre, Peninsula Symphony,
Symphonic Band, Chamber Orchestra of the South Bay, Palos Verdes Community Art Center,
and the Association of the Peninsula are organizations that reflect the importance of cultural
activities to the Peninsula residents.
Socio Economic Status
The Palos Verdes Peninsula is primarily an upper middle-class community. The parents in the
community are well educated; the majority attended college in addition to postgraduate training
in a variety of fields. The 2010 census reports that 66% of residents over the age of 25 completed
at least four years of college making the Peninsula one of the most highly educated communities
in the country. The median family income is above $130,000, which places the community in the
top 2% for median income when compared to cities of similar size nationally or in California.
Palos Verdes Peninsula Unified School District
The Palos Verdes Peninsula Unified School District (PVPUSD) serves the four Peninsula cities
with an enrollment of approximately 11,900 students. The school district has a reputation for
providing high quality education and continues to receive recognition for outstanding
achievement at the local, state, and national level. As a result, the school district attracts many
families to this suburban area. Students attend one of the many schools: one early childhood
center, ten elementary schools, three 6-8 intermediate schools, two comprehensive high schools,
and one continuation school.
Community and parent volunteers make significant contributions to the public schools. The
Peninsula Education Foundation (PEF) is successful in raising local funds to supplement
classroom needs. Strong Parent-Teacher-Student Association (PTSA) programs also support and
enrich school curriculums.
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Palos Verdes High School
The Palos Verdes High School (PVHS) campus sits on approximately 40 acres in a quiet
residential neighborhood in PVE, two blocks from the Pacific Ocean. The school’s architecture
is geometric in design, connecting the interior to exterior spaces with a stucco finish and a clay
tile roof, which conforms to the cities deed restrictions requiring clay tile on major roofs. With
the simple post and beam construction designed by the well-known modernistic architect,
Richard Neutra, assisted by Robert Alexander and Palos Verdes architect, Carrington Lewis, the
school is carefully arranged within the landscape to provide protection from ocean winds, the
feeling of architectural space, and a Pacific Ocean view. The initial owner of the PVHS site was
the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD), which intended to make it a junior high
school. During that time, the Peninsula had only an elementary school district making it
necessary for school students to travel to El Segundo High School, Redondo Union High School,
or Narbonne High School. In 1960, the Palos Verdes Peninsula Board of Education voted to
unify the school district and to add a high school. As a result, the PVPUSD purchased the
property from LAUSD, with PVHS opening its doors for the first time in September of 1961.
The first graduating class went through commencement ceremonies in June 1962.
The district grew quickly, making it necessary to build two additional high schools: Rolling Hills
High School (RHHS) in 1964 and Miraleste High School (MHS) in 1972. The student population
at PVHS reached a peak of 2,600 students in the early 1970’s. A slow decline in the student
population in the district took place during the next 20 years. By 1991, the PVHS student body
had decreased to about 1,150 students while the other two high schools had similar populations.
The Board of Education voted to close PVHS and MHS in 1991, consolidating the three high
11

schools and moving them to a central location; the RHHS campus. The name of the high school
became Palos Verdes Peninsula High School (PVPHS). The PVHS and MHS sites became junior
high schools for grades 6-8.
By 2001, it had become apparent that PVPHS with an enrollment of 3,110 students became
insufficient to house all of the high school students in the district. The Board of Education
looked at a number of alternatives and made the decision to reopen the PVHS site. The newly
assigned principal had one year to transition the school from an intermediate to a high school
site. In September 2002, PVHS reopened its doors with 475 students in grades 9 and 10, with a
teaching staff of approximately 20 teachers.
Since reopening, the administration and the faculty provide a comprehensive and well-rounded
instructional curriculum. As a result, the school currently has an Academic Performance Index
(API) score of 898 and continues to receive educational recognition and national rankings from a
variety of sources. These recognitions and rankings include receiving a California Distinguished
School award in 2004. In 2007, PVHS received a national ranking from the US News and World
Report as one of the top 100 schools in the nation. An additional national ranking came from The
Washington Post in 201l with PVHS receiving number 308 in the nation. California used the
same ranking criteria, which ranked the school 33rd in the state. The PVHS administration,
faculty, parents, students, and community members are proud of the school’s academic
excellence in addition and its national and state recognitions.
PVPUSD is unique by allowing eighth grade students the opportunity to select which of two high
schools they would like to attend. The open enrollment policy results in varying class sizes and
influences the demographics of the school. With students enrolling from the three different
PVPUSD intermediate schools, the ethnic composition of the PVHS student body varies with the
following ethnic group percentages: White students (76%), Asian students (13%),
Hispanic/Latino students (7.5%), African American students (1.7%), and American Indian
students, Filipino students, and Pacific Islander students, each with (1%).
Due to the high socioeconomic status of the majority of PVHS families, less than 1% of the
enrollment participates in the free and reduced lunch program. PVHS has a small, successful
English Language Learners (ELL) student population. The 21 ELL students identified as limited
in English proficiency receive support in general education classes. Diversity at PVHS also
comes from students with learning disabilities. There are 147 students with an Individualized
Education Program (IEP) receiving special accommodations from special education teachers and
other staff support. An additional 104 students have a Section 504-accommodation plan. The
administration, faculty, and staff continue to focus on enhancing instructional strategies and
inclusion opportunities for special education students in general education classes.
The curriculum at PVHS places a high emphasis on college preparatory skills. Many PVHS
students are high achieving, either taking honors or Advanced Placement (AP) courses. In 2011,
599 students took over 1,275 AP exams in 27 different subjects with a pass rate of 77%. In 2010,
the graduating class also had an exceptional AP performance with 53% of the students taking the
test and passing it with a score of three or better. AP classes, the Advanced Via Individual
Determination (AVID) program, and the College and Career Center (CCC) guide and support
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PVHS students towards college curriculum. Over the last three years, 80% of PVHS students
attended a four-year college or university. The majority of the remaining 20% of students
attended a community college.
Although many students are high achieving, PVHS is increasing its emphasis on working with
at-risk students with academic performance below grade level. With the implementation of a
Response to Intervention (RtI) model-reading program in 2009-2010 and an intervention math
program in 2010-2011, PVHS supports and challenges all students to be successful.
In addition to high achieving classes, PVHS offers many unique programs. One unique program
is the Palos Verdes Institute of Technology (PVIT). PVIT features a series of classes that follows
a national curriculum developed by Project Lead the Way (PLTW). Students in the PVIT
program participate in national engineering and robotics competitions, and receive class
instruction from UCLA faculty members and engineers from Northrop, Grumman, and
Aerospace Corporations. PVHS award winning students also participate in Live from 205, a
nationally awarded broadcast journalism program. Other programs include the production of The
Point, the school newspaper, and The Triton, the school yearbook. Several academic competition
teams include Model United Nations (MUN), Academic Decathlon, Speech and Debate, and
Science Bowl/Olympiad.
PVHS is based on a two-semester calendar schedule. It is unique to the other district high school
by offering a block schedule. With the block schedule, students meet in three 113-minute periods
each day, rotating every other day on an A and B schedule. A zero period class is also available
each morning between 7:00 a.m. and 7:55 a.m. Students have the opportunities to take honors
and advanced placement classes. Since the reopening of the school in 2002, PVHS has been
following this schedule with positive reactions from both teachers and students who report that it
provides more in depth class discussions and more time for activities.
During the last three years, PVPUSD has been subject to budget cuts from the State of California
similar to other school districts in the state. Specific cuts to PVHS have resulted in larger class
sizes, fewer custodial staff, and special education aides. In 2009, PVHS also lost an associate
principal overseeing curriculum, instruction, and special programs. Since the reopening of the
school, the only principal retired in 2011. As a result, a new principal was appointed for the
2011-2012 school year in addition to two new associate principals. The new principal takes a
leading role in curriculum, instruction coordination, and staff development. An associate
principal oversees counseling, guidance, and student services while the other associate principal
manages student discipline, athletics, technology, and school operations.
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School Facilities
Since the reopening of the school, Measure K bond funds and matching money from the State of
California has allowed significant upgrades to the campus. From this source of funds, all
classrooms, buildings, and offices received new tile, light fixtures, and both interior and exterior
paint. Additionally, there has been extensive renovation of the water, gas, and electrical lines on
the campus. In 2006-2010, additional Measure K funding supported the building of 10
classrooms and 2 science classrooms. Future building plans include 10 classrooms to replace
current portable buildings on the east side of the campus.
All classrooms have cable television, which allows students to view a biweekly television show
called Live from 205. Once a classroom, Room 205 is now a studio. The adjoining classroom,
Room 204, is an instructional room for video production. Live from 205 is a national premier
student broadcast program. Over the last seven years, the PTSA and Booster Club have helped
fund the programs equipment. All science classrooms have mounted LCD projectors, and each
academic department share a number of LCD projectors.
Athletic Facilities
The extra-curricular facilities were in disrepair when the school site became a middle school in
1991. When PVHS reopened in 2002, facility renovations were a priority. In order to renovate
the facilities, two capital campaigns, which included bond money and privately raised money,
were significant enough to allow for improvements in 2008. As a result, it was possible to
renovate the following facilities: a new 30-meter pool, all-weather track, synthetic stadium field,
stadium restrooms, and stadium snack bar. In 2011, PVPUSD completed the stadium field
project by erecting new bleachers. In addition, fencing for the tennis courts was installed along
with state of the art weight and training rooms, softball facility, and sand volleyball courts.
Currently, there is a capital project to add a locker room, snack bar, and restroom facility at the
baseball field, as well as adding a new backstop and bleachers. Considering space limitations, the
campus has acquired excellent athletic facilities due to the renovations.
Library
The library is small due to the initial school site having been designed for a junior high school
student population. However, the library provides a large collection of books that continues to
grow throughout the school year, providing students with the latest book releases, frequently
requested books, and resource material. The interior of the library has comfortable furniture that
promotes an effective student-learning environment. The librarian is a former English teacher,
reading specialist, and credentialed school librarian and emphasizes research as a priority in the
library. She collaborates with classroom teachers to provide instruction in information literacy
skills and to promote recreational reading. With the help of Booster Club funding, the following
subscription databases are available to our students: Expanded Academic ASAP, Global Issues
in Context, Literature, Center Science Resource, Opposing Viewpoints, and Student Resources
in Context. The PTSA and other library funds provide additional subscriptions to EBCOhost,
Science Online, CQ Researcher, SRS, Turnitin.com, and NoodleTools. There are 23 computers
for students’ to use in the library. A television monitor is dedicated to promoting reading books
by student-created and publisher book trailers. In another campus location, the 2004 conversion
of a classroom into a computer lab provides students with additional computer access. The
additional 32 computer stations allow an entire class to use the facility.
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Maintenance
During the week, the custodial staff consists of one head custodian, five full-time custodians, and
one part-time custodian. On Saturday and Sunday, a civic center custodian helps the campus
from 7:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. On a daily schedule, the custodians clean the restrooms, cafeteria,
locker rooms, administrative offices, and empty classroom trash. On alternate days, they mop or
vacuum the classrooms. Two grounds men mow, clip, trim, and weed the campus, as well as
prepare and maintain athletic facilities. The District Maintenance Department handles work
orders, which include plumbing, electrical work, and carpentry. Each individual school submits
the work orders online. In addition, each school submits technology requests and receives
support from school district personnel.
Security
Adding to school safety are three full-time campus supervisors and one part-time campus
supervisor who assist with campus supervision. Since the PVE Police Station is located less than
two miles away from campus, they also help to maintain a safe school environment by driving
through and around the campus on a regular schedule.
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WASC Accreditation History
PVHS received a provisional accreditation during 2002-2005 based on the accreditation history
of PVPUSD and PVPHS. PVHS completed a self-study during the 2005-2006 school year with
the first Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) accreditation review in March
2006. The accreditation results gave PVHS high marks from the visiting committee resulting in a
six-year accreditation with a three-year visit. The team cited specific areas in 2006 for the PVHS
staff and faculty to address. These specific areas include the following:
• Review and revisit the vision, mission, and purpose of the school annually as PVHS
addresses the challenges of an evolving educational environment.
• Improve articulation with feeder schools to provide vertical teaming, staff development,
and cooperative communication.
• Put in place structures that allow the school to make data driven decisions in relation to
staff development and instructional practices to advance all student learning.
• Increase departmental and cross-curricular planning to promote research-based student
projects and to discuss common educational issues.
• Continue to address the differentiated instructional needs evidenced by the Standardized
Testing and Reporting (STAR), English Language Arts (ELA), and math results.
• Create more opportunities and awareness for vocational students who are not bound for
four-year colleges.
• Improve strategies to meet the needs of special populations and low performing students
on standardized and classroom tests in math and English.
• Analyze and disaggregate state and school test data with additional planning time.
• Improve use of resources for cross-curricular research.
• Enforce consistent school policies and procedures.
• Develop courses, policies, and procedures to address the needs of at-risk students.
In March 2009, PVHS received a follow-up visit from the WASC accreditation team to assess its
progress towards the above areas resulting in three more years of accreditation. Since 2009,
PVHS continues addressing each area by developing action plans. In the 2010-2011 school year,
PVHS began the process of collecting evidence to identify self-study focus areas in preparation
for the upcoming WASC visit in March 2012.
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School Purpose
The PVHS leadership team annually discusses the school’s purpose and mission statement, as
well as student expectations. The leadership team, composed of administration, faculty,
classified staff, parents, and students, meets as the School Site Council (SSC) to discuss and act
upon current and relevant issues facing PVHS. It is the task of the committee to revisit the
school’s purpose and mission statement each year to ensure that PVHS addresses the unique and
changing needs of each student.
Mission Statement
PVHS highly emphasizes the academic success and emotional well-being of all students. For all
levels of students, various programs challenge each PVHS student to reach their maximum
potential. PVHS ensures students are well equipped with academic skills allowing them to follow
academic pursuits and extracurricular endeavors in high school and beyond.
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Community Oriented Citizenship
1. Demonstrate an understanding and be able to analyze current issues from historic,
political, economic, geographic, and multicultural perspectives.
2. Use technology to access information, communicate ideas, and analyze and solve
problems.
3. Demonstrate knowledge of the scientific process through reading, literature
analysis, and appreciation of the linkage between science and society.
4. Understand, appreciate, and respect ideas, attitudes, and values that shape diverse
cultures and individual differences.
5. Participate in community, social, civil, or cultural service.
Teamwork & Personal Development
1. Develop teamwork and interpersonal communication skills.
2. Communicate articulately, effectively, and persuasively when speaking and
writing.
3. Demonstrate knowledge, skills, and self-discipline necessary to achieve and
maintain personal well-being.
4. Foster positive interpersonal relationships within diverse settings.
5. Contribute and function in various group roles, accepting individual and group
responsibility.
Post-secondary Preparedness
1. Set appropriate and realistic educational, vocational, and personal goals and make
informed decisions based on those goals.
2. Stay informed and prepared on post-secondary options.
3. Apply content and skills learned through the PVHS curriculum to academic and
extracurricular pursuits after high school.
4. Demonstrate school-to-work/post-secondary transition skills and knowledge.
5. Pursue intellectual, artistic, practical, or physical endeavors.
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Parent and Community Support
Several organizations consisting of the PVHS Booster Club, PTSA, and PEF make annual
contributions to the various programs serving PVHS students.
Booster Club
PVHS has a Booster Club that supports extra-curricular activities. Approximately 60% of PVHS
families are Booster Club members. During the year, two fundraising nights raise additional
money for the Booster Club programs. The Booster Club structure has three separate
committees: academics, arts, and athletics. For the last consecutive three years, the PVHS
Booster Club raised $425,000 for various activities. A general meeting takes place each month
when the club’s officers approve expenditures submitted by the PVHS staff and faculty.
Academics: Approves the funding for advisors and materials for the various academic
competition teams. These groups include the academic decathlon, yearbook, Mock Trial,
and MUN. The academic committee also funds an extensive list of electronic research
databases available to PVHS students.
Arts: Supports the drama program with three yearly productions, Live from 205, and
digital photography. In addition, the committee supports the instrumental and vocal
music programs by purchasing instruments, uniforms, and equipment.
Athletics: Funds coach stipends, athletic equipment and uniforms, and athletic facilities.
The Booster Club athletic committee also plays a prominent role in capital budget
projects. These projects included building a new stadium field, scoreboard, swimming
pool, and tennis courts fencing, as well as renovating the softball field, locker rooms, and
offices for the coaches.
Parent-Teacher-Student Association (PTSA)
The PVHS PTSA also supports school programs, as well as the teachers. Approximately 75% of
PVHS families are PTSA members. The faculty supports the association with 100%
membership. The association is important to the school by assisting with a number of special
projects that are essential to the management of the school. These projects include student
registration, disaster preparedness, and College Day. The association also supplements classroom
materials by pledging $100 to every teacher at the beginning of the school year, in order to assist
with additional classroom expenditures. In addition to this initial amount, there are two rounds of
gifting during the school year. During this time, the PTSA gives over $40,000 to faculty and staff
members for optional expenditures.
Peninsula Education Foundation (PEF)
PEF has pledged to raise $2,700,000 for the 2011-2012 school year. From this contribution of
money into the district’s general fund, the school district’s governing board determines how it is
spent. PEF is the only fundraising group that directly funds salaries. PEF supports K-12
including elementary music, world languages, engineering programs, academic counselors, and
helps to reduce class sizes. PEF also provides Chuck Miller Grants to teachers who request
additional educational materials for specific classroom projects. During the summer, PEF offers
a program for student enrichment. Typically, K-12 summer school earns a profit of
approximately $300,000 that is donated directly to the school district.
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Parcel Tax Support
The PVPUSD receives fewer Average Daily Attendance (ADA) dollars per pupil than most
school districts and the district does not qualify for most federal or state aid programs.
Accordingly, there is a significant funding gap between the money received and the money
necessary to support a quality educational program. The parcel tax helps ease this shortfall of
money. Since 2003, Palos Verdes Peninsula residents continue to support the additional funding
request by passing a parcel tax. Currently, the rate is $374 per parcel. Funds raised from this tax
go directly into the district general fund, which accounts for approximately $4,000,000 per year.
This money supports educational programs including math, science, technology, PE, music, and
art. It retains qualified teachers and school employees, keeps school facilities well maintained,
and continues programs that promote student achievement.
Participation Donations
Starting in the 2010-2011 school year, PVPUSD began implementing a participation donation
program in order to provide additional funding for athletic and extra-curricular programs.
Donations go toward coach stipends, equipment, and other related costs. Each sport or extracurricular activity receives a suggested donation amount from participants. In 2010-2011,
approximately 85% of students who participated in extracurricular activities made a participation
donation.
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Faculty Qualifications
Certificated Staff
The certificated staff includes one principal, two associate principals, one director of student
activities, one athletic director, one full-time school psychologist, one speech and language
pathologist, one library media specialist, and five school counselors each with a master’s degree
in pupil services.

Teachers
Administrators
Pupil Services
Total

Certificated Staff
2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010
84
81
79
4
4
3
12
11
10
100
96
92

2010-2011
79
3
10
92

2011-2012
75
3
10
88

Classified Staff
The classified staff consists of the following: seven secretaries, seven custodians, two grounds
men, four security guards, two technology aids, one library assistant, one part-time trainer, one
full-time college and career specialist, one part-time college and career aide, one full-time
student store manager, and one part-time student store aide.
Classified employees are not required to hold credentials. Paraprofessionals are typically
instructional aides or library aids. Examples of “Other Staff” include custodians and cafeteria
workers.

Paraprofessionals
Office/Clerical Staff
Other Staff
Total

Classified Staff
2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010

2010-2011

2011-2012

3
10
16

10
11
15

12
10
15

Full
Time

Part
Time

47

9
1
8

Full
Time

1
10
16

Part
Time

48

20

16
1
4

Full
Time

0
9
15

Part
Time

56

21
3
8

Full
Time

Part
Time

54

10
2
6

Full
Time

Part
Time

58

13
2
6

Teachers
All teachers are highly qualified with teaching credentials, as certified by No Child Left Behind
(NCLB), as well as having Bilingual, Crosscultural Language and Academic Development
(BCLAD), Crosscultural Language and Academic Development (CLAD), or Specially Designed
Academic Instruction in English (SDAIE) certificates.

Bachelor
Master
Doctorate

Teachers by Education
2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010
20
17
15
59
59
59
5
5
5

2010-2011
14
60
5

2011-2012
14
56
5

Male
Female

Teachers by Gender
2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010
34
32
36
50
49
43

2010-2011
33
46

2011-2012
31
44

American Indian/Alaska
Asian
Pacific Islander
Filipino
Hispanic/Latino
African American
White
Multiple/No Response

Teachers by Ethnicity
2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010
0
0
1
7
7
7
0
0
0
0
1
1
4
5
6
1
0
1
72
68
63
0
0
0

2010-2011
0
6
0
1
6
1
64
1

2011-2012
0
8
0
0
6
1
59
1

Professional Development
In alignment with educational research, the school administration and faculty consider it
necessary to allow time for staff collaboration and communication. As a result, PVHS has
scheduled regular staff development meetings during the 2011-2012 school year. Following the
model used at PVPUSD intermediate schools, PVHS has a one-hour late start every Wednesday,
which allows staff and faculty time to discuss instructional, student, and campus needs. Meetings
include a combination of staff meetings, department meetings, and interdisciplinary meetings.
During the 2011-2012 school year, the goal for the first semester was to conduct WASC selfstudy and to develop action plans for improvements. The second semester will focus on
professional development to improve instruction and academic programs.
During department meetings, the faculty shares teaching strategies and discuss benchmark
assessments. Teachers also develop and modify pacing guides as determined by assessment
results. In 2011-2012, the PVHS staff will use the book, Teach Like a Champion: 49 Techniques
to Put Students on the Path to College, as a framework to improve instructional strategies.
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Student Demographics
The following section describes the PVHS student body over the last five years. It includes the
enrollment by grade, gender, and ethnicity, as well as the number of students in categorically
funded programs such as ELL and students with learning disabilities. The achievements of these
groups follow in the next section.
Enrollment

Enrollment
1900

1892
1838

1850

1839

1822

1800
1750

1697

1700
1650
1600
1550

2007-2008
1892

2007-2008

2008-2009

2008-2009
1838

2009-2010

Enrollment
2009-2010
1839
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2010-2011

2011-2012

2010-2011
1822

2011-2012
1697

Enrollment by Grade and Gender
The following charts show the PVHS enrollment by grade and gender for the past five years. The
variability of class size is evident. Enrollment trends show that grade populations in 2011-2012
can vary by 100 students from year to year. In the 2011-2012 school year, the PVHS student
body is 50.3% male and 49.7% female.

Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
Grade 12

Enrollment by Grade
2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010
543
415
480
467
521
405
458
461
503
424
441
451

2010-2011
486
471
379
486

2011-2012
386
486
457
368

Male
Female

Enrollment by Gender
2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010
985
958
957
907
880
882

2010-2011
935
887

2011-2012
855
842

Enrollment by Ethnicity
The majority of students at PVHS are white. A significant number of Asian students represent a
major subgroup. Other groups of students include African American and Hispanic with a
multitude of ethnicities and nationalities representing small numbers at PVHS.

American Indian/Alaska
Asian
Pacific Islander
Filipino
Hispanic/Latino
African American
White
Multiple/No Response

Enrollment by Ethnicity
2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010
0
0
0
232
236
214
10
12
10
16
14
14
73
78
108
16
16
23
1522
1443
1443
23
39
27

2010-2011
2
215
8
15
118
31
1408
25

2011-2012
2
224
12
17
135
28
1279
0

Home Languages
English is the primary language for PVHS students with the representation of many additional
languages as determined by the annual California English Language Development Test
(CELDT).
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English Language Learners (ELL)
The following chart demonstrates the number and classification of ELL over three years.

Limited Proficiency
Fluent

English Language Learners
2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010
N/A
N/A
21
N/A
N/A
59

2010-2011
25
79

2011-2012
21
80

PVHS employs an ELL coordinator that monitors student progress, teacher communication, and
student support in academic courses.
Students with Disabilities
Students with disabilities are grouped into three subgroups. The definitions for these three
subgroups include the following:
RSP: Resource students with an IEP enrolled in general education classes the majority of
the day
SDC: Students with an IEP enrolled in special education classes the majority of the day
504 Plan: Students that have classroom accommodations specified through a Section 504
plan due to a substantial limiting disability
The population of special education students at PVHS has remained constant; however, there has
been an increase in SDC students and 504 accommodation plans.
PVHS supports special education students with six special education teachers, three special
education assistants, a school psychologist, and a speech and language pathologist. One of the
PVHS associate principals oversees the special education department. PVHS also receives
support from a behaviorist BASIS team from the school district. Special education teachers teach
two collaborative classes on campus and all students are able to enroll in these Guided Study
courses in order to build study skills and to work on assignments for core courses. PVHS
supports the inclusion of special education students into general education classes. Special
education teachers teach the following classes: Reading and Writing Skills (RWS) 1, 2, and 3,
American Government, Economics, and Essentials of Algebra.
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Special Education
Special education students are either SDC or RSP. All students in special education have an IEP.

Special Education
200

182

174

163

147

150
100
50
0

2008-2009

2009-2010

2010-2011

2011-2012

The chart below shows the SDC and RSP student population in the last three years.

SDC and RSP
200
144

140

150

121

100
50
0
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30
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2009-2010

2010-2011

2011-2012

SDC

RSP

504 Plan
Over the last three years, the number of PVHS students with a 504 Plan has increased.

Limited Proficiency

2007-2008
N/A

504 Plan
2008-2009
N/A
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2009-2010
91

2010-2011
101

2011-2012
104

Student Misconduct and Intervention
Attendance
Student attendance at PVHS is an area of importance. In the 2011-2012 school year, reducing the
number of truancies is a priority. The chart below indicates the truancy rate for the last four
years. The California Department of Education (CDE) finds the truancy rate by dividing the
number of students with an unexcused absence or tardy, three or more days, by the total
enrollment.
Truancy Rate
The CDE defines the truancy rate as the number of students with an unexcused absence or tardy
of more than 30 minutes on three or more days. The overall truancy rate has remained relatively
consistent over the last four years along with the PVHS truancy and tardy policies. In the 20112012 school year, PVHS implemented a new truancy and tardy policy aimed at reducing the
number of unexcused absences and students late to class.
2007-2008
Number
Percent
925
48.89%

Truancies

2008-2009
Number
Percent
843
45.87%

2009-2010
Number
Percent
945
51.39%

2010-2011
Number
Percent
970
53.24%

The number of truancies by class period for the last four school years follows in the below chart.
Because of this data, the new administration in 2011-2012 prompted a revision of the truancy
policy.
Period
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

2007-2008
924
1060
1192
1162
1047
1202
1276
7863

Truancies by Period
2008-2009
2009-2010
776
1101
744
1220
838
1251
1046
1571
748
1399
731
1271
804
1018
5687
8831

2010-2011
1384
1211
1250
1329
1207
1174
880
8435

While enrollment decreased over the past four years, truancies fluctuated and increased. This is
an area of concern for the PVHS administration. The implementation and consistency to enforce
the new truancy and tardy policy in 2011-2012 will follow with data evaluation and review.
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Expulsion
Code

48915(c)(1)

PDS-Related to possessing, selling,
or otherwise furnishing a firearm

Expulsions by Code
2007-2008 2008-2009

Total

2009-2010

2010-2011

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Suspension
In 2007, PVHS implemented an “alphabetical split” administrative model with an administrator
overseeing all student services including discipline for a section of students assigned to them.
The model changed in 2011 with one administrator overseeing all student discipline in order to
allow for more consistency.
The following table shows the number of suspensions, by offense, over the last four school years.
Code

48900(a)(1)
48900(a)(2)
48900(b)
48900(c)
48900(f)
48900(g)
48900(h)
48900(j)
48900(k)
48900.4

Suspensions by Code
2007-2008 2008-2009

Related to physical injury to another
person
Related to use of force or violence
Related to firearms, knives,
explosive devices, etc.
Related to possession or sale of
controlled substances, alcohol, or
intoxicants
Caused or attempted to cause
damage to school property or
private property
Stole or attempted to steal school
property or private property
Related to possession or use of
tobacco products
Related to possession or sale of
drug paraphernalia
Related to disruption of school
activities or willful defiance
Related to harassment, threats, or
intimidation

Total

2009-2010

2010-2011

0

3

0

0

12

0

4

8

0

0

1

1

16

19

18

9

0

0

2

0

0

3

2

2

0

4

0

0

4

0

1

1

55

0

8

15

4

1

1

1

91

30

37

37

In the second semester of the 2007-2008 school year, PVHS started a Saturday school program
to serve as an alternative to suspension. With the use of this system, PVHS has reduced the
number of suspensions by more than 50%. Furthermore, the school can collect ADA for students
attending Saturday school. Most of the suspensions in 2007-2008 for disruptive or defiant
behavior were due to off campus violations. As a result, students receive Saturday school for
truancies and off- campus violations, which reduces the number of suspensions.
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Programs of Excellence
Associated Student Body (ASB)
The ASB Council governs the Associated Student Body at PVHS. Consisting of 45 students, this
class creates and oversees all student activities at PVHS. Student activities range from pep rallies
and dances, to awareness weeks and school-wide community service. The purpose of each
activity is to engage students and create a welcoming, spirited, enriched, and involved school
community at PVHS. In addition to campus events, the ASB Council oversees over 80 studentrun organizations on campus. The executive board consists of 12 students elected in the spring of
the preceding year. The remaining members-at-large are accepted into ASB after an application
and interview process.
ASB goals include the following actions:
• Provide a formal means of communication between students, organizations, district,
faculty, staff, and administration
• Advocate for students
• Provide for student representation on campus and community committees
• Provide opportunities for the development of the social and cultural interests of students
• Develop leadership and responsibility
• Promote school spirit and student morale
• Organize activities
Club List 2011-2012
The ASB Council at PVHS approved 77 clubs for 2011-2012.
Academic Decathlon
The PVHS Academic Decathlon Team is a new addition to the school. During the 2010-2011
school year, PVHS participated in the Los Angeles Academic Decathlon for the first time in over
20 years. The PVHS team proudly won “Best New School” for the Los Angeles county area. All
students that register for the program receive a chance to make the team. In the near future, the
school will be creating a junior varsity team in order to encourage additional freshmen and
sophomore student participation. Academic Decathlon provides students from all learning levels
the opportunity to excel academically through team competition.
Academic Decathlon is a team competition wherein students match their intellects with students
from other schools. It tests students in ten categories over two Saturdays in late January and early
February. Students are tested in the following areas: Art, Economics, Essay, Interview, Language
and Literature, Mathematics, Music, Science, Social Science, and Speech. Each high school
enters a team of nine students with three “A” or Honor students, three “B” or Scholastic students,
and three “C” or Varsity students. It is important to note that Academic Decathlon is not just for
“A” students.
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Advancement Via Individual Determination (AVID)
AVID is a program targeting the academic middle students. It serves approximately 13% of the
PVHS student body and 33% of the 2015 graduating class. The PVHS AVID program recruits
8th grade students with a grade point average (GPA) range of 2.5 to 3.0 who have the desire to
attend college with a commitment to work hard. These students have the capability of
completing a rigorous curriculum. However, in middle school, they fall short of their potential.
The AVID program increases rigor by providing a challenging curriculum, teaching study skills,
and organization, as well as offering academic support. As a result, students in the PVHS AVID
program maintain an average GPA of 3.3.
AVID Curriculum
AVID students have the opportunity to enroll in some of the most difficult classes such as Honors and AP courses.
Concurrently, students enroll in the AVID elective class that meets every other day on the block schedule. The
college readiness curriculum is driven by the WICR method: writing, inquiry, collaboration, and reading.
College test preparation is emphasized in the freshman, sophomore, and junior curriculum. Students prepare for the
Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test (PSAT), PLAN, Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), and American College Test
(ACT) in AVID with the support of outside test preparation companies such as Blue Train Tutoring and Study Hut
Tutoring. College research is integral to the curriculum. During junior and senior years, students complete college
applications, college essays, and have the opportunity to take two college trips per year.
AVID Faculty
One key to a successful AVID program is a site coordinator/teacher who works well with the faculty, the staff, and
the tutors. The site coordinator and the AVID elective teachers strive to meet the needs of the students by
coordinating AVID methodology school wide, organizing the AVID curriculum and activities, and placing students
on a college preparatory curriculum. The AVID elective team guides the students through the college application
process.
AVID Tutor
Tutors are essential to the success of the AVID elective class because they aid students accessing rigorous
curriculum. The tutors, college students, and graduates receive formal training from a site tutor trainer. As a result,
they are well-qualified and excellent role models for students in the AVID program. The tutors serve as mentors to
small groups of students in each AVID class. Through this mentor relationship, the tutor provides one-on-one
monitoring and coaching of each student. Tutors are available before school, once every two weeks, and at lunch
every A day. Additionally, AVID elective teachers and tutors also offer study hall the weekend before semester
finals.
AVID Parent
AVID parents support their students by encouraging academic achievement. They participate in site team meetings,
as well as maintain regular contact with the elective teachers and the AVID coordinator. AVID family events draw
many parents and students to participate.
AVID Site Team
AVID elective teachers, administrators, counselors, content teachers, students, parents, and tutors make up the site
team. The site team meets monthly to evaluate and make improvements to the AVID program. Additionally, the
team works to ensure annual certification.
AVID Student Support
The AVID elective teacher and counselor monitor the students’ four-year plans, ensuring that every AVID student
meets the A-G requirements and are on track for four-year university admittance.
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Mock Trial
Mock Trial brings Law & Order to the classroom with students receiving formal recognition on
the transcript. Through the Constitutional Rights Foundation, PVHS offers one of the most
competitive and challenging Mock Trial programs in Los Angeles County. Limited to 84 teams,
PVHS consistently lands in the top 10%. In 2008, PVHS ranked number 3 in the largest and
most competitive division of this nationally recognized program.
Model United Nations (MUN)
MUN is an international program that allows high school and college students to compete and
engage by debating about global issues. The club’s goal is to develop students’ critical thinking
and problem solving skills through the medium of international relations, events, and ideas that
shape global politics. MUN committees meet at conferences throughout the state and
country. PVHS MUN students participate in conferences at UCLA, UC Berkeley, and
Georgetown University, among others. PVHS students enrolled in MUN earn social studies
elective credit and satisfy the requirements toward earning the prestigious Palos Verdes
International Diploma (PVID).
Palos Verdes International Diploma (PVID)
This program is modeled after the Advanced Placement International Designation (APID)
certification requirements. Students take rigorous and challenging courses with a focus on
international history, politics, and humanities. PVID requires that students complete AP classes
in Human Geography, Comparative Government, World, European and US History as well as
US Government and Economics. Additionally, students must take a humanities course at a local
college or university while participating in Model United Nations (MUN). PVID students
complete a culminating senior research project on a topic in international studies.
Palos Verdes Institute of Technology (PVIT)
PVIT opened at PVHS in 1987 and featured one of the first high school robotics programs in the
nation. With the reopening of the school in 2001, the PVIT tradition continued and PVHS
became the only high school to field a Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
Grand Challenge autonomous vehicle. The PVHS team competed with entries from Cal Tech,
MIT, Virginia Tech, and Stanford. With this established record of success, there is continuing
interest to develop the PVIT program to offer pre-college engineering/technology courses while
continuing opportunities for competitions, internships, mentoring, and research.
Project Lead the Way (PLTW)
This program, a national nonprofit organization, offers a flexible sequence of courses to build
students skills and knowledge in engineering/technology. PVHS has linked math and science
classes with PLTW courses, which UC and CSU recognize as meeting the general admission
requirement. South Bay corporations, Aerospace, Boeing Corporation, Northrop Grumman, and
Honda have enthusiastically advised our school to join with PLTW to help PVHS students gain
the necessary knowledge to prepare them for college and excel in engineering and other hightech fields. Many universities including Duke University and Purdue University offer credit or
advanced placement for PLTW coursework to students upon enrollment. Rochester Institute of
Technology also makes transferable college credit available to PVHS PLTW students.
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Senior Project
Each student at Palos Verdes High School conducts a culminating Senior Research Project in his
or her senior English class. The components of the project include a research paper, a physical
project, which is a minimum of 15 hours of fieldwork and 15 hours of community service related
to some aspect of the paper, and a presentation to a panel of judges. Students select their own
area of study and have the opportunity to demonstrate the knowledge and maturity they have
gained during their high school career. By conducting formal research, academic writing, and
public speaking to convey ideas, PVHS seniors are well prepared to be successful at the college
level.
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Student Media Services
Live from 205
Live from 205 is a student run news broadcast show that runs two 25 minute broadcasts each
week. The program consists of 28 of the school’s top students who have to be accepted to
participate in the program. Live from 205 has proven to be a most efficient and professional
mode to disseminate information to the student body. Over the last five years, Live from 205 has
won over 30 individual awards and three Excellence Awards at the Student Television News
national convention. www.livefrom205.com
Newspaper
The Point, the school newspaper, involves more than 50 students and is published once a month.
This student run program features stories of all aspects of the school including sports, academics
and an editorial section. Several journalism students submit stories for the local newspapers as
well. The Point is regarded as one of the top high school newspapers in the South Bay area.
Yearbook and Literary Publications
The PVHS Triton Yearbook and Tradewinds Literary Publications are nationally award-winning
publications produced by a student staff during class time and after school hours. These
publications have garnered numerous accolades. Some of these accolades include the following:
• Printing Industries of America: Premier Print Awards Benny “Best of Category” Award
of Recognition 2010, and Honorable Mention 2009
• NSPA National Scholastic Press Association First Class Status for 2010 and 2011
• ASPA American Scholastic Press Association First Place Award with Special Merit
2011 and First Place for 2010
• Grand Prize Design and First Place Design awards out of 2,500 entries for the 2010
YearTech Online Design Contest for Jostens Publishing
• NSPA Best of High School Yearbooks catalog, first place awards in management and
photography
• Jostens Look Book, first place awards
• University of San Diego leadership and design conference, first place 2009, 2010, 2011
Triton Yearbook
Student staff members enrolled in this course capture original stories and photography, work
under strict deadlines, collaborate with editors and staff, master the yearbook online design
program, learn Adobe Photoshop techniques, and foster a working relationship with the student
body, teachers, staff, parents, and community members.
Tradewinds Literary Publications
In Tradewinds Literary Publications, student staff members meet to learn about the finer points
of poetry and prose. In addition, they gather original student submissions for the publication and
embed it within the Triton yearbook. Students involved in the Tradewinds Literary Publications
course learn the following publication skills: writing, copy-editing, layout, and design. Staff
members collaborate with the yearbook Editors-in-Chief and Editors. Both yearbook and literary
publications are tiered full-year elective courses, which allow students to enroll all four years.
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Athletics
Between the years of 1962-1991 and 2002-2011, PVHS has a proud history of athletic success
with an accumulation of 195 league championships and 31 CIF championships.
With new facility renovations, the school continues to support a wide variety of high quality
athletic programs. Approximately 58% of the PVHS student population competes on athletic
teams.
PVHS offers 29 boys’ and girls’ sports. At the end of the school year, the Athlete of the Year
banquet honors and celebrates the success of senior athletes. The figure below lists each sport by
season.
Fall Sports
Cheer (F, JV, V)
Boys’ Cross Country
Girls’ Cross Country
Equestrian
Football (F, JV, V)
Girls’ Golf (JV, V)
Sailing
Song (JV, V)
Girls’ Tennis (JV, V)
Girls’ Volleyball (F/S, JV, V)
Boys’ Water Polo (F/S, JV, V)

Sports by Season
Winter Sports
Boys’ Basketball (F/S, JV, V)
Girls’ Basketball (F/S, V)
Boys’ Soccer (F/S, JV, V)
Girls’ Soccer (F/S, JV, V)
Boys’ Surf (V)
Girls’ Surf (V)
Girls’ Water Polo (JV, V)

Spring Sports
Baseball (F/S, JV, V)
Boys’ Golf (JV, V)
Boys’ Lacrosse (JV, V)
Girls’ Lacrosse (JV, V)
Softball (JV, V)
Boys’ Swimming (F/S, V)
Girls’ Swimming (F/S, V)
Boys’ Tennis (JV, V)
Boys’ Track
Girls’ Track
Boys’ Volleyball (F/S, JV, V)

One challenge that PVHS continues to face is the decrease in the number of on-staff coaches. As
a result, PVHS continues to rely more on walk-on coaches. Although the coaches are well
qualified in assisting the student-athletes, it is difficult for these coaches to develop the same
rapport with the players. In order to entice more staff members to coach and to attract qualified
coaches, the district continues to offer 7% of the certificated employees’ salary schedule as an
athletic coaching stipend. To attract more coaches, the school district also created additional
assistant coaching positions. The figure below shows the number of coaching stipends for the
athletic programs.
Coaches
Credentialed Teachers
Classified Staff
Walk-on
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2009-2010
17
3
62

2010-2011
16
3
57

2011-2012
16
5
54

Student Achievement Data
Academic Performance Index (API)
Since the last WASC visit in 2006, PVHS continues to show significant improvement in nearly
every standardized testing measure. More than ever, students are participating in AP classes.
PVHS students continue to demonstrate improvement on the SAT and ACT tests and matriculate
to the most highly ranked universities.
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In 2011, the PVHS faculty and staff took a number of steps to improve standardized testing
performance from 848 to 898. The PVHS staff and faculty acknowledge that STAR tests are not
the only measurement for judging student’s academic achievement.
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API: Special Education Students
The disaggregated API score for the special education students’ subgroup fell over a three-year
period from 2008-2010. This was a concern for the administration and faculty. In order to
support the needs of these students, PVHS began to develop reading and pre-algebra intervention
programs. With the establishment of these programs, PVHS is witnessing signs of improvement.
These signs include better achievement on California Standards Tests (CST), CMA assessments,
the CAHSEE, and a drop in initial assessments for special education students. In addition, the
API scores for this student subgroup increased by 52 points, to 672, in 2011.
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The test score results among this subgroup has become the responsibility of all PVHS teachers,
administrators, and staff. Special education students are in all classes at PVHS, from AP to
Reading and Writing Skills. In order to better support these students, the PVHS administration
and faculty continue to examine the curriculum, teaching strategies, as well as student data to
develop effective ways to educate all students.
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California Standards Tests (CST)
Each trend analysis graph is in conjunction with a table that shows student proficiency levels for
each test. The following pages, trend analysis graphs show the overall scores for PVHS students
between 2008 and 2011.
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English Language Arts
2011

11.44%
14.26%

2010

15.05%

2009

13.84%

2008

Far Below Basic

Level

Advanced
Proficient
Basic
Below Basic
Far Below Basic
Total Students

24.90%

59.46%

26.23%

49.93%

28.17%

49.25%

29.94%

49.68%

Below Basic

Basic

Proficient

ELA: CST Percent Proficient
2008
2009
49.68%
49.25%
29.94%
28.17%
13.84%
15.05%
4.29%
4.87%
2.25%
2.65%
1423
1395

Advanced

2010
49.93%
26.23%
14.26%
6.17%
3.42%
1346

2011
59.46%
24.90%
11.44%
3.04%
1.17%
1285

English Language Arts (ELA) Achievement
The following trend analysis graphs show the percentage of students that scored at each band
from 2008-2011. Students take English every year. Students have the option to take Honors
classes in freshmen, sophomore, and junior years, and to enroll in AP Language and AP
Literature in junior and senior years. In 2011, over 80% of PVHS students scored at Proficient
and Advanced Levels. In 2011, PVHS made significant improvement across all grades in
English. The number of students scoring in the advanced and proficient range increased from
2010-2011. Almost 85% of all students showed proficiency in English. The rational for this
significant change between the 2009-2010 and 2010-2011 school years was the number of
special education students taking the California Modified Assessment as prescribed by the IEP
team. It is important that PVHS continue to develop strategies to address the students receiving
Basic, Below Basic, and Far Below Basic scores.
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ELA - Grade 9
2011
2010

17.86%
13.61%

2009
2008

10.38%

Far Below Basic

73.64%
28.08%

52.70%

26.96%

59.80%

28.11%

58.30%

Below Basic

Basic

Proficient

Advanced

ELA - Grade 9: CST Percent Proficient
Level
2008
2009
Advanced
58.30%
59.80%
Proficient
28.11%
26.96%
Basic
10.38%
8.58%
Below Basic
2.08%
3.92%
Far Below Basic
1.13%
0.74%
Total Students
530
408

2010
52.70%
28.08%
13.61%
3.89%
1.73%
463

2011
73.64%
17.86%
6.97%
1.31%
0.22%
459

ELA – Grade 9
In the 2011 school year, over 90% ninth grade PVHS students scored at Proficient and Advanced
Levels. ELA and research content standards continue to be an emphasis for PVHS and a
common thread across the curriculum.
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ELA - Grade 10
2011

16.33%

2010

14.36%

2009

17.28%

2008

14.47%

Far Below Basic

32.66%

44.74%

24.69%

52.14%

30.68%

44.08%

35.53%

42.32%

Below Basic

Basic

Proficient

ELA - Grade 10: CST Percent Proficient
Level
2008
2009
Advanced
42.32%
44.08%
Proficient
35.53%
30.68%
Basic
14.47%
17.28%
Below Basic
5.04%
5.44%
Far Below Basic
2.63%
2.52%
Total Students
456
515

Advanced

2010
52.14%
24.69%
14.36%
5.79%
3.02%
397

2011
44.74%
32.66%
16.33%
4.47%
1.79%
447

ELA – Grade 10
During the last four years, the sophomore class shows fewer students scoring in Far Below Basic
and Below Basic. This is an indication that the curriculum is meeting the needs of special
education students.
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ELA - Grade 11
2011
2010
2009
2008

11.86%

25.14%

14.85%
18.75%
17.39%

Far Below Basic

57.63%
25.77%

45.36%

25.22%

45.98%

26.32%

46.91%

Below Basic

Basic

Proficient

ELA - Grade 11: CST Percent Proficient
Level
2008
2009
Advanced
46.91%
45.98%
Proficient
26.32%
25.22%
Basic
17.39%
18.75%
Below Basic
6.18%
5.36%
Far Below Basic
3.20%
4.69%
Total Students
437
448

Advanced

2010
45.36%
25.77%
14.85%
8.66%
5.36%
485

2011
57.63%
25.14%
11.86%
3.67%
1.69%
354

ELA – Grade 11
In 2011, the junior class continued to make significant improvements with more students
achieving the next band level of proficiency, which is apparent by the following charts. With the
greatest gain in four years, eleventh grade PVHS students had an increase of 12.27% that scored
in the Advanced Level. Fewer students continue to perform at the Far Below Basic, Below Basic,
and Basic Level as in the previous recorded years.
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Science
17.09%

2011

27.78%

49.74%

2010

19.79%

2009

25.22%

28.59%

35.50%

2008

23.24%

30.83%

34.55%

Far Below Basic

Level

Advanced
Proficient
Basic
Below Basic
Far Below Basic
Total Students

31.07%

Below Basic

Basic

35.81%

Proficient

Science: CST Percent Proficient
2008
2009
34.55%
35.50%
30.83%
28.59%
23.24%
25.22%
6.12%
6.67%
5.27%
4.02%
1291
1245

Advanced

2010
35.81%
31.07%
19.79%
6.95%
6.38%
1223

2011
49.74%
27.78%
17.09%
3.59%
1.79%
1170

Science Achievement
The following trend analysis graph shows the overall achievement for PVHS students in science.
The majority of students take biology in freshmen year, chemistry in sophomore year with a
number of different choices in junior and senior year. Most of the students attending PVHS take
four years of lab science. PVHS students are achieving at very high levels in all sciences,
especially the life sciences. The instructional experience of the science department in addition to
consistent teaching practices has resulted in higher student achievement. There are many
opportunities for students to take science electives in junior and senior years. These electives
consist of Biology 2AP, Chemistry 2AP, Anatomy and Physiology, Environmental Science AP,
Marine Biology and a number of engineering courses through PVIT. An interesting trend shows
that the physical science courses that rely on math, such as chemistry, have students scoring
lower than the life sciences that do not depend on math. An area of concern is the number of
students who lack math achievement that have the opportunity to take advanced science courses,
such as chemistry and physics. A decrease in course rigor, as well as student achievement is also
a concern.
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Biology
26.26%

2011
2010

16.28%

2009

19.37%

62.64%
30.80%

44.37%

26.54%

48.06%

16.87%

31.02%

46.39%

Far Below Basic

Below Basic

2008

Level

Advanced
Proficient
Basic
Below Basic
Far Below Basic
Total Students

Basic

Proficient

Biology: CST Percent Proficient
2008
2009
46.39%
48.06%
31.02%
26.54%
16.87%
19.37%
2.59%
4.02%
3.13%
2.01%
735
697
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Advanced

2010
44.37%
30.80%
16.28%
5.16%
3.39%
737

2011
62.64%
26.26%
8.85%
1.54%
0.70%
712

Chemistry
32.73%

2011
2010

11.03%

27.32%

10.78%

2009

28.57%
32.58%

34.48%
32.81%

2008
Far Below Basic

Level

Advanced
Proficient
Basic
Below Basic
Far Below Basic
Total Students

27.27%

Below Basic

Basic

31.47%

16.81%

30.13%

17.63%

Proficient

Chemistry: CST Percent Proficient
2008
2009
17.63%
16.81%
30.13%
31.47%
32.81%
34.48%
9.60%
10.78%
9.82%
6.47%
448
464
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20.30%

Advanced

2010
20.30%
32.58%
27.32%
8.77%
11.03%
399

2011
27.27%
28.57%
32.73%
7.79%
3.64%
385

Earth Science
2011
2010
2009
2008

15.38%

46.15%

18.18%

23.08%

40.91%

31.58%

13.64%

15.79%

31.58%

39.29%

Far Below Basic

27.27%
15.79%

46.43%

Below Basic

Basic

Proficient

Advanced

Earth Science: CST Percent Proficient
Level
2008
2009
Advanced
3.57%
5.26%
Proficient
7.14%
15.79%
Basic
46.43%
31.58%
Below Basic
39.29%
15.79%
Far Below Basic
3.57%
31.58%
Total Students
28
19

2010
0%
27.27%
13.64%
40.91%
18.18%
22
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2011
7.69%
23.08%
46.15%
7.69%
15.38%
13

Physics
41.67%

2011

15.38%

2010

20.00%

2009

Far Below Basic

Level

Advanced
Proficient
Basic
Below Basic
Far Below Basic
Total Students

26.15%

46.15%

33.85%

20.00%

2008

50.00%

43.08%

41.25%

Below Basic

Basic

31.25%

Proficient

Physics: CST Percent Proficient
2008
2009
31.25%
43.08%
41.25%
33.85%
20.00%
20.00%
7.50%
3.08%
0%
0%
80
65
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Advanced

2010
46.15%
26.15%
15.38%
4.62%
7.69%
65

2011
50.00%
41.67%
8.33%
0%
0%
60

Mathematics
2011

13.29%

22.98%

33.23%

2010

22.48%

27.52%

2009

23.76%

24.20%

2008

20.23%

Far Below Basic

23.91%

29.52%

Below Basic

27.06%

Basic

18.35%

25.36%

18.80%

25.09%

18.08%

Proficient

Advanced

Mathematics: CST Percent Proficient
Level
2008
2009
Advanced
18.08%
18.80%
Proficient
25.09%
25.36%
Basic
29.52%
24.20%
Below Basic
20.23%
23.76%
Far Below Basic
7.08%
7.87%
Total Students
1399
1372

2010
18.35%
23.91%
27.52%
22.48%
7.74%
1330

2011
27.06%
33.23%
22.98%
13.29%
3.44%
1249

Math Achievement
The trend analysis graphs displayed below show the percentage of students that scored in each
band for the last four years. In 2010, all courses of mathematics saw a decrease in the number of
students scoring at proficient or above. Of particular interest is the group of students taking
Algebra 1B as ninth graders. These students show progress through the math curriculum and
score significantly lower than their classmates that started high school taking Geometry. The lack
in achievement of these students is alarming and it is important to develop learning strategies in
order to address the needs of these students especially since one quarter of these students receive
special education services. Many of these students are placed in Meets College Requirements
(MCR) courses for Geometry and Algebra II. The achievement of students in these classes is
cause for concern.
In 2011, due to a renewed focus on the basics, student motivation, and standardized testing
preparation, PVHS showed dramatic gains in mathematic achievement. The overall number of
students that scored in the proficient range in mathematics rose from 42% in 2010 to 61% in
2011. While this is a great achievement, there are still areas of concern. The students that start in
ninth grade Algebra must receive additional and supplemental instruction in mathematics basics
in order to stay on pace with classes.
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General Math
36.36%

2011

46.15%

2010
2009
2008

36.36%

18.18%

30.77%
42.86%

14.29%

42.86%

35.29%

Far Below Basic

15.38%

52.94%

Below Basic

Basic

Proficient

General Math: CST Percent Proficient
Level
2008
2009
Advanced
0%
0%
Proficient
5.88%
0%
Basic
52.94%
42.86%
Below Basic
35.29%
42.86%
Far Below Basic
5.88%
14.29%
Total Students
17
7
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Advanced

2010
0%
7.69%
15.38%
30.77%
46.15%
13

2011
9.09%
18.18%
36.36%
36.36%
0%
11

Algebra I
21.05%

2011
2010

13.28%

2009

11.19%

31.58%

28.95%

43.75%

30.47%

35.07%

32.09%

35.97%

2008

Far Below Basic

Level

Advanced
Proficient
Basic
Below Basic
Far Below Basic
Total Students

15.79%
12.50%
17.16%

48.92%

Below Basic

Basic

Proficient

Algebra I: CST Percent Proficient
2008
2009
0%
4.48%
7.91%
17.16%
48.92%
32.09%
35.97%
35.07%
7.19%
11.19%
139
134

Advanced

2010
0%
12.50%
30.47%
43.75%
13.28%
128

2011
15.79%
28.95%
31.58%
21.05%
2.63%
114

Algebra I
In 2010, 117 freshmen who represented 24% of the freshman class and 11 sophomores took the
Algebra I CST. Most of these students were enrolled in a course titled Algebra 1B. These
students took Algebra 1A in the eighth grade as part of a two-year Algebra sequence program.
This cohort of students that were enrolled in Algebra 1B in the ninth grade were a main focus at
PVHS in order for them to improve their math achievement. As a result, in the 2010-2011 school
year, PVHS started a math intervention program to target these students and to attempt to bring
their fundamental math skills up to grade level to enable success in Algebra 1B. The results from
2011 show some progress. This remains a concern for PVHS and an area to evaluate.
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Geometry
20.14%

2011

15.94%

2010

16.74%

2008

Advanced
Proficient
Basic
Below Basic
Far Below Basic
Total Students

23.70%
28.48%

Far Below Basic

Level

32.27%

31.88%

22.04%

2009

37.30%

Below Basic

26.81%

22.95%

25.36%

24.64%

27.17%

24.57%

Basic

Proficient

Geometry: CST Percent Proficient
2008
2009
24.57%
24.64%
27.17%
25.36%
28.48%
23.70%
16.74%
22.04%
3.04%
4.27%
460
422

Advanced

2010
22.95%
26.81%
31.88%
15.94%
2.42%
414

2011
32.27%
37.30%
20.14%
8.70%
1.60%
437

Geometry
Geometry scores from the last three years continue to improve. However, the sophomores that
take geometry remain a concern. Many students take Geometry MCR. These are often ninth
grade students that are in Algebra 1.
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Algebra II
16.33%

2011

25.63%

27.64%

23.37%

2010

15.74%

23.49%

23.73%

23.73%

13.32%

2009

15.14%

24.50%

22.94%

22.49%

14.92%

2008

14.26%

25.53%

13.40%

20.85%

Far Below Basic

Level

Advanced
Proficient
Basic
Below Basic
Far Below Basic
Total Students

25.96%

Below Basic

Basic

Proficient

Algebra II: CST Percent Proficient
2008
2009
13.40%
14.92%
25.53%
22.49%
25.96%
22.94%
20.85%
24.50%
14.26%
15.14%
470
449

Advanced

2010
13.32%
23.73%
23.73%
23.49%
15.74%
413

2011
23.37%
27.64%
25.63%
16.33%
7.04%
398

Algebra II
PVHS showed significant improvement in 2011 in Algebra II scores. The percentage of students
scoring proficient and better increased from 37% to 51% between 2010 and 2011. This is a
13.96% increase from the previous year. Fewer students also scored in Basic, Below Basic, and
Far Below Basic. The improvement of student scores on the Algebra II achievement test is the
result of a comprehensive math program. The program addresses the fundamental skills, which
students lack when they enter high school.
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Summative High School Math
2011

12.11%

2010

20.99%

2009

20.28%

2008

19.72%

16.67%

Far Below Basic

37.02%
26.24%

29.41%

25.41%

23.06%

32.50%

26.60%

30.13%

Below Basic

Basic

Proficient

25.97%
22.50%
24.68%

Advanced

Summative High School Math: CST Percent Proficient
Level
2008
2009
2010
Advanced
24.68%
22.50%
25.97%
Proficient
30.13%
32.50%
25.41%
Basic
26.60%
23.06%
26.24%
Below Basic
16.67%
20.28%
20.99%
Far Below Basic
1.92%
1.67%
1.38%
Total Students
312
360
362

2011
29.41%
37.02%
19.72%
12.11%
1.73%
289

Summative High School Math
These students took one of the following courses: Pre-Calculus, Pre-Calculus Honors, Calculus,
AP Calculus AB, AP Calculus BC, Statistics, and Functions, Trigonometry and Statistics (FTS).
Over 50% of the students that took the Summative CST, scored proficient or better. There is
more diversity of students in these classes than other CST mathematic classes. In addition,
student performance from 2010 to 2011 is showing an improvement in scores.
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World History
2011
2010
2009
2008

12.08%

27.25%

14.11%
12.07%
14.62%

Far Below Basic

56.30%
28.22%

44.19%

23.06%

53.23%

28.54%

Below Basic

42.69%

Basic

Proficient

World History: CST Percent Proficient
Level
2008
2009
Advanced
42.69%
53.23%
Proficient
28.54%
23.06%
Basic
14.62%
12.07%
Below Basic
6.73%
3.88%
Far Below Basic
7.42%
7.76%
Total Students
431
464

Advanced

2010
44.19%
28.22%
14.11%
5.19%
8.30%
482

2011
56.30%
27.25%
12.08%
1.80%
2.57%
389

Social Studies Achievement
The CST in social studies in World History and US History assesses student achievement.
Students enrolled in World History, World History Honors, and European History AP take the
World History CST in either their freshmen or sophomore year. All junior students take the US
History CST. PVHS students have performed very well on social studies CST. Students have
shown significant improvement in band gains from one level to the next. The social studies
department collaborates on a regular basis in order to enhance instructional techniques, improve
the science curriculum, and to assess students’ data and instructional needs.
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United States History
2011
2010
2009
2008

12.91%

28.85%

14.14%
12.50%
14.62%

Far Below Basic

53.57%

28.27%

44.07%

22.95%

52.27%

28.54%

Below Basic

42.69%

Basic

Proficient

Advanced

United States History: CST Percent Proficient
Level
2008
2009
Advanced
42.69%
52.27%
Proficient
28.54%
22.95%
Basic
14.62%
12.50%
Below Basic
6.73%
4.09%
Far Below Basic
7.42%
8.18%
Total Students
431
440
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2010
44.07%
28.27%
14.14%
5.20%
8.32%
481

2011
53.57%
28.85%
12.91%
1.92%
2.75%
364

California High School Exit Examination (CAHSEE)
The state of California requires students to pass the CAHSEE in order to receive a high school
diploma. For students who fail to pass the CAHSEE in the tenth grade, PVHS offers students
multiple opportunities to retake the CAHSEE during the junior and senior years, and by the end
of the senior year all students pass the CAHSEE.
PVHS students have done very well on the CAHSEE over the past three years. Most students
pass the exam on their first attempt in March of sophomore year. The pass rate for first time
students’ that take the CAHSEE fluctuates between 97% and 98%. Most of the students not
passing the CAHSEE on the first attempt are special education students. However,
approximately four-fifths of these students pass the CAHSEE on the first attempt.
Subject
Mathematics
English Language Arts

CAHSEE Results for Grade 10: All Students
2008
2009
98%
98%
98%
98%

2010
98%
97%

2011
99%
98%

CAHSEE Results for Grade 10: Special Education Students
Subject
2008
2009
2010
Mathematics
84%
93%
82%
English Language Arts
88%
86%
72%

2011
88%
85%

The success of sophomore students on the CASHEE accounts for approximately 17-22% of the
school’s overall API score. While the overall pass rates of sophomore students on the CAHSEE
are very good, it continues to be important to recognize the achievement of students with
disabilities.
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Advanced Placement and Honors Participation
PVHS and PVPUSD have an open course waiver policy that allows any student to enroll in an
AP class as long as there is space and the student has met the necessary course prerequisites.
There is not a GPA or honors requirement to enroll in an AP course. Due to this policy, PVHS
has a large number of class sections devoted to AP or Honors courses. Of the graduating seniors
taking an AP exam, 55.8% passed an AP exam some point during their high school career with a
score of three or better. The chart below shows the number of AP and Honors courses and
sections.

AP
Honors
AP and Honors Sections

Number of AP and Honors Courses
2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010
N/A
28
26
N/A
13
13
N/A
106
100

2010-2011
27
12
106

2011-2012
29
13
106

All students enrolled in an AP course are encouraged to take the AP exam in May. PVHS
charges students $90 per AP exam. This helps to support the AP curriculum with additional
instructional supplies, as well as providing staff development training, conferences, and
symposiums. Approximately 25 students received fee reductions for AP exams based on
financial need. The Booster Club helps financially students who cannot afford to take AP exams.
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Advanced Placement Results
In 2011, 599 students took 1,283 AP tests in 28 different subjects. 76% of the exams taken were
passed with a score of three or higher. Of those students that took an AP exam, 83% passed with
at least one of their exams with a score of three or higher. Over the last five years, PVHS
students passing AP exams ranged between 69% and 76%.

AP Pass Results
69

76

70

77

76

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Score
5
4
3
2
1
Total

2007

2008

2009

AP 2011 Scores
Total Exams
222
368
392
207
94
1,283
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2010

2011

% of Total Exams
17.3%
28.7%
30.6%
16.1%
7.3%
100.0%

National Merit Scholar Qualifying Test (NMSQT)
NMSQT Results
2008
N/A
N/A
N/A

2009
20
6
2

2010
11
7
5

2011
28
11
2

2009-2010
356
565
606
581

2010-2011
423
563
585
582

Commended
Semi-Finalists
Finalists
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
The SAT is one of the two major quantitative measures that colleges and universities use to
assess the college preparation of applicants. PVHS students prepare for the SAT through course
curriculum within special programs, such as AVID, to increase SAT achievement. PVHS
encourages all juniors to take the SAT in preparation for college admission. In 2010, the scores
of PVHS students improved on each section of the SAT with a slight decline in critical reading
and mathematics in 2011.

Total Tested
Critical Reading
Mathematics
Writing

SAT Results
2007-2008 2008-2009
379
362
557
557
593
586
572
567

American College Test (ACT)
PVHS encourages juniors to attempt the ACT. With the extra section of science, the ACT proves
more beneficial to some students. Most colleges and universities recognize the ACT with as
much weight as the SAT.

Total Tested
Composite Score

ACT Results
2007-2008 2008-2009
220
184
25.3
25.6
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2009-2010
251
25.9

2010-2011
261
26.2

EXPLORE
In 2010, a new program, College Day, was implemented at PVHS in order to support and
promote a college enrollment culture. During College Day, freshmen, sophomore, and junior
students take grade level curriculum appropriate standardized test measures, while seniors attend
a series of workshops to assist them with college applications, financial aid, and available
opportunities at the Southern California Regional Occupational Center. PVHS PTSA and
Booster Club cover the costs of College Day, including test-scoring fees.
The EXPLORE program is designed to help freshmen students explore a broad range of options
for their future. It prepares students not only for their high school coursework but for their post
high school choices as well.
EXPLORE
Grade 9: Class of 2014
Total Tested: 464
Mean
PVHS
19.1%
9.7%
9.3%
18.9%
18.1%
19.6%
19.1%
College Readiness

Subject
English

Usage Mechanics
Rhetorical Skills

Math
Reading
Science
Composite
Subject

Percentage of students on track to be college ready when they graduate

English

Benchmark 14 or Above

Math

Benchmark 18 or Above

Reading

Benchmark 16 or Above

Science

Benchmark 20 or Above

Subject
English
Math
Reading
Science

Nation
15.5%
8%
7.6%
16.3%
15.3%
16.9%
16.1%

PVHS

Nation

91%

64%

65%

37%

73%

43%

46%

17%

College Readiness Standards (CRS) Range by Percent

CRS relate to types of skills needed for success in high school and beyond

CRS
1-12

PVHS

5%
3%
7%
2%

Nation

27%
15%
30%
7%

CRS
13-15

PVHS

10%
13%
13%
9%

Nation

27%
25%
25%
25%
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CRS
16-19

PVHS

36%
49%
42%
42%

Nation

25%
41%
25%
25%

CRS
20-23

PVHS

37%
21%
24%
34%

Nation

18%
14%
13%
14%

CRS
24-25

PVHS

13%
14%
7%
13%

Nation

3%
5%
5%
3%

PLAN
The PLAN program helps sophomores build a solid foundation for future academic and career
success and provides information needed to address priority issues. This comprehensive
guidance resource helps students measure their current academic development, explore
career/training options, and make plans for the remaining years of high school and postgraduation years. PLAN serves as the midpoint measure of academic progress in ACT’s College
and Career Readiness System. The PLAN test is scored between 1-32 and is determined by a
composite scoring system much like that of the ACT, based on the scores received on each of the
categories of the test.
PLAN
Grade 10: Class of 2013
Total Tested: 457
Mean
PVHS
19.0%
9.9%
9.4%
21.9%
10.9%
11.5%
19.0%
20.1%
20.1%
College Readiness

Subject
English
Math

Usage Mechanics
Rhetorical Skills

Pre-Algebra
Geometry
Reading
Science
Composite
Subject

Percentage of students on track to be college ready when they graduate

English

Benchmark 15 or Above

Math

Benchmark 19 or Above

Reading

Benchmark 17 or Above

Science

Benchmark 21 or Above

Subject
English
Math
Reading
Science

Nation
16.9%
8.3%
8.4%
17.4%
8.2%
8.7%
16.9%
18.2%
17.5%

7%
2%
8%
1%

Nation

84%

68%

65%

34%

64%

50%

36%

22%

College Readiness Standards (CRS) Range by Percent

CRS
1-12

PVHS

PVHS

CRS relate to types of skills needed for success in high school and beyond

Nation

17%
11%
17%
4%

CRS
13-15

PVHS

14%
11%
19%
11%

Nation

23%
26%
24%
17%

CRS
16-19

PVHS

35%
26%
30%
42%

Nation

32%
36%
32%
48%
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CRS
20-23

PVHS

28%
20%
20%
23%

Nation

20%
16%
18%
24%

CRS
24-27

PVHS

12%
20%
20%
16%

Nation

6%
7%
8%
5%

CRS
28-32

PVHS

5%
21%
4%
6%

Nation

2%
4%
1%
2%

UC and CSU Eligible Students (A-G qualified)
The number of students that are UC and CSU eligible is important to the PVHS staff and faculty.
The indication of college readiness correlates with the number of PVHS who select to attend
four-year colleges. The UC and CSU entrance requirements are a good reference point for the
percentage of PVHS students ready for a four-year university.
Students Eligible for UC and CSU Admission
2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010
Graduates
425
438
448
Number of Graduates Eligible
294
315
344
Percent of Graduates Eligible
69.2%
71.9%
76.8%

2010-2011
477
383
80.3%

Consistent with county and state averages, a higher percentage of female students than male
students are UC and CSU eligible. This will continue to be a focal point for PVHS staff and
faculty.
College Admission (2008-2010)
Parents from PVHS expect their children to be prepared to succeed in post-secondary educations.
Typically, 75-80% of the students go directly to four-year universities, with an additional 1924% going to community colleges. SAT, ACT, AP scores, STAR test results, school generated
data, and alumni surveys demonstrate the school’s success in preparing students for a college
education.
College Matriculation (2005-2011)
The table below presents the acceptance, SAT, ACT, and GPA statistics of students from the
classes of 2005-2011 to universities. The table only includes the top 50 universities in regards to
the number of applications from PVHS students. As evidenced by the following report, the
acceptance rate for PVHS students is higher than the universities acceptance rate for all
applicants.
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College
Arizona State University
Boston College
Boston University
Brown University
Cal Poly University San Luis Obispo
Cal State Fullerton
Cal State Long Beach
Chapman University
Columbia University
Cornell University
Dartmouth College
Duke University
Georgetown University
Harvard University
Indiana University at Bloomington
Loyola Marymount University
New York University
Northeastern University
Northwestern University
Oregon State University
Pepperdine University
Princeton University
San Diego State University
San Francisco State University
Santa Clara University
Sonoma State University
Southern Methodist University
Stanford University
Texas Christian University
UC Berkeley
UC Davis
UC Irvine
UC Merced
UC Riverside
UC San Diego
UC Santa Barbara
UC Santa Cruz
UCLA
University of Arizona
University of Colorado at Boulder
University of Michigan
University of Oregon
University of Pennsylvania
University of San Diego
University of San Francisco
University of Southern California
University of Washington
Vanderbilt University
Washington University St. Louis
Yale University

College Matriculation (2005-2011)
Accepted
Net
Applied
Total
%
131
172
119
100
461
145
346
125
93
114
73
90
80
104
99
208
124
54
105
65
96
84
394
131
175
115
90
233
57
552
406
473
58
152
586
680
322
702
287
240
125
280
86
186
88
522
192
54
71
104
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114
67
75
9
235
118
208
83
10
30
8
19
20
12
90
128
68
29
28
48
34
13
213
114
116
104
59
22
36
212
215
333
51
130
291
403
238
240
253
206
53
232
20
108
61
218
117
13
18
11

87%
39%
63%
9%
51%
81%
60%
66%
11%
26%
11%
21%
25%
12%
91%
62%
55%
54%
27%
74%
35%
15%
54%
87%
66%
90%
66%
9%
63%
38%
53%
70%
88%
86%
50%
59%
74%
34%
88%
86%
42%
83%
23%
58%
69%
42%
61%
24%
25%
11%

SAT
2400
1588
1810
1951
2184
1867
1630
1765
1754
2202
2174
2253
2220
2185
2150
1850
1847
1995
2003
2197
1654
1818
2205
1769
1600
1906
1637
1861
2125
1753
2105
1969
1920
1736
1798
2046
1964
1875
2076
1713
1773
1991
1746
2092
1874
1749
2026
1894
2141
2195
2229

Accepted Average
ACT
GPA
Weighted
23
3.25
31
4.61
29
4.21
34
4.67
28
4.08
25
3.5
26
3.82
27
3.8
34
4.52
33
4.73
34
4.81
33
4.83
32
4.84
34
4.6
27
3.88
28
3.99
30
4.42
28
4.28
34
4.76
26
3.42
26
4.04
34
4.72
26
3.84
24
3.39
28
4.15
24
3.37
29
4.02
33
4.67
27
3.87
31
4.63
30
4.37
29
4.25
25
3.67
26
3.83
31
4.52
29
4.33
28
3.94
32
4.57
26
3.49
26
3.76
30
4.43
26
3.7
33
4.75
27
4.11
25
3.83
30
4.39
29
4.21
32
4.66
33
4.76
34
4.8

Grade Analysis
English
Grade
A
B
C
D
F

2008-2009
751
661
318
112
46

English Grades
2009-2010
759
659
327
93
57

2010-2011
766
637
383
91
29

The chart above shows the consistency of grades through the years in the English Department.
Over the course of the last three school years, the passing English grades have remained steady
with a decrease in the number of D and F grades.

Fine Arts
Grade
A
B
C
D
F

2008-2009
653
101
40
24
7

Fine Arts Grades
2009-2010
771
118
44
26
5

2010-2011
683
110
42
14
1

The Fine Arts Department’s grades have remained steady over the years. The drop in A’s in the
2010-2011 did not affect any other grade category; they remained consistent with the previous
years.

Foreign Language
Grade
A
B
C
D
F

Foreign Language Grades
2008-2009
2009-2010
647
663
443
407
218
176
62
41
20
11

2010-2011
649
414
186
45
10

The Foreign Language Department’s grades have remained the most consistent in all the
departments. The amount of D and F grades decreased sufficiently since the 2008-2009 school
year.
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Math
Grade
A
B
C
D
F

2008-2009
792
599
303
43
20

Math Grades
2009-2010
813
599
265
46
26

2010-2011
757
561
314
56
25

The Math Department grades are consistent through the years. The drop in A and B grades in
2010-2011 did not affect other grade categories.

Science
Grade
A
B
C
D
F

2008-2009
778
490
268
54
19

Science Grades
2009-2010
776
515
285
49
17

2010-2011
877
491
246
35
12

The Science Department grades have remained consistent over the years and the amount of A
grades has increased in the last year. In addition, the lower grades have decreased each year.

Social Studies
Grade
A
B
C
D
F

2008-2009
1001
443
199
42
15

Social Studies Grades
2009-2010
1097
425
144
39
14

2010-2011
846
408
160
48
10

The Social Studies grades have consistently decreased over the last three school years due to the
enrollment of fewer students. Therefore, the grades are similar to previous years.
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Total Grades
Grade
A
B
C
D
F

Total Grades
2009-2010
4879
2723
1241
294
130

2008-2009
4622
2737
1346
337
127

2010-2011
4578
2621
1331
289
87

In the last three school years, the total amount of grades has remained constant. The amount of D
and F grades has decreased every year and the passing grades are similar to previous years.

2008-2009

2009-2010

4% 1%

3% 1%

3% 2%

15%

13%

15%

30%

30%

29%

B

C

D

F

51%

53%

50%

A

2010-2011

A

B

C
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D

F

A

B

C

D

F

CEDLT Achievement
An important point with the below data is that the number of students tested decreased as the
students’ progress through high school. For instance, fewer seniors are tested than freshmen
students. This data indicates that more students are re-designated as fluent during their time as
PVHS freshmen.
Grade 9
Advanced
Early Advanced
Intermediate
Early Intermediate
Beginning
Number Tested
Listening
Reading
Writing

Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

2008

2009

2010

2008

2009

2010

2008

2009

2010

2008

2009

2010

13%

33%

33%

13%

50%

29%

25%

44%

40%

0%

25%

0%

50%

33%

17%
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33%

29%

25%

44%

40%

0%

25%

0%

25%

11%

33%

25%

17%

43%

25%

11%

20%

0%

50%

0%

13%

22%

17%

0%

0%

0%

25%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

8

9

6

8

6

7

4

9

5

3

4

0

649.9

622.2

638.7

647.6

689.3

634.3

590.5

685.2

646

0

576.8

0

612.1

597.8

572.5

603

666.2

600.7

576.3

658

665.4

0

603.8

0

583.3

593.9

569.5

618

582.5

572.4

594

641

568.6

0

615.5

0

Skill Area Mean Scale Scores
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Surveys on Attitudes and Opinions about PVHS
During the 2010-2011 school year, three WASC surveys were distributed to PVHS parents and
students, certificated staff members, and classified employees. The surveys were created in order
to determine each groups opinions and attitudes toward campus climate and culture, enforcement
and consistency of school policies and procedures, academic rigor, the utilization of the block
schedule, staff articulation, and the ability to meet the needs of all students. The classified
employee survey included a section that addressed job equity, career expectations, and job
preparedness. For all surveys, stakeholders had five possible responses, which included
“Strongly Agree,” “Agree,” “Neutral,” “Disagree,” and “Strongly Disagree.”
Certificated Faculty Responses
The certificated faculty had 56 staff members who participated in the survey. The results of the
survey indicated the following opinions and attitudes:
• More than 93% agreed that the PVHS campus is clean, safe, respectful, and orderly
• Over 97% agreed that students are treated with respect and equality
• In the area of academic rigor, 90% of teachers agreed that the PVHS curricular program
is relevant, coherent, and rigorous
• The majority believe that coursework alignment to CA Content Standards is a priority
• Over 97% of teachers feel supported by the PVHS administration
• In terms of addressing the needs for all students, 96% of teachers feel that all PVHS
students have access to appropriate support to ensure academic success, which includes
tutoring and library availability
• In regards to consistent school policies and procedures, only 54% of certificated
employees feel that the PVHS administration is consistent with the enforcement of
school wide expectations and policies with 60% in agreement that the administration has
a serious approach to student discipline
• In the area of utilizing the block schedule, 84% agree that teachers effectively utilize the
block schedule
• Only 57% agreed that students are appropriately placed in classes according to skill level
with only 52% in agreement that there are many opportunities for meaningful dialog
about instruction and performance
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Classified Staff Responses
The classified survey had 22 staff members who participated in the survey, which resulted in the
following opinions and attitudes:
• Over 90% agreed that PVHS students are treated with respect and equality
• Almost 85% feel that the school campus is clean, safe, orderly, and respectful
• In the area of job expectations and preparedness, 90% of staff members surveyed agreed
that they are aware of their expectations at PVHS
• Approximately, 84% feel that they receive the necessary tools to perform efficiently
quality work
• Only 41% of classified employees agreed that the workload is equitable among PVHS
classified staff while 45% of staff surveyed feels that there is equity with the expectations
set for all classified employees
• In relation to consistency of school wide policies and expectations, 54% of classified
employees agree that PVHS administration is consistent with policy enforcement
Parent/Student Survey
There were over 750 responses returned from the PVHS WASC Parent/Student Survey with a
third of the surveys from students and two-thirds from parents. Surprisingly, the student
responses were similar to the parent responses.
• Respondents indicated that they are generally happy with the school’s academic program
• Over 90% of the surveys reflected that the PVHS educational program is high quality and
that the school is doing a good job in preparing students for advanced levels of education
• The majority of respondents agreed that the PVHS program is positive, but must work to
address the needs of all students and take input from all stakeholders
• While some students and parents feel that the level of homework is too high for students,
most feel that the amount of homework is appropriate
• Over 81% of the responses either agree or strongly agree that teachers utilize available
technology (e.g. Edline) to communicate student’s progress with two-thirds in agreement
that teachers communicate with parents regarding student progress
• Approximately 90% of the survey respondents felt that the PVHS block schedule is a
positive aspect of the PVHS culture
• Between 80 and 90% of respondents answered that the school is doing a good job in
English, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, Fine Art, Foreign Language, and
Counseling
• An overwhelming 94% agreed that parents take an active role in their child’s education
and 88% agree that the community is involved in PVHS
• Only 61% of students and parents surveyed agreed that the students see a relationship
between what they are studying with everyday life
• Specific concerns was the enforcement of school rules that included dress code, drugs
and alcohol, and cheating
• Respondents indicated that 86% were satisfied with the way students are treated by
teachers, 88% satisfied with the way they are treated by counselors and 87% satisfied
with the way they are treated by administrators
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Summary
Based on the survey results, it is evident that classified and certificated staff members
overwhelmingly agree that PVHS provides a safe, respectful, and orderly campus climate,
pushes academic rigor in the classroom, and fosters an open relationship between staff and
administration. It is also clear that there is a need for more consistent enforcement of school wide
policies and expectations, staff articulation, and job equity among classified staff.
Overall, the general impressions with PVHS were very good. Many people agreed or strongly
agreed with the positive prompts in the survey. While the comments section gave people an
opportunity to vent frustrations, half of the comments were positive in nature such as, “PVHS is
a great school, thank you!” With over 750 people responding to the survey, the 2011 survey is a
positive influential means in which to evaluate the current feelings of the school community.
Although the general opinions and attitudes about PVHS are very positive, the survey did
acknowledge areas that the major stakeholders need to address in the self-study and beyond. The
concerns consist of the following:
• Homework-the amount and if it is meaningful or too much
• Communication-the role of Edline in the high school setting
• Block schedule-the effective use of class time
• School policies-the consistency and enforcement of school policies in regards to dress
code, substance abuse, and cheating
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Student Community Profile
During the 2010-2011 school year, the PVHS faculty and staff examined and evaluated the last
three school years of student demographics, achievements, and perception data. The data
presented in Chapter I includes the following overview and analysis of student and community
profile data representing PVHS.
Demographic
• Enrollment
• Gender
• Ethnicity
• Special programs
o AVID
o English Language Development (ELD)
o Immersion
• Student Attendance
Achievement
• Overall API
• API of subgroups
• CST Scores
• CAHSEE Scores
• AP Scores
Perception
• Teacher, staff, parent, and student surveys
While the students of PVHS have achieved high scholastic levels in comparison to national and
state averages, the staff and faculty recognize three key areas, which need improvement in order
to facilitate greater student learning. As a result, PVHS stakeholders have met with the
leadership team, departments, and interdisciplinary focus groups. During discussions and data
evaluations, team leaders identified three critical academic and school climate areas needing
improvement to facilitate an increase in student performance: Algebraic proficiency, support for
special education students, and consistent implementation of school policies. In order to address
these critical academic needs, PVHS will make these areas the focus of the 2010-2012 self-study.
Each focus group will relate SLO to the areas of critical academic need in an effort to develop an
action plan designed to increase overall student achievement.
Areas of Critical Academic Need at PVHS
1. Algebraic Proficiency
2. Support for Special Education Students
3. Consistent Implementation of School Policies
These three areas link to SLO and will receive additional evaluation during the Focus on
Learning Self-Study in Chapter IV.
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Critical Academic Need #1: Algebraic Proficiency
Most of PVHS ninth grade students take Geometry. About 25% of the freshman class takes
Algebra 1B, which is the second year of a two-year Algebra sequence program. The Algebra
sequence begins in eighth grade. As a foundational skill for future courses and studies, Algebra
proficiency is a critical academic need for PVHS students to be successful in mathematics,
science, and other fields of study that rely on quantitative logic and reasoning. PVHS must do a
better job teaching algebra and filling the mathematical gaps in order for these students to
achieve success in Algebra 1B, as well as subsequent math courses.
Evidence
• In the last three years, only 8 to 12% of PVHS freshmen received proficient or better
scores on the Algebra I CST
• From test results, students continue to struggle in tenth grade geometry
• In grade 11, the deficit in students’ Algebra skills is evident
• Algebra II CST scores show that close to 90% of the students are scoring below basic or
far below basic
• CAHSEE pass rates and academic classroom grades support the conclusions that students
who take Algebra 1B in the ninth grade continue to struggle in high school mathematics
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Critical Academic Need #2: Support for Special Education Students
Since re-opening in 2002, the number of special education and 504 students at PVHS has
consistently risen. While the number varies with each class, the overall percentage of special
education and 504 students ranges from between 13 and 15% of the school population. Due to
the consistent drop in achievement, over multiple measures and multiple years, PVHS
recognizes the need to examine and evaluate the methods of support for special education
students. Even with the implementation of intervention programs and changes in personnel,
administration, and departmental organization, special education scores have dropped during the
last three years. Interestingly, 34% of the ninth grade students taking Algebra 1B are students in
the disabilities subgroup.
Evidence
• API scores for students with disabilities have consistently decreased over the last four
years with the lowest score, a 620, recorded in 2010
• Special education students CST measures have decreased the last three years
• Special education CAHSEE scores have decreased the last three years
• Special education students classroom grades have decreased the last three years
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Critical Academic Need #3: Consistent Implementation of School Policies
From the results of data taken from faculty, staff, parent, and student surveys, the PVHS
leadership team concluded that the third area of critical academic need is the implementation of a
consistent school policy. Many parents, teachers, and students responded that school rules are not
consistent. The enforcement of rules and classroom policies vary from teacher to teacher and the
administration lacks consistency when handling student situations, which includes the areas of
discipline and class schedules. In addition, the survey also indicated a lack of consistency in
faculty expectations, school alignment with board policies and regulations, and administrative
support for faculty, staff, and programs. The first step towards implementing consistent policies
is to have a clear articulation between stakeholders, which includes gaining the acceptance and
understanding of the policies. Without the consistent implementation of policies, the
expectations of students, faculty, staff, and administrators are not clear, resulting in lower
academic achievement by all students.
Evidence
• Results of certificated employees survey indicate that 60% agree that the administration
has a serious approach to student discipline
• Only 54% of certificated employees feel that the administration is consistent with school
wide expectations and policies
• Results of the classified employees survey indicate that only 54% agree that the
administration is consistent with policy enforcement
• Open-ended comments from parent surveys indicate that consistent school rules, policies,
and the enforcement of them is an area of concern and possibly an impediment to a
productive learning environment
• Parents expressed specific concerns and lack of policy consistency in three areas: dress
code, drugs and alcohol, and cheating
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Important Questions Raised from Analysis of Data
The focus groups developed three critical areas, which need improvement in order to facilitate
greater student learning. These conclusions and questions are based upon the data collected for
Chapter I: Student/Community Profile and Supporting Data and Findings. Throughout the selfstudy, the various focus teams, departments, and leadership team will collect additional data to
continue analyzing each area of critical academic need. The data collected as part of the selfstudy will add to the robustness of the school profile by better equipping the stakeholders to
formulate an action plan to increase student learning. To guide the self-study, the focus groups
developed the following questions:
• What skills do ninth grade Algebra 1B students lack to be successful in Algebra?
• Is class time used effectively in the block schedule for mathematics instruction?
• Is the high school mathematics course sequence beneficial to student success?
• What are the areas in which special education students struggle?
• Are teachers considering students’ disabilities when designing lessons and planning class
activities on the block schedule?
• Are students with disabilities placed in appropriate classes with efficient support?
• How are policies and personnel responsibilities shared with faculty, staff, students, and
parents?
• Does the current organizational structure support consistency in school policies?
• Do current policies meet stakeholders’ needs?
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Progress Report
Significant developmental progress and changes have taken place at PVHS since the last full
WASC visit in 2006. The four significant areas include the following:
• Funding: PVHS and PVPUSD are part of California’s budget situation.
• Administration: The only PVHS principal since the re-opening of the school in 2002
retired in 2011. In addition, PVHS lost one full time administrator in 2009.
• Academic Courses of Study: PVHS has restructured many student programs since 2006.
• Facilities and Technology: Collaboration between PVHS and PVPUSD has been
effective with the upgrade of PVHS classrooms, athletic and extracurricular facilities, and
the improvement and addition of technology for classroom teachers.
Funding
Across California, public schools face devastating cuts in funding, which threaten the quality of
education. As a result, PVPUSD and PVHS have teamed with community organizations to help
minimize the impact of budget reduction on the quality of education within the district. While
these efforts have been successful in preserving quality instruction and curriculum, it continues
to remain a challenge for parents, faculty, and administrators to continue with the same
momentum every year.
With the support of the PEF, PVHS Booster Club, and the PVHS PTSA, these groups have
spared classroom budget cuts. However, over the last four years, financial uncertainty continues
within the school district with salary and employment adjustments. In 2010, the school district
cut instructional days from 180 to 176, as well as decreasing the number of professional
development days prior to the beginning of school from three days to only one. These cuts
resulted in seven fewer days of employment. Every year, since 2008, between 10 and 20 PVHS
teachers and counselors with permanent and tenured status have received Reduction in Force
notices. This is a difficult situation on staff morale since the notices were sent during the
springtime with most of them not being rescinded until the summer months. In addition, PVHS
lost four temporary teachers due to budget cuts. As a result, the teacher-funding ratio at the high
school level has increased from 32:1 to 34:1. It is not uncommon for classes to reach 38 or more
students at PVHS in the 2011-2012 school year.
Since the state budget crisis started in 2008, the PEF has consistently increased its annual
donation to the PVPUSD general fund. PEF is the only organization in the district that is able to
raise donations that go directly towards saving teachers’ jobs. The PEF recently has earmarked
$1 million to go specifically towards saving teachers jobs. In 2011, the PEF donation to
PVPUSD was $2.5 million with a $2.7 million pledge for the 2011-2012 school year. Along with
the PEF, the PVHS Booster Club donates approximately $400,000 each year to extracurricular
activities in order to maintain current programs. PVPUSD high schools also ask participants to
donate for extracurricular activities in order to help offset some of the district’s cost. In addition,
PTSA has provided classroom teachers with day-to-day materials and supplies to enhance
instruction. These materials and supplies include laboratory supplies, document cameras,
software, and other equipment that directly benefits students and teachers. In November 2011,
Palos Verdes residents approved Measure M, a non-expiring parcel tax of $374 per parcel, which
generates approximately $7 million of an $86 million budget.
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Administration
In the last six years, the most noticeable changes at PVHS have been in the area of
administration. In 2009, PVPUSD reduced administrative positions at both high schools with the
elimination of a Dean of Students, leaving the administrative staff with one principal and two
associate principals. After the retirement of the first principal at PVHS since it re-opened in
2002, the associate principal was appointed principal in 2011. In addition to a new principal,
PVPUSD appointed two new associate principals to PVHS. During this time, the new principal
felt it was important to move away from the alphabetical split administrative model in which
each associate principal oversaw approximately one third of the school’s students for discipline,
counseling needs, and other student services. As a result, the associate principals were assigned
to specific duties instead of the alphabetical split. One associate principal became the
administrator in charge of student support services, which included counseling, college guidance,
interventions, scheduling, and overseeing special education and 504 plans. The other associate
principal assumed duties pertaining to school operations, discipline, plant management,
technology, and attendance. The principal coordinates curriculum, staff development,
instructional programs, and the newly formed ELL program.
Other administrative support has changed at PVHS. In the 2011-2012 school year, PVPUSD
recognized that the administrative responsibilities of special education warranted a fulltime
position. As a result, a special education teacher was placed on a full release special assignment
in order to facilitate the administrative duties related to the special education program. In
addition, the former athletic director retired in 2011 and the football coach now holds the
position. The position went from a 120% F.T.E. to an 80% F.T.E. In the activities department,
two teachers split the ASB and Cheer team responsibilities with each having a 60% assignment.
This arrangement has proven to be productive and effective for PVHS. Classified administrative
support has remained consistent through the budget cuts with positions and employees; however,
the classified employees have lost eight workdays per year due to cuts. This has had an impact
on support services, continuity, as well as a redistribution of office support responsibilities
among the classified staff in 2011.
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Academic Courses of Study
Since 2006, there have been several classes and programs discontinued due to lack of student
interest and budget considerations while several new courses at PVHS developed in order to
meet the ever-changing needs of the student body. In the 2010-2011 school year, PVHS decided
to discontinue the humanities block classes. In previous years, PVHS had blocked freshman,
sophomore, and junior year levels with accelerated English and History courses. The teachers
who taught these classes collaborated in order to create common assignments. Due to schedule
constraints, PVHS eliminated these programs to save class sections. In the 2011-2012 school
year, PVHS administrators and faculty continue to collaborate in order to reinstate the block for
the 2012-2013 school year. Another course, Advanced Calculus, was eliminated in the 20082009 school year, due to low enrollment. However, in 2011-2012, even with a low enrollment of
eight students, it was decided to once again offer the class with the hope that it would attract high
achieving middle school students by offering the same courses in advanced mathematics as the
other district high school.
In 2010-2011, the resource course, Study Skills, was revamped and renamed. The Study Skills
course was intended for special education resource students to receive extra academic help. In
the spring of 2010, the PVHS special education department and administration worked together
to write a new course description for this resource class. The class was renamed Guided Study
that allowed for the inclusion of struggling 504 and general education students as an intervention
prior to special education assessment.
In 2008, PVHS reviewed the entry requirements for the RWS classes for all four-grade levels.
The RWS courses are non-college prep courses. However, students continue to receive English
credit towards high school graduation. Currently, RWS courses are only accessible to students
with an active IEP and with an IEP that recommends this course. This has reduced the number of
students in the course looking for an easier route towards graduation. In addition, the percentage
of students not capable of college prep English courses has increased. RWS courses typically
have a class average of 10 students.
In 2007, PVHS formed PVIT. During this year, the faculty and students worked on the DARPA
autonomous vehicle and competed at a national level. PVIT has two parts: a club that meets on
the weekends with a curriculum and a course component, which follows the PLTW curriculum.
Because of this engineering, and robotics curriculum, PVHS offers four courses with the
following progression: Introduction to Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering,
and Engineering Development and Design. Every year, approximately 30 students complete the
program.
The fine art classes have several new courses, which include Surfboard Shaping and Silk
Screening. These classes are very popular with a high student enrollment that offers students a
pre-vocational education.
PVHS continues to have a partnership with the Southern California Regional Occupational
Center (SCROC), which offers students a variety vocational education courses. A daily bus
transports students to and from SCROC.
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Facilities and Technology
During the last six years, PVHS has experienced facility improvements in athletics, classrooms,
and technology. Private donations and bond Measures R and S are the major contributors to these
improvements, as well as supporting plans for future improvements. Renovations include the
following areas of improvement from the years 2007-2012.
Athletic Facility Improvements
• Swimming pool, 2007
• Track and synthetic field, 2009
• Gym floor replacement from private donations, 2009
• Sand volleyball courts replaced an unused section of asphalt, 2009
• Office and training room for athletic trainer, 2009
• Baseball field renovation, 2010
• New bleachers and a press box on the field, 2011
• Music room renovation to create more space, better access, and technology
improvements, 2011
• Baseball clubhouse, future-2012
School Site Improvements
• New wing with ten classrooms, 2007
• Construction of two new chemistry classrooms that included new laboratory equipment
and technology improvements, 2010
• Plans to begin construction on ten new classrooms, summer 2012
• Construction and arrangement of classrooms has resulted in increased parking efficiency,
which has improved community relationships with the neighbors
• Campus beautification project with student organizations assigned to specific school
sections in order to maintain the campus environment, which includes collecting trash,
weeding, and planting scrubs, 2011-ongoing
Technology Improvements
• PVIT room has equipment and computers capable of running professional engineering
and architecture programs
• Equipment available to student includes a 3D printing machine
• The computer lab also received new computers in 2008 with Parcel Tax money
• In order to support reading intervention programs, room 203 has 10 to 12 new computers
• In the last three years, the library has also received new computers
• Currently, PVHS is replacing all teachers’ computers that are five years and older
• Teachers have access to other new technology, which includes document cameras, LCD
projectors, and active response clickers
• The primary communication program, Edline, allows teachers to update grades, agendas,
and assignments
• Teachers and administrators use DataDirector to analyze the previous school year’s
results and identify children for intervention instruction
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•
•

PVHS Learning Center uses a variety of reading intervention programs to help students
with reading fluency and comprehension: Read Naturally, Reading Horizons, and READ
180
AIMSWeb is used to track student progress and to determine the effectiveness of the
interventions.
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WASC Visits
The school conducted the last full self-study and WASC visit in 2006. PVHS hosted a revisit in
2009. Both visits recommended the following areas for evaluation:
• Faculty needs to continue to analyze disaggregated assessment data to design curriculum,
instruction, and future assessments to improve student achievement of the academic
standards
• Faculty needs to develop learning opportunities to improve and/or enhance all students’
academic, career/vocational, and personal growth
• Faculty needs to work with the district to identify additional opportunities for improved
articulation with feeder schools
• The school leadership in collaboration with the faculty and other stakeholders need to
refine the school-wide action plan sections to include a sequential timeline, especially in
relation to specific long range planning and goals
Implementation of the 2006 WASC Action Plan
The action plan steps outlined in the 2006 PVHS Self-Study were followed by a combination of
staff development meetings, administrative and teacher led programs, and the efforts of
individual teachers and departments.
Many of the action plan steps call for specific activities to take place during buy-back or
professional development days. Between 2006 and 2009, PVHS devoted time during preinstruction buy-back days and 10 or more late start days to follow up on WASC
recommendations and action plan items. Progress was made in many areas, but specifically,
progress was noticeable in standard aligned curriculum and assessments. During this period,
PVHS saw an increase in API to 865 in 2009. In 2009, PVHS received a three-year review visit.
This visit confirmed that PVHS was making adequate progress towards action plan goals, as
stated in the 2006 self-study.
In 2009, PVPUSD eliminated all but one paid pre-instructional professional development day.
This decrease in professional development time resulted in a lack of progress towards the goals
in the 2009-2010 school year. As a result, PVHS had inadequate professional development time
to make progress on action plan steps. Following the loss of an administrator who oversaw
curriculum, instruction, and professional development, PVHS did not make significant progress
toward action plan steps in this school year. In 2009-2010, there was one pre-instructional
workday for teachers and seven 90-minute late start days. As a result, it was apparent that the
school was not meeting WASC action plan steps. The reduction in pre-instructional days forced
PVHS to look to alternative models for staff development time.
During the 2010-2011 school year, PVHS began to incorporate zero period into its instructional
minutes. This allowed PVHS to increase the number of late start days to 23. These late starts
gave teachers time to review standards taught with their colleagues, develop and discuss
benchmark assessments, and collaborate with colleagues. The increased professional
development time also allowed PVHS to start addressing the upcoming self-study. This time
proved to be very effective, which contributed to an API score increase of 48 points to 898 in
2011.
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For the 2011-2012 school year, PVHS is having one late start every Wednesday in order to
provide additional professional development. The professional development allows time for
meeting the goals and objectives of the 2012 WASC self-study. Teachers are meeting in home
groups or departments every other Wednesday. In addition, the faculty also meets in
interdisciplinary focus groups every other Wednesday. This meeting time has been very useful
for planning and implementing the 2012 self-study. PVHS plans to keep this model for the next
six years in order to provide teachers with enough time to meet the goals and objectives.
Procedures for Managing the School’s Action Plan
Each of the school’s action plans consist of a series of activities that were outlined as part of the
2006 WASC visit and subsequent areas for follow-up. Each year, the school’s leadership team,
department leads, and academic departments meet to discuss progress towards meeting the action
plan goals, as well as the relevance of each activity and plan. While some activities have been
modified and others have been are replaced, the goals have remained the same. Each activity,
with the year of implementation and the general timeline for the implementation of the activity,
follows below.
Since the writing of the action plan goals from the 2006 WASC visit, the PVHS administration
has completely changed. The following action plans were important for the school six years ago;
however, they lack specificity to the issues that are relevant to PVHS, today. Some of the
original activities outlined in the 2006 visit have been replaced to address the needs of the
current student body and staff.
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Action Plan #1: Student achievement will improve through a closer alignment among
classroom standards-based assessments, grade reporting, and standardized test scores.
2006: Standards based formative and summative assessments developed and used with students
2009: API score continued to increase, reaching 865
2012: After falling in 2010 to 848, the PVHS API reached 898 in 2011
Activities
Analyze STAR and CAHSEE data results to target
specific standards and clusters in the beginning of each
year

Timeline
2006 – 2011

•

Align all curricula, in a collaborative setting, to course
CA content standards at the beginning of each year (in
department meetings). Share with new members of the
department each year.

2006 – 2011

•

Collaborate and develop a sequence for instruction of
standards in each course. Revise each year.

2006 – 2009

•

Provide planning time for teachers to collaborate on
standard-based instructional methods, sequencing, and
assessment strategies to help students who are not
achieving the content standards (during department
meetings).

2006 – 2011

•

Develop on-going quarterly benchmark assessments that
measure “targeted” standards and SLO across the
curriculum in all content areas based on test results.

2006 – 2011

•

Develop subject-specific rubrics to measure achievement
of benchmark assessments (during monthly department
meetings).
Analyze the number of D’s and F’s each quarter and
compare these results to the students’ STAR scores
(during monthly department meetings).

2006 – 2009

•

•

•

Use analysis of Ds’ and F’s to create strategies to help
students who are not achieving the standards and or
success in the classroom (during monthly department
meetings).
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2006 – 2011

2006 – 2011

Since 2006, PVHS has had significant improvement in alignment between the curriculum,
instruction, assessments, and the California Content Standards (CCS). This is evident by the
steady increase in CST performance in each subject and in each student subgroups. CAHSEE,
AP, and ACT results, as well as standardized tests continue to assess students’ progress in the
curriculum. The results reflect steady student improvement on these summative measures of
assessment, which are due to teachers’ creating formative measures of assessment in alignment
to CCS, and the re-teaching of materials that students have not learned. In 2010-2011, all math
teachers participated in a Mock CST exam, approximately two weeks prior to the CST. The
results of this Mock exam gave teachers the guidance necessary to instruct over a span of two
weeks prior to the real test. In 2011-2012, there will be quarterly benchmark assessments for
teachers to track student progress. In each subject, teachers develop formative assessments that
track student progress towards mastering the CCS. These formative assessments, which teachers
share include chapter and unit tests, quizzes, projects, performances, and other classroom
activities.
At the beginning of 2010-20111 and 2011-2012 school years, teachers completed Data Analysis
Worksheets. They were asked to compare cluster scores to school and district averages, as well
as with the previous year’s scores. The departments collected and shared reflections. In 20112012, teachers were asked to complete two additional data analysis worksheets. One worksheet
identified students who received scores below basic in the previous year. The other worksheet
identified students that could improve by one or two performance bands from last year’s scores.
The use of student grades has been an important practice among PVHS departments over the last
six years. Following interim reports and quarter reports, PVHS teachers receive printouts of
grade totals and anonymous comparisons to other teachers who teach the same subjects.
Furthermore, the total numbers of grades at the end of each year are evaluated to ensure that
course content is consistent. The counseling and special education department relies on the D
and F list in order to identify students that need more support.
PVHS has not made the desired progress towards achieving consistency in benchmark
assessments, rubrics, and pacing guides school-wide. While these provisions are used in some
departments and courses, other departments and courses do not use common benchmarks,
rubrics, or pacing guides. In the 2010-2011 school year, PVHS teachers had a renewed drive to
ensure that classroom practices were aligned to CCS and that the students were adequately
prepared to take the CST in May.
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Action Plan #2: Students will demonstrate improved achievement in reading and writing
in STAR and CAHSEE tests annually.
2006: PVHS writing program implemented through English classes and applied throughout the
curriculum.
2009: PVHS English department completes pacing guide for all four levels with 77% of
students proficient in ELA.
2012: PVHS completes aligning all courses and assessments to CSCs with 85% of students
proficient in ELA.
Activities
Implement the PVHS writing program school-wide
(during buy-back days).

Timeline
2006 – 2009

•

Within the English Department, implement department
wide CCS based vocabulary, grammar, anthology tests,
writing guidelines, rubrics, and reading (during annual
buy-back days).

2006 – 2011

•

All courses incorporate ELA standards into each quarter
assessment (based on STAR data results and cluster
results) during buy-back days and department meetings.

2006 – 2009

•

Design and implement school-wide research-based
lessons with an emphasis on cross-curricular standardsbased research (on going each year).

2006 – 2011

•

Develop and maintain writing portfolios at all gradelevels, which include other content areas (during
department meetings).
Publish accessible essential ELA CCS in all classrooms.

2006 – 2011

•

•
•

•

Within English and Social Studies analyze standardized
student proficiency levels annually and developed
departmental strategies to address the needs of students
who were not achieving proficiency.
Identify District-wide Essential Standards for all grade
levels 6-12.
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2006 – 2009
2009 – 2011

2008

ELA, CST, and CAHSEE scores have increased over the last three years both school wide and
among the major subgroups of PVHS students (Asian and students with disabilities). AP
Literature and Language scores, as well as and the percentage of students deemed college ready
by the ACT have increased over the last six years. In 2010-2011, an emphasis was placed upon
CAHSEE preparation for students with disabilities. This resulted in a significant increase in the
percentage of students passing the ELA portion of the CAHSEE on the first attempt during their
sophomore year.
With the elimination of buy-back days, PVHS has not been able to implement the PVHS writing
program in each department. However, the freshman and sophomore English teachers
exclusively use the writing program. This formulaic writing program stresses the importance of
facts and evidence in student writing. By junior and senior years, students are encouraged to
break free from the writing program, but still use evidence and facts in writing.
The English department has done a great deal of work to bring the vast majority of PVHS
students to proficiency in ELA. Not only has the writing program been implemented throughout
the English department, there are also common vocabulary assessments, grammar assessments,
and other formative assessments aligned to CCS. Students also keep a writing portfolio during
their four years of high school. This allows teachers to quickly assess the strengths and
weaknesses in students’ writing and provides teacher accountability to teach the agreed upon
lessons and standards. The English department works closely with the PVPUSD Curriculum and
Instruction office to examine standards and to develop lesson plans and pacing guides in order to
enable students to master the standards.
PVHS continues to require all graduating seniors to complete a SP in which students conduct
research and write a research paper on a topic of their choice. Senior English teachers work
closely with the PVHS librarian to teach students proper research techniques, source evaluation,
and the capabilities of databases. The SP asks students to synthesize research from multiple
sources, develop a thesis, and support their argument with facts. This project is a prime example
of PVHS students incorporating research and ELA lessons across the curriculum.
Similar to the benchmark assessments, rubrics, and pacing guides, it has been a challenge for
PVHS to implement ELA improvement strategies in all departments. While there are some
examples of individual teachers collaborating with teachers from other departments, PVHS still
lacks a cohesive plan that incorporates ELA improvement strategies in all courses and classes.
ELA standards are not published in each room since teachers found it difficult to have sufficient
time to publish and to address the standards required for course content. With the decrease of
professional development time, the continuity of many of the action plan steps has fallen short of
expectations. However, student achievement continues to increase, which aligns with the action
plan steps.
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Action Plan #3: Students will demonstrate improved achievement in mathematics annually
on the STAR and CAHSEE tests.
2006: PVHS began to implement department wide benchmark assessments
2009: PVHS began a math intervention program aimed at students with disabilities passing the
CAHSEE.
2012: Overall math proficiency stands at 61% and CAHSEE pass-rate increased to 98% of
students passing on the first attempt.
Activities
Align math/science syllabi to CCS in each course to
ensure content equity among teachers.

Timeline
2006 – 2011

•

Develop and revise math/science department quarter
assessments aligned to CCS and STAR/CAHSEE test
results (on going during monthly department meetings).

2006 – 2011

•

Create tutoring lab during Pathways and before school for
low-performers on the CAHSEE and STAR tests.

2006 – 2007

•

Use differentiated instruction in all content areas to
deliver content throughout the year.

2006 – 2011

•

Develop standards-based and research-based lessons in
all content areas that incorporate higher-level thinking
skills and questions (during buy-back days and monthly
department meetings).

2006 – 2011

•

Cross-curricular, standards-based collaboration between
math and science courses emphasized math skills beyond
the classroom (during buy-back days).
Analyze math and science standardized student
proficiency levels annually and develop departmental
strategies to address the needs of students not achieving
proficiency.

2006 – 2011

•

•
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2006 – 2011

The progress made on this action plan consists of gains made mainly on the first three activities.
Over the last six years, the mathematics department has worked to align all of their curriculum,
instruction, and assessment to the CCS. This has allowed teachers to create common quarterly
benchmark assessments. These benchmark assessments provide teachers with data that allow the
identification of students that are not meeting grade level performance. Students falling short of
expectations and requiring additional support have a number of different support mechanisms
available to them. Pathways tutoring labs have given way to before school tutoring labs. Guided
study classes have proven to be useful to work with students on CST and CAHSEE preparation.
This has resulted in an increase of students with disabilities passing the CAHSEE. In 2011,
students with disabilities taking the CAHSEE had a passing rate of 88% on the first attempt.
Benchmark assessments have proven to be useful to help identify students requiring additional
support.
Similar to the other action plans, PVHS has not made great progress in the action plan activities
requiring cross-departmental collaboration. The lack of collaboration is primarily due to the
decrease in professional development time, which is a concern. Math is a fundamental skill for
many lessons in science, art, and music. While math teachers have made progress towards
aligning classes to the CCS, the cross-curricular activities must occur to assure that math
teachers are teaching the standards so that students are able to apply course concepts to other
subjects.
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Action Plan #4: Students will have more opportunities to improve and/or enhance their
academic, vocational, and personal growth.
2006: PVHS continues to promote growth of existing programs and started to explore new
programs, such as Scholar Quiz, Live from 205, PVIT, Scientific Research and AVID.
2009: PVHS implements several new programs such as PVID, Scholar Quiz, and Reading
Interventions. PVHS continues to promote growth of other programs.
2012: PVHS has a series of programs for students, parents, and staff that help to prepare
students academically, vocationally and socially.
Activities
Created more opportunities for students to be exposed to
college and career choices.
o College Day, SP, AVID, Work Experience,
SCROC, Internships, Live from 205, PVIT,
Scientific Research, PVID and other extracurricular activities.

Timeline
2006 – 2011

•

Align all courses to CCS, STAR, and CAHSEE data
results.

2006 – 2011

•

Increase the number of students enrolled in Work
Experience/Internships and extra-curricular activities.
Increase the number of participants enrolled in Science
Fair competitions, math competitions, Scholar Quiz,
AVID, and Scientific Research

2006 – 2011

Guide and instruct students on how to choose their own
long-term research topics for Senior Research Project.
Use differentiated instruction in all subject areas to
deliver content (developed during buy-back days and
department meetings).

2006 – 2011

•

•

•
•
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2006 – 2011

2006 – 2011

PVHS has 80% of its students attending a four-year university, and 95% of the remaining
students attending a two-year college. The PVHS Counseling Department and CCC have
developed numerous programs to assist students with university acceptance and to prepare them
for university academics and university life.
Preparing students for college begins in the classroom. Within the classroom, students learn and
are assessed by the CCS. In addition to the content knowledge in classes, students are exposed to
a variety of activities in order to enhance an understanding of subject matter. Outside activities
coincide with classroom instruction. Some of these activities include students having the
opportunity to travel to the Galapagos Islands on a marine research vessel in order to study
organisms indigenous to the islands, internship with top scientists at UCLA and USC, and
compete in engineering and robotics competitions at a national level.
In addition to students learning the content standards and the exposure to outside classroom
activities, PVHS has made strides in assisting students and families with college applications,
financial aid, scholarship information, and other aspects of post-secondary learning. In 2010,
PVHS held its first annual College Day giving all students the opportunity to further the college
application process. It was held again in 2011 and will continue to be a staple in the PVHS
academic schedule.
PVHS has increased student involvement in nearly every program on campus including AVID,
MUN, Scientific Research, and others. PVHS has also started several new academic
organizations and programs including Speech and Debate, Academic Decathlon, and Student and
the Law class. While these programs are in the beginning stages, they are successful and
continue to grow each year. Increasing the number of opportunities for students in academic
areas has been an administrative priority for the last six years.
The use of differentiated instruction is evident at PVHS through the integrated use of IEPs and
504 plans, as well as teacher lesson plans. While the 2006 action plan called for differentiated
instruction in all subject areas, there are varying degrees to which differentiated instruction is
used in the classrooms. Most teachers do not collaborate with colleagues to discuss differentiated
instruction and it has not been a focus at department or faculty meetings. Many teachers and
administrators lack a fundamental understanding of differentiated instruction and PVHS has not
sought nor obtained training in this area. However, all teachers give students problems and
assignments of varying difficulty and continue to use different modes of instruction. Students are
graded according to provisions made in the course syllabus.
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Summary
PVHS has made definite progress since the last WASC accreditation visit in 2006. This is
evident by multiple measurements of student achievement, which include but are not limited to
student performances on the API, CST, CMA, CAHSEE, ACT, SAT and AP exams. These
measurements of student achievement, combined with 99% of students choosing to continue
formal education after high school, helps to demonstrate that PVHS is meeting students’ needs
and providing them with opportunities to achieve their potential. The PVHS curriculum,
instruction, and assessments are aligned to CCS while teachers use formative assessments to
assess the progress and identify struggling students to provide additional support. Student
achievement measures show that the curriculum is being delivered through effective instruction.
While PVHS has an increase in student achievement, adequate progress in all of the activities
listed on the 2006 action plan still need improvement. Specifically, areas requiring professional
development and coordination are critical areas to address in order to influence student
achievement. PVHS did not make adequate progress towards inter departmental collaborations.
During the last two years, the self-study process has helped PVHS to initiate discussions and
collaboration between departments.
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Focus Group A: Organization
*Indicates Focus Lead

Faculty and Staff
Anikouchine, Nick
Belmonte, Hasmine
Burton, Richard
Camp, Patty
Chudy, Steve
Colin, Pat
Fame Kao, Chi
Gardner, Guy
Gray, Laurie
Kastelan, Lisa
Kim, Jennifer
Kim, Shawn
Kuwahara, Teri
Mastan, Kathleen
Maxfield, Jama
Moeller, Jill
Soufl, Mary Jo
Stamper, Eva
Stephany, Nick
Stoddart, Bryce
Strahle, Scott
Tabarango, Irene
Toombs, Lea*
Vander Veen, Steve
Whitmer, Keith

Parents
Johnson, Cynthia
Klein, Song
St. Denis, Sue

Department
Art/Social Studies
Special Education
Security
Student Store
Math
Counseling
Foreign Language
Social Studies
Special Education
Support
Math
Custodial
College and Career
Physical Education
Administration
Science
English
Science
Administration
Social Studies
Security
Spec. Support
English
Physical Education
English

Students
Bahl, Julia (12)
Hawley, Will (10)
Lalchandani, Keshav (11)
Lambert, Claudia (9)
Mar, Alexandria (11)
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Category A: Organization

Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership and Staff, and Resources
A1.

Vision and Purpose: The school has a clearly stated vision or purpose based on its
student needs, current educational research, and the belief that all students can
achieve at high academic levels. Supported by the governing board and the central
administration, the school’s purpose is defined further by student learning outcomes
and the academic standards.

Findings
Mission Statement
PVHS places a very high emphasis on the academic success
and emotional well-being of all students. Various programs,
for all levels of students, challenge each PVHS student to
reach his or her maximum potential. PVHS ensures students
are well equipped with the academic skills that allow them
to follow their own unique academic pursuits and
extracurricular endeavors in high school and beyond.

Evidence
Classroom poster,

All school stakeholders created the mission statement.

Department Lead meetings,

Since the last WASC visit in 2006, the school has developed
the challenges of academic improvement and student
achievement in the following areas: more graduates,
increased student population with more diversity, more
variety of college admittances, and additional services and
resources for students, PVIT, PVID.

Leadership Team,
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Mission statement on school
website,
Faculty meetings,
Department meetings,

WASC Focus Groups,
SSC,

In the spring of 2011, all PVHS stakeholders (faculty, staff,
students, and parents) represented in the WASC focus
groups and SSC developed and refined the following:
Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
Community Oriented Citizenship
1. Demonstrate an understanding and be able to analyze
current issues from historic, political, economic,
geographic, and multicultural perspectives
2. Use technology to access information, analyze and
communicate ideas, and solve problems
3. Demonstrate knowledge of the scientific process
through reading, literature analysis, and appreciation
of the linkage between science and society
4. Understand, appreciate, and respect ideas, attitudes,
and values that shape diverse cultures and individual
differences
5. Participate in community, social, civil, or cultural
service
Teamwork and Personal Development
1. Develop teamwork and interpersonal communication
skills
2. Communicate articulately, effectively, and
persuasively when speaking and writing
3. Demonstrate knowledge, skills, and self-discipline
necessary to achieve and maintain personal wellbeing
4. Foster positive interpersonal relationships within
diverse settings
5. Contribute and function in various group roles,
accepting individual, and group responsibility
Post-secondary Preparedness
1. Set appropriate and realistic educational, vocational,
and personal goals and make informed decisions
based on those goals
2. Stay informed and prepared on post-secondary
options
3. Apply content and skills learned through the PVHS
curriculum to academic and extracurricular pursuits
after high school
4. Demonstrate school-to-work and post-secondary
transition skills and knowledge
5. Pursue intellectual, artistic, practical, or physical
endeavors
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Understanding of Vision
Courses offered at PVHS are consistent with state
curriculum and content standards. General education
teachers collaborate with the Special Education Department
to ensure that PVHS courses are accessible to all students.

PVPUSD course descriptions,
College readiness tests
(EXPLORE, PLAN, PSAT)
funded by PTSA and Booster
Club,
College bound culture
supported by CCC, which is
funded by Booster Club,
ELD and para-educators
attend classes with the
students, Support page on
Edline: daily homework,
Note taking support cabinet,
Emails, phone calls between
general teachers, special
education teachers, and
parents,
Working with counselors and
administration,
Transparency between
everyone,
SCROC programs via CCC to
provide alternative vocational
support,
Naviance,

Regular Review and Revision
A regular feedback mechanism is needed in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of school policies and procedures.

Selected courses count for
SCROC and PVHS credit
An overall score of 898 on the
STAR,
Review and analysis of STAR
results,
Faculty and administrative
surveys,
Quarter assessments within
departments
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A2.

Governance Criterion: The governing board (a) have policies and bylaws that are
aligned with the school’s purpose and support the achievement of student learning
outcomes and academic standards based on data-driven instructional decisions for
the school; (b) delegates implementation of these policies to the professional staff;
and (c) regularly monitors results and approves the single school wide action plan
and its relationship to the Local Educational Agency (LEA) plan.

Findings
Governing Board: PVPUSD Board of Education
PVPUSD Board of Education is composed of five elected
members, and three student representatives (one from each
high school). The citizens of the Palos Verdes Peninsula
elect board members for a four-year term with staggered
terms so that there is a level of continuity, with two or three
seats open each election year (odd years). The Board of
Education creates and monitors policies that support and
promote the purpose of the schools within the district. The
school board bases its actions on a commitment to all
students with the opportunity for them to be successful in
academic achievement and to achieve their full potential in
preparation for higher learning and the workplace. “We are
dedicated to providing quality education with choice and
opportunity for all students.”
PVPUSD Mission Statement
PVPUSD seeks to provide a positive learning environment
by ensuring that all students achieve their full potential in
preparation for higher learning and the workplace. This is
accomplished by providing a comprehensive educational
framework, which promotes responsible citizenship,
encourages participation by parents and community
members, supports faculty and staff, and recognizes
accountability to students, parents, staff and the community.
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Evidence
PVPUSD board meetings,
PVPUSD mission statement,
PVPUSD instructional policies,
Regular principal meetings,
Superintendent email updates
on PVPUSD website,
Superintendent attending
faculty meetings (i.e. grade
change policy),
Student board representative
appointed at each school site

PVPUSD mission statement,
PVPUSD board meetings,
STAR and CAHSEE results,
Core text adoption and
approval,
District and site objectives and policies are communicated to DataDirector,
the PVHS staff at the beginning of each school year, and
Teachers attending conferences
each department develops its objectives based in part on
Department meetings to
these policies. This is accomplished during a staffcollaborate within
development meeting prior to the start of the school year.
departments,
The follow-up continues at regular department and faculty
Quarter and/or semester
meetings.
assessments within each
subject area,
PVHS offers professional development opportunities
GPA results,
consistent with district policies that allow teachers to stay
Link Crew implementation,
up-to-date on educational trends in their discipline. Teachers The creation of new classes
are encouraged to collaborate, to develop standards-based
including: Post-secondary
lesson plans in both horizontal and vertical teaming, and to
transitions, Chinese 5, Police
discuss differentiated ways to improve student performance. training, and silk screening,
Parents on SSC and WASC
groups,
Back to School communication
to encourage parents to contact
administration about questions
or concerns,
New parent meetings including
the writing workshop,
Parents have easy email access
to teachers through Edline and
PV High website,
Parent and teacher conferences
held as needed
DataDirector,
Understanding Role of Governing Board
Parents have the opportunity to be involved in the school’s
Student IEP meetings,
governance in many ways: policy making positions on the
Frequency of interims and
school site council, and general support positions on the
report cards,
Booster Club and PTSA.
Drop and level down date
allows students options,
Through regular interims and report cards, parents can
Parent and teacher conferences
monitor their students’ progress, school performance, make
held as needed,
schedule adjustments and/or request meetings with teachers. AP and STAR results,
Parents have easy email access
The principal sends weekly email updates via Edline, asking to teachers through Edline and
for parent input on various issues, as well as monitors results PVHS website
regularly and approves a single school-wide action plan and
its relationship to the LEA plan.
Relationship of Governance to Vision and SLO
The relationship of the PVHS Board of Education is to
delegate the implementation of these policies to the
professional staff.
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Governing Board’s Involvement in Review/Refinement
The professional staff of the district supports schools by
gathering and analyzing important student performance data,
which serves as a significant reference point for planning
and implementing instruction. Based on this information, at
the beginning of every school year, the faculty and staff
review summative and formative data from the previous
year, which includes CST data, AP scores, GPA trends,
common assessments, CAHSEE, etc. Some of this analysis
is facilitated by using the DataDirector program. At the start
of every year, teachers are given analysis forms to help
analyze student scores in DataDirector and to assist them
with planning goals for the upcoming school year.
Professional Staff and Governing Board
There are regular principal meetings when the board
communicates to the administrators. The administrator
conveys information to the department leads who then
inform their departments. This communication is also
facilitated during regular faculty meetings. The
Superintendent and the Director of Human Resources also
come to faculty meetings to hear concerns and/or share
information. During regularly scheduled PVPUSD board
meetings, the faculty, staff, administrators or community
members have an opportunity to address the board. The
Superintendent regularly posts “updates” on the district
website and emails information to all school personnel.
There are also regular “Personnel Updates” emailed to all
faculty and staff members from the Director of Human
Resources. The emails always ask to forward comments,
questions, concerns, or suggestions to the Superintendent or
Director of Human Resources.
Board’s Evaluation/Monitoring Procedures
The PVPUSD board reviews the results of testing data such
as STAR, API, AP, and CAHSEE. They also analyze
students’ G.P.A’s, as well as college acceptances.
When the school is ranked at national and/or state levels,
email commendations are sent out from the school board
and/or district office.
The PEF pledges support to the district every year. The
PVPUSD board gives suggestions for the use of funds. The
school board decides when to bring a parcel tax to vote for
additional revenue. In 2011, a parcel tax was passed with no
“sunset clause” to help stabilize the funding.
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DataDirector,
API results,
STAR results,
CASHEE results,
AP Exam participation and
results,
Common assessments,
GPA trends,
Department meeting agendas
and notes

Regular principal meetings,
Emails from Superintendent
and Director of Human
Resources,
Department meetings,
PVHS faculty meetings,
PVPUSD board meetings

DataDirector,
API results,
STAR results,
CASHEE results,
AP Exam participation and
results,
G.P.A.,
U.S. News and World Report
rankings,
Naviance acceptances,
Email from District,
Posting on PVPUSD website
noting accomplishments,
Measure M,
PEF donations

Complaint and Conflict Resolution Procedures
When PVHS faculty has concerns about the PVPUSD board
actions, they attend board meeting. The teachers will also
meet with Palos Verdes Faculty Association (PVFA) to
discuss strategies to convey concerns. The Superintendent
and Director of Human Resources have come to PVHS
faculty meetings to directly address and hear concerns.
PVHS faculty also has the ability to email the PVPUSD
board and district administrators to share concerns. Special
meetings are scheduled as needed.
Additional Finding
PVHS has increased the API from a low of 815 in 2005 to a
high of 898 in 2011. This was done through a variety of
interventions. The strategies for improvement were based on
regular evaluation of data. DataDirector, classroom levels,
College Board reports, as well as subject, school, district,
state and national levels determined the data used.
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PVFA meetings,
Faculty meetings,
Email exchanges,
PVPUSD board meetings

Quarterly assessments/review,
Grade boost incentive to
increase higher performances
on tests (STAR and AP),
Textbook alignment to
standards

A3.

Leadership and Staff Criterion: Based on student achievement data, the school
leadership and staff make decisions and initiate activities that focus on all students
achieving the student learning outcomes and academic standards. The school
leadership and staff annually monitor and refine the single school wide action plan
based on analysis of data to ensure alignment with student needs.

Findings
Broad-Based and Collaborative
Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) is updated
annually and provides evidence of analysis of student
achievement data that includes CST, CAHSEE, and GPA.
This plan directly informs decisions made by the leadership
of PVHS and the SSC, which involves the allocation of
funds and other resources.

School Site Council
PVHS SSC is an important decision-making body, which
consists of the principal, faculty, parents, and student
representatives. The council meets once a month during the
school year to evaluate goals, programs, strategies, and
expenditures relative to student achievement.
Department Leads
The Department Leads are compromised of the principal,
two associate principals, department chairs, and faculty
leaders. This group meets monthly to discuss school-wide
instructional and student support issues. Last year, for
example, the department leads spent a great deal of time
looking at practical and sustainable ways to help struggling
students. This was accomplished through the analysis of
data, concerning CST, grade incentives, and tutoring.
Data
At the beginning of each year, the principal reviews data
with the entire faculty in order to identify general student
performance trends. This information is analyzed at the
department levels in order to understand the students’
strengths and challenges, and to guide instruction for the
year.
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Evidence
SPSA plans,
CST results,
CAHSEE results,
AP exam participation and
results,
Common assessments,
GPA trends,
PLAN results,
PSAT results,
SAT results,
ACT results,
Naviance,
DataDirector,
SLO,
API
Site Council meeting agendas
and minutes,
Booster Club

Department lead meeting
agendas,
Department meetings agendas,
CST results,
Grade incentive results,
Tutoring logs

Department meeting agendas,
CST data,
AP data,
CAHSEE data,
GPA data,
SPSA plans,
DataDirector,
Individual analysis

API,
CST results,
CAHSEE results,
AP results,
Standards based in-service,
Standards based lesson plans,
The district provides on going professional development
Department vertical and
opportunities. This time allows teachers to align their
horizontal teaming: English
curriculum with state standards, include vertical and
History Blocks, PVIT,
horizontal teaming, to engage in teacher-run standards-based Science/Math,
workshops and work independently, or collaborate with
Special education portfolios,
others.
Essential standards portfolio,
College admission data,
Attendance data,
Staff development with time to
work collaboratively
At the beginning of each school year, Palos Verdes
Department reports,
administrators and faculty use standardized test results to set Document of Best Teaching
department objectives. Teachers receive all students testing
Practices,
data in order to provide differentiated instruction based on
Special education tri-annual
student ability and needs.
testing results,
Principal’s documentation of
The principal meets with departments and department chairs professional development
as needed to discuss data and develop strategies for
improvement.
The PVHS leadership groups and faculty offer numerous
Peer-Mentor Program,
tutorial opportunities for students to receive additional
support for all core classes to help improve student
Before/after school teacher
performance and reach the expected school wide learning
tutorials,
results.
New computers for classrooms,
Palos Verdes offers tutoring in Math and English for
library, and computer labs,
CAHSEE.
CAHSEE prep classes,
PVHS PTSA has provided computers for Journalism,
Yearbook, Live from 205, and resources for PVIT.
Guided study classes
School Plan Correlated to Student Learning
PVHS leadership groups and faculty continue to make
student achievement their highest priority, with specific
attention placed on standards-based education so that all the
PVHS students can demonstrate the school’s SLO.
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Correlation between All Resources and SLO
PTSA and Booster Club donate funds to support PVHS SLO
and to improve the school wide action plan.
Administration, faculty, staff, parents, and students
collaborate during late start and faculty meetings to review
SLO and the school wide action plan to prepare for WASC
visit.

College Day,
Challenge Day,
Peer-Mentor Program,
Before/after school teacher
tutorials,
Link Crew,

WASC Focus Group Meetings,
Department members’ have the opportunity to work together Department Meetings,
to write quarter assessments and to prepare for the STAR
test.
Mock STAR Testing,
STAR test review,
Classroom time is given for STAR test review and for
students to take practice tests.
School wide recognition:
academic achievements,
PTSA and Booster Club have donated funds and supplies
athletic achievements, 898 API
that allow teachers to recognize students for academic and
score,
athletic achievements.
Senior Awards Night,
PEF funds the CCC. The funds allow the CCC to recognize
student achievement.
Junior Book Awards,
Reflections Award Luncheon,
PVHS Art Day
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Additional Findings
All of the possible academic indicators and methods of
measurement indicate that PVHS is an extremely high
performing institution.

API scores,
Graduation rate,
AP scores,
SAT and ACT scores,
CAHSEE pass rate,
Post-secondary education
acceptance rates,

ASB

PV Pride,
Scholar Quiz,
Star Wars,
Challenge Day,
Class Council,
Posters,
Lunchtime recognition for
exceptional achievements,
Class competition,

CCC

College visits,
Supporting a college-bound
culture: 98% go on to a two or
four year college.
Support for college selections
based on personal interest and
college majors related to
careers,
Support for college searching
applicable to student
achievement and assessment
(GPA and test scores),
Support for financial aid and
scholarships,
College Day and supporting
program for student success in
college admission testing:
EXPLORE, PLAN and PSAT
are perquisites to the major
SAT and ACT tests that are
grade appropriate. Access to
these test not only prepare
students for college admission
but also include a
career/personality inventory
and school data on college
readiness and achievement of
grade appropriate benchmarks,
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After fine-tuning test administration practices, PVHS special API scores of these groups
education students and ELD students performed at a higher
improved
rate on the STAR test.
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A4.

Leadership and Staff Criterion: A qualified staff facilitates achievement of the
academic standards and the student learning outcomes through a system
preparation, induction, and ongoing professional development.

Findings
Employment Policies/Practices
The PVHS faculty is 100% credentialed and certified to
teach their prospective courses and classes. PVPUSD is
committed to collaborate with PVHS teachers to provide
beginning teacher instruction, support, and training. The
Beginning Teacher Support and Assessment (BTSA)
program supports teachers to become successful educators.
Qualifications of Staff
All PVHS teachers are NCLB qualified with 61 having
Masters Degrees or PhDs in their credentialed discipline or
related field. All counselors are PPS credentialed.
Certificated professionals oversee special needs students.
The faculty uses SLO as guidelines for curriculum planning
and instruction.
Teachers and counselors attend AP workshops, conferences,
and take online classes for professional development. In
addition, teachers and counselors are members of education
oriented professional groups, i.e., NEA, WACAC, etc.
Most departments set short-and long-term goals and use
tests, AVID, Video Production, and PVIT training to support
instruction.
Maximum Use of Staff Expertise
Teachers assigned to departments commensurate with their
credential and subject matter expertise and coordinate with
administration to develop instructional and professional
goals and objectives. Teachers exchange information
regarding lessons, which helps enhance the curriculum.
Defining and Understanding Practices/Relationships
Prior to the start of school, all teachers received a faculty
handbook.
The use of daily news bulletin via school email, online
calendar, and SSC minutes are valuable communication
tools.
Internal Communication and Planning
Forms of communication and planning include the
following: weekly staff and department meetings, daily
announcements, Live from 205 broadcasts, Administration
Cabinet meetings (weekly), and Department Lead meetings.
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Evidence
Staff Profile Data,
District guidelines

HR records,
Master schedule,
Continuing education,
Affiliations with professional
groups,
Professional development
meetings,
Department meetings,
Faculty meetings

Review of teacher credentials
at the district office,
STULL evaluations,
Department meeting agendas

Faculty Handbook,
CCS and SLO posted in
classrooms,
PVHS website,
SSC meeting minutes

Meeting agendas and minutes,
Bulletins/emails,
Phone system,
Mailboxes

Staff Actions/Accountability to Support Learning
The actions and accountability to support learning includes
administration classroom observations, workshops to share
current educational innovations, as well as new teacher
BTSA evaluations and departmental data analysis (i.e.,
STAR).
Evaluation of Existing Processes
The redistribution of administrative duties and
responsibilities among the three administrators and the
restructuring of the Special Education Department are
existing processes of evaluation.
Additional Findings
The leadership groups and faculty regularly review special
education students’ STAR results.
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STULL evaluations,
DataDirector

Hiring of Special Education
Lead,
Faculty handbook delineating
administrative duties and
responsibilities

A5.

Leadership and Staff Criterion: Leadership and staff are involved in ongoing
research or data based correlated professional development that focuses on
identified student learning needs.

Findings
Support of Professional Development
Support for professional development is achieved by weekly
faculty/department meetings, PTSA funding, Booster Club
support, and financial support from the PEF.

Evidence
School, department, and
teacher goals,
Teacher supplies,
Athletics and extracurricular
activities,

Supervision and Evaluation
The administration assists with the supervision and
evaluation of school wide policies. They also monitor
teachers’ goals and evaluate the classified and certificated
employees’ performance.

AP workshops
Dress code and tardy policies,
Written evaluation and meeting
with teacher and administrator,
Collection of data analysis by
departments,
API/STAR test scores,

Measurable Effect of Professional Development
Department assessments and CST data allow teachers to
collect and analyze important standards-based performance
data. Teachers use performance data to improve curricular
and instructional approaches.
Additional Findings
PVHS has established a cohesive school environment with
collaboration and communication.
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Administration completes a
written evaluation and meets
with individual employees
CST data,
AP performance data,
CAHSEE data,
EXPLORE (grade 9),
PLAN (grade 10),
GPA data for placement
Weekly cabinet meetings
(administration),
Monthly WASC lead meetings,
Bi-monthly WASC Focus
Group meetings,
Bi-monthly Department
meetings,
Monthly school-site council
meetings,
Monthly Department lead
meetings,
School calendar

The administration and faculty are determined to improve
teaching strategies and school policies in order to improve
student learning outcomes with an increased focus on
special education students.
Administration and math teachers addressed the low
performances in Algebra II STAR tests.
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Hiring a new Special
Education Lead,
Weekly grade updates for
special education students,
Case-carriers assist teachers in
classroom following IEP
requirements (i.e.; notes for
students, modifications of tests,
etc.),
Established common timelines
for each math level/class,
Administered practice STAR
tests and evaluated
performance,
Established benchmark tests
and analysis per course

A6.

Resources Criterion: The human, material, physical, and financial resources are
sufficient and utilized effectively and appropriately in accordance with the legal
intent of the programs to support students in accomplishing the academic standards
and the student learning outcomes.

Findings
Allocation Decisions
Allocation decisions include account balances, meeting
minutes, SSC, and PTSA.

Practices
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Evidence
PEF,
Private Donations,
Upgrades to buildings,
New classrooms,
Fundraising,
Capital projects,
Parcel Tax,
Counseling Office (transcripts),
ASB accounts,
Department funds,
Participation donations,
Booster Club allocations,
PTSA allocations,
District funds (i.e., staffing)
SSC,
General Fund vs. Categorical
Fund

Facilities
Club beautification
Class size and resources (desks)
Security guards
New classrooms
No wireless network
All classrooms are able to communicate with one another
Safe classroom procedures
No security barriers on campus

Instructional Materials and Equipment

Well-Qualified Staff

Long-Range Planning
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Positive
Capital campaign: Football
field, pool,
Bleachers,
Campus beautification,
Overall safe campus,
Eye washes and showers in
science classrooms,
TV’s and phones in all
classrooms to facilitate
communication
Negative
What is the responsibility of the
District to maintain facilities?
Upgrade to meet technology
needs.
Library,
Textbooks for all students
(books at home),
Classroom sets of texts,
Computer technology support
(all-day),
No wireless internet,
Access to college materials,
Chuck Miller Grant,
DataDirector,
Edline,
Naviance,
PVHS and PVPUSD websites
Staff meetings,
Conferences – AP, counselor,
special education,
administration,
Hiring committees
Focus groups,
Department – milestone testing,
Communication between
intermediate and high schools,
Survey making,
Quarterly feedback,
Reflection of testing results,
DataDirector
Making appropriate
adjustments,
Communication between
faculty and administration

Category A: Organization

Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership and Staff, and Resources
Strength and Growth Needs
Areas of Strength
• Facility improvements
• Increase in faculty meetings and department meetings
• Improved communication with Department Leads, Focus Group, SSC
• Faculty qualifications
• Community support
• Parent support with PTSA, Booster Club, PEF
• Hiring of Special Education Lead
• Focus on special education students and special education program
• Improved support and consistency of school policies
• Quality student and parent support from the CCC
Areas of Growth
• Upgrade technology
• Improve communication with intermediate schools
• Continue improving communication between administration, faculty, and staff
• Improve opportunities for surveys by the use of SurveyMonkey
• Reflect on testing results and evaluation of data
• Improve classroom maintenance from school district
• Continually, update school data, information, and school profile for future WASC
visits
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CHAPTER IV
Self-Study Findings

Focus Group B: Curriculum
*Indicates Focus Lead

Faculty and Staff
Anthony, Katie
Apodaca, Paul
Brockman, Ashley
Calescibetta, Gina
Egan, Jennifer*
Hoffman, Teresa
Nemeth, Leanne
Pellicane, Andrea
Quesnell, Casey
Ramirez, Trista
Reichert, Jennifer
Remeta, Cecilia
Robertson, Graham
Roth, Robin
Scheerle, Michaele
Sesay, Abdul
Sheridan, Tamara*
Shimizu, Arlene
Thompson, Bobbi Jo
Vela, Rene
Warren, Jennifer
Whalen, Jim
Wilson, Christopher

Parents
Delphin, Tin Tin
Shoemaker-Edwards, Jill
Wong, Margaret

Department
Special Education
Support
English
Foreign Language
AVID
College and Career
Math
Counseling
Physical Education
Administration
English
Foreign Language
Science
English
Science
Support
Foreign Language
Secretary
Special Education
Art
Art
Math
Social Studies

Students
Kuhn, Zoë (10)
Hayden, Rose (10)
Mar, Nicole (9)
Miao, Mary (12)
O’Brien, Matthew (11)
Wong, Daron (10)
Wong, Trent (10)
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Category B: Curriculum

Standards-based Student Learning
B1.

Curriculum Criterion: All students participate in a rigorous, relevant, and coherent
standards-based curriculum that supports the achievement of the academic
standards and the student learning outcomes.

Findings
Current Educational Research and Thinking
Many PVHS teachers attend conferences, workshops and
continue their education through classes and professional
development.
Teachers use supplemental material from textbook
publishers to support meaningful and standards based
instruction in the classroom.

Evidence
World Language: AP
Language and Literature
institute training,
Math: Palm Springs Math
Conference,

Science: attendance at Bio
Tech National Conference,
All departments use the California Frameworks to determine American Chemical Society
the essential standards. Departments analyze Frameworks to membership,
determine intra- and inter-relationships of standards for each
Special Education: Southwest
course, as well as for common assessments.
SELPA training sessions,
attendance at Council for
Exceptional Children
Conference and Back to School
Autism Conference,
Physical Education: keeping up
with current trends in exercise,
health and fitness,
English: attendance at AP
Language and Literature
seminars, ERWC Cal State
Writing Conference, CATE
conference, continuing
education at LMU, UCLA
extension, USC,
Social Science: attendance at
AP seminars, LAUSD DBQ
Writing Workshop Seminar,
USC East Asian Studies
classes,
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Counseling / CCC: Naviance
training, NACAC / WACAC
conference attendance,
Library: attendance at
California School Library
Association State Conference,
Computer Using Educators
Conference,
UCLA and El Camino
Outreach workshops,
Local South Bay high schools
networking days,
ASB: attendance at CADA and
CASL State Conferences for
students and activities directors
Link to publisher website for
additional student practice,
Use of CDs for creating
assessments, activities, guided
reading, audio
supplementation,
English, Foreign Language,
Social Science, Math, Science
department workbooks that
align with textbooks,
California Frameworks
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Academic Standards for Each Area
Regardless of their ability level, all PVHS students receive a
rigorous, challenging, and standards-based education.

Course Handbook: honors, AP,
MCR classes, and a full
continuum of special education
courses are available,
All courses are standards
based,
Pacing guides; syllabi; lesson
plans; textbooks,

Comprehensive coverage of all content-based state standards
PVHS API score for 2010-2011
are met.
is 898; our score increased
PVHS’s rigorous, standards-based curriculum helps students from 850 to 898,
perform well on standards-based testing.
PVHS teachers present rigorous, standards based curriculum
and lesson plans designed to promote academic excellence
and help students achieve the SLO.

Best Practices:
Daily Content Warm-ups,
Students read short paragraphs
on different standards that they
are learning. Use of smart
response circles to answer five
multiple-choice questions or
passages,
Use of smart response circles
for qualities and Power Point
to check for understanding or
students get instant feedback on
their performance and
comprehension,
Inquiry-based science
investigations in which students
generate/design their own
investigation (animal behavior
lab)
Scientific Research: Bio News
Articles-students read current
articles on science
discoveries/topics (Gel
electrophoresis/Stem Cell lab
quest)
Projects in French Class:
French IV AP: The
Impressionists: Students work
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in pairs to research a French
Impressionist or PostImpressionist artist. They must
then prepare an eight-minute
oral presentation exploring the
artist life in the artist work. The
final project is to paint a copy
of an impressionist painting
French I: Mardi Gras: The
students explore the origins of
Mardi Gras, areas it is
celebrated around the world,
food, and cultural customs.
They then design/build their
own Mardi Gras masks out of
paper Mache that they
decorate. Finally, there is a
crepe party where they make
crepes and listen to Mardi
Gras music (Language French)
Spanish Travel Project:
Students plan a trip to a
Spanish-speaking country.
They design a PowerPoint
presentation with two sessions
in the computer lab to research
using the target language (past
tense/airplane travel
vocabulary). Students present
their trip to the class in Spanish
and create an itinerary
(Language – Spanish)
Daily P.E. Activity: Students
record a daily activity, food
log, and calorie expenditure for
a week
All teachers use the standards to guide instruction and
assessment.

Standards indicated on tests,
assignments, rubrics, study
guides,

Textbooks are aligned to the standards.

Textbooks and workbooks
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Congruence
The PVHS curriculum and extracurricular activities
encourage students to be community-oriented citizens.

Carson Exchange,
Haiti/ Japan Outreach,
Adopt a Family,
Challenge Day,
Social Studies lesson plans, SP
(fieldwork, essays and
presentations),
MUN,
Mock Trial,
California Scholarship
Federation (CSF) and AVID
community service
requirements

PVHS curriculum and extracurricular activities ensure
teamwork and personal development.

SP (fieldwork, essays and
presentations), Science Labs,
AVID,
Collaborative tutorials,
Group work and oral activities
in all classes,
Fall and Spring theatre
productions,
Team sports,
Quiz Bowl

PVHS prepares students for post-secondary options.

CCC,
CTE Program,
SP (fieldwork, essays and
presentations),
Library databases,
PVIT program,
SCROC,
AVID college trips,
Guest speakers
Professional development
records,

Student Work –Engagement in Learning
At the beginning of each year, teachers review their STAR
scores and focus on particular cluster scores to determine
where to improve curriculum and instruction to ensure
mastery of the standards. Student work shows that students
are engaged in learning in a standards-based curriculum.
Teachers analyze results of quarter assessments to determine
student mastery of standards and SLO.
English portfolios require that students reflect on their
growth as students and writers. Students create portfolios
each year, culminating in the SP portfolio.
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Student work is displayed in
classrooms, rubrics, lesson
plans, quarter assessments,

Student reflections; student
portfolios; SP portfolios

Accessibility of All Students to Curriculum
PVHS offers 27 AP courses and 13 Honors courses in
numerous subjects.

AP enrollment statistics,
Master Schedule,
PVHS profile,

Students can waive into Honors and AP courses.

Parent waiver,

Students with special needs are placed in appropriate
courses with access to the core curriculum and the support
necessary to succeed.

Student schedules,
IEPs and 504 plans,
One-on-one para-educators
Caseworkers

English language learners participate in the school’s entire
Student schedules,
curricular program and receive support through the ELL
Lesson plans,
guided study classes, SDAIE instruction and CLAD certified CLAD certification records,
teachers.

English 1 collaborative classes (special education teachers’
work with general education English teachers).
English 2 and 3 courses have para-educators embedded in
the classes.

2 special education teachers
embedded in English 1,
Study guides and scaffold
lessons, short story and
vocabulary tests,

Algebra 1 collaborative classes

1 special education teacher
embedded in Algebra 1,

World History and US History courses have para-educators
embedded in the classes.

Para-educator generated notes,

Special education teachers offer additional support for
English and Algebra classes in the guided studies classes.

Guided studies scaffold,
Lesson plans,
Notes,
Study guides,

Teachers post study guides, calendars, notes, grades,
assignments to Edline; teachers email students reminders
through Edline
Students are able to leave class and receive additional
support from case carrier in alternate settings.
Integration Among Disciplines
Departments develop standards based on pacing guides and
common assessments. Teachers meet to review and revise
those guides and assessments annually.

Edline postings,
Testing Center
Pacing guides,
Common assessments,
Assessment tools

The English department created a school wide writing
program for grades 9-12. Additionally, the English
department offers a parent-writing workshop annually.

PVHS Writing Manual,
Writing workshop agenda
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History and English honors teachers collaborate for crosscurricular instruction. They support student learning by
investigating and analyzing the influence of history on the
literary arts and vice versa.

Lesson plans,
Assignments

The Palos Verdes Institute of Technology integrates
engineering and physics; students are required to take grade
9 physics to better prepare them for the work they will be
doing in the four-year program. Because of their science
background, PVIT students are held to a higher standard in
their individual science classes, and are expected to produce
higher level more rigorous work.

PVIT course offerings,
Lesson plans,
Assignments

Foreign language classes routinely include multiSpanish I: math is reviewed
disciplinary work, covering content from history, geography, when numbers are taught
sports, poetry, literature, art, and music.
Spanish II projects: flags,
geography, countries and
capitals; culture comparisons
between Francophone
countries
Spanish II and IV:
presentations on Hispanic
artists
All foreign language classes:
music is used for grammar
review; food projects; research
projects on foreign universities
and careers
The English department houses the SP, which is a school
wide supported project that all students complete. The
project is student driven and is multi-discipline in nature.

SP Manual; student portfolio
samples

The Fine Art department collaborates with the drawing,
architecture, and 3D Animation classes.

Lesson plans; student work

There is integration in the Math and Science departments.
Some of the science classes have math classes as
prerequisites Algebra 2 must be taken before Chemistry;
Calculus must be taken concurrent with AP Physics C)

Course offerings; course
prerequisites

There are weekly department and staff meetings.

Wednesday, late start meetings
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Curricular Development, Evaluation, and Revisions
Departments review pacing guides, assessments, and
benchmarks in order to refine the curriculum.

Pacing guides, assessments

Teachers specify grading policies and expectations at the
beginning of the year and maintain them consistently
throughout the year.

Course syllabi (grading,
homework policies),
Back to School Night agendas,
Open House agendas

Counselors annually review for graduation and college
requirements with each grade level.

Annual meetings between the
counselors and students,
Grade level guidance lessons,
College Day

AVID elective teachers meet with students annually to
review and evaluate academic achievement in order to
determine the most rigorous curriculum for the students.

AVID 4-year plan,

The counseling department monitors graduation
requirements of all seniors.

List of seniors in danger of
failing; student meetings,
parent meetings, letters home

Students that do not pass the CAHSEE are provided with
support and test preparation.

Revolution preparation,
Brainchild computer programs,
Zero period tutoring for
English and Algebra,
National Honor Society (NHS)
tutoring,

All graduating seniors must complete the SP. English
teachers provide support and monitor the progress of every
senior.

SP Manual,
Teacher lesson plans,
Calendars,
Student samples
Parent waivers ( for students
that are not recommended for
AP or Honors classes),
AP and Honors course listings
and syllabi,
SP,
MUN,
Academic Decathlon,
PVIT,
PVID,
AVID,

Policies-Rigorous, Relevant, Coherent Curriculum
Students push themselves to excel when they are provided
with multiple levels of academic rigor.

Course description handbook
and course curricula,
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Regardless of the path PVHS students choose, all classes
offer standards-based curriculum that focus on academics
and helping students achieve the school’s SLO.

College admissions rates,
Career center,
SCROC-Engineering,
84% of students are accepted
to a 4-year college,
79% matriculate to a 4-year
college,

STAR and AP incentives for grade increases are based on
students’ results.

Grade change requests based
on STAR and AP test results,

Assessments are used to assist the faculty with
recommendations of placement for students in classes so
that they are placed at the appropriate level of rigor; either
for advancement or leveling down.
Articulation and Follow-up Studies
Guidance counselors meet with all incoming PVHS students
at their middle school and at PVHS.

Assessment data per
department and class level,

Counselors meet with middle school students to help with
academic guidance and college/career planning.

Articulation and follow up
meetings schedule, notes and
agenda,

The CCC provides post-secondary guidance for all PVHS
students.

The CCC hosts college visits,
career orientation, PVHS
alumni visits,
Career/college day

Meeting schedule, notes and
agenda,

General education and special education teachers collaborate District professional
annually to assure that curriculum and content standards are development,
vertically aligned.
Spanish teachers from all grade levels throughout the district January 2011 meeting agenda,
met to align pacing and to understand the new system with
grade 6 and grade 7 instruction.
Chinese teachers from PVHS and PVIS met weekly to
discuss pacing and content.

Agendas; lesson plans,

Performing arts departments collaborate with feeder schools
and local high schools.

Drama workshops at middle
schools,
Dance instructors
collaboration with local high
schools,
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AP teachers attend AP workshops and utilize the College
Board web site to ensure that their classes reflect the
changes in university expectations.

Conference approval forms,
Conference notes,
Course syllabi,

Counselors attend UC, CSU, NACAC, WACAC workshops
annually to ensure that university admissions expectations
are being met.

Conference approval forms,
Conference notes,
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B2.

Curriculum Criterion: All students have equal access to the school’s entire program
and assistance with a personal learning plan to prepare them for the pursuit of their
academic, personal, and school-to-career goals.

Findings
Variety of Programs-Full Range of Choices
All students have equal access to all academic paths at
PVHS.

Evidence
Open enrollment policy,
Request for placement form,

Teachers submit course and level recommendations for
students in English, Math, and World Language.

Course recommendation forms,

Students can complete a Request for Placement Form to
waive into any class.

Request for placement form,

Summer school courses are available to PVHS for
acceleration, enrichment, and remediation.

Palos Verdes Peninsula
summer school course list,

PVHS offers a range of departmental electives that support
students’ future career choices and exploration.

Course Handbook,
English: Creative Writing,
Comparative Literature,
Journalism, Yearbook
Math: Functions,
Trigonometry, Statistics,
Statistical Analysis
Social Science: Junior
Statesmen of America, Mock
Trial, MUN, Philosophy and
Religion, Psychology,
Sociology, Women’s Studies
Science: engineering, science
research
Special Education: Study Skills

PVHS has many academic programs that encourage a wide
range of career and educational options.
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Visual / Performing Arts: Art
History, Drawing and Painting,
Ceramics, Surfboard Shaping,
Sculpture, Digital Animation,
Photography, Video
Production, Drama, Orchestra,
Choir, Jazz Band, Wind
Ensemble,

PVHS has career and technical training elective classes for
high school credit.

Course Handbook:
AVID, ASB, PVID,
PVIT,
SCROC classes,
Work Experience Education
Internship,

All students have access to a wide range of athletics and
physical education programs. PVHS also offers a PE
Independent Study Program for students who are advanced
competitors in different sports.

More than 30 school sponsored
sports,
Seasonal sports schedule,
PE Independent Study
application,
Log entries for PE Independent
Study,

PVHS offers more than 50 student run organizations in the
areas of politics, academics, culture, religion, athletics,
philanthropy, and special interest

PVHS approved club list on
website,

The CCC provide many opportunities for students to learn
about post-secondary options and opportunities.

College admissions
representative visits on
campus, various college
information, parent sessions
including financial aid night,
scholarship information night,
tips on college admission,

All students participate in College Day and take grade
appropriate testing such as EXPLORE, PLAN, and PSAT.

College Day schedule,

All PVHS seniors complete a SP research paper, portfolio,
and presentation, which allow them to explore potential
college majors and career opportunities in a specific field.
Student-Parent-Staff Collaboration
Parents, school staff, and community members collaborate
as part of different leadership groups on campus.

SP Manual, Student
presentations and portfolios

PVHS faculty and staff meet weekly to discuss pacing,
departmental topics, student achievement, etc.

Staff development calendar,

Students use Naviance to create educational and career
goals.

Naviance website,
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AVID Site Team,
PTSA, Booster Club. PEF,
SSC, WASC focus groups,

Informational meetings are held for both parents and
students throughout the four years of high school. There is a
focus on academic planning, college planning and student
success.

Parent Night PowerPoint
presentations,

The Counseling Department, CCC have a four-year
sequential program designed to support all students in their
post-secondary planning. Grade-level and topic specific
presentations are held throughout the year.

Educational Planning Guide,
College Counseling
Guidebook, CCC calendar of
events, Counseling
Department, Calendar of
Events,
Guidance Lesson PowerPoint
presentations, Parent Night
presentations,

The Counseling Department and CCC are available to
students to assist with gathering information regarding
college admissions requirements, testing, and scholarships.
Programs are delivered to both parents and students to assist
in the preparation for postsecondary options.

Naviance, college-planning
books in CCC,
Seminars for parents including
financial aid, scholarships,
etc.,

All students have access to complete preliminary college
admissions tests (EXPLORE, PLAN, PSAT), which are
administered during PVHS’s College Day.

College Day schedule and
brochure,

Students meet with their counselor during scheduled
meeting times each year to develop and review the students’
academic plans, course selection, graduation requirements,
and college planning.

Course selection week
schedule; Incoming freshmen
articulation schedule;
Transcript review notebooks;
Grad Check Documents
Sophomore counseling
Presentation PowerPoint,
Planning documents,
Graduation checklist,

During sophomore year, students and parents are offered an
opportunity to meet individually with the counselor to
review their 4-year plan, college admission requirements,
college testing and post-secondary goals.
IEPs and 504 plans are developed annually for students with
disabilities to ensure that they are placed in classes where
they will succeed, while being provided with the necessary
accommodations. Every special education student also has a
transition plan developed.
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IEPs; 504 plans; Transition
Plans, Naviance, Interest
Inventories,

Counseling services are accessible to all students in need of
support, through self-referral, peers, teachers, parents,
counselors, and administrators.

Counselor appointments,
Counseling group schedules,
Student Success Team (SST)
meetings,
School psychologist,
ADAPT meetings,
Drug/Alcohol Interventionist,
tutoring clubs,

Student programs provide support to peers and activities in
the areas of school culture, substance abuse, bullying,
tolerance and diversity, freshman transition, and school
spirit.
Monitoring/Changing Student Plans
All PVHS students and parents have Edline accounts,
allowing access to monitor classroom assignments and
grades. Students and parents can also utilize to pvhigh.com,
which allows access to information regarding upcoming
events and the latest school news.

Link Crew activities,
Freshman retreat,
ASB sponsored events,
Challenge Day
Edline, pvhigh.com

All students have access to their own Naviance accounts, a
web-based program giving students information regarding
the college admissions process, including PVHS admissions
data.

Naviance program,

English, Math, and World Language teachers complete
course recommendations for each student during the spring.

Course recommendation sheet,

There is an add / drop and course leveling window for
students in the fall of each year for students to make
appropriate changes in their schedule.

Add / drop / level down
calendar,

There is a grade interim reporting period each quarter.
Teachers send interims home for students who are failing or
barely passing their classes.

Interim reports,

PVHS counselors meet with all students who receive D / F /
U grade interim reports each quarter to discuss a plan for
their classes.

D / F/ U list reports,

There are individual counseling sessions offered to
sophomore students and parents to discuss and review
course options, a student’s 4 year plan and post-secondary
goals

Sophomore counseling
calendar,
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Bi-monthly progress report sheets are available for all
students to obtain detailed grade summaries from their
teachers.

Progress report sheets,

Free tutoring is available to all students three days each
week during lunch hosted by NHS students.
Post High School Transitions
In 2011, 98% of PVHS students are accepted into 2 or 4 year
colleges. 79% of the class of 2011 matriculated to 4 year
universities while 19% matriculated to 2 year colleges.

NHS tutor roster, sign in sheets
for students
Naviance data,
School profile,

For the class of 2011 there were a total of 1275 AP tests
taken in 28 different subjects. 76% of those exams were
passed with a score of three or higher.

AP test score data,

The PVHS Class of 2011 students were offered over $12.9
million in undergraduate merit and athletic scholarships.

Scholarships and Merit Aid
data,

In the class of 2011, eleven students qualified as National
Merit Scholarship Semi-Finalists.
The Class of 2011 was accepted into a variety of four year
universities including all University of California and
California State University campuses, as well as eight out of
eight Ivy League member institutions.
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College Board Data,
PVHS School Profile, Naviance
Data

B3.

Curriculum Criterion: Students are able to meet all the requirements of graduation
upon completion of the high school program.

Findings
Real World Applications-Curriculum
Students interested in a science related field have access to
the following:

Evidence
UC research opportunities
through UCLA and UCSB,
LA Biomed,
Cabrillo Museum,
Galapagos Research Trip,
Science Olympiad,
Science Research,
Gene Black Medical Internship,
PVIT,

Students interested in a social studies/law related field have
access to the following courses and opportunities to
experience real-world instruction/application:

Mock Trial, PVID, MUN,
Academic Decathlon,
Current events,
Museum visits,
Historic sites,
Election coverage,
Historical comparative
examples,
Mock elections,
ASB elections,

Students interested in a English/Journalism related field
have access to the following:

Live from 205,
The Point,
Triton Yearbook,
Tradewinds,
Reflections,
Poetry
Open Mike,
Freedom 4 U

Students interested in a Math/Engineering related field have
access to the following:

Engineering classes,
PVIT,
SCROC,
MU Alpha Theta,
Math Club,
Math Honor Society,
Architecture,
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Students interested in a career in the performing arts have
access to the following:

Choreo shows,
Drama,
Visual Arts,
Music performances,
Choral music,
Reflections,
Jazz,
Marching Band,
Drum Line,
Choir

Students interested in a career in teaching/social services
have access to the following:

Link Crew,
Peer tutoring,
Community based volunteer,
opportunities: Toberman
House, Boys/Girls Club,
Kiwins Club, CSF, Adopt a
Plot

All senior participate in SP, which allows him or her to
identify an area of interest in the real world. Through this
project, they participate in a physical project which requires
service hours allowing for real world application.

SP: presentations, internships,
English 4

Transition planning for special education students which
aligns their curriculum with real world goals

Naviance interest inventory,
assessments,
SCROC Plan,

AVID and the CCC introduce various careers and
opportunities to students.
Meeting Graduation Requirements
Graduation Statistics:
99.98% of PVHS seniors completed the requirements for
graduation in 2010-2011.

AVID Guest Speaker Series,
CCC guest speaker list,

99% of PVHS seniors passed the math portion of CAHSEE
exam on their first attempt.

CAHSEE results,

98% of PVHS seniors passed the English portion of
CAHSEE exam on their first attempt.

CAHSEE results,

CBED’s graduation data,

SART contracts,
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Student Support:
The Student Attendance Review Team proactively seeks to
remedy student attendance issues that might threaten
graduation.

SST meeting records,

SST meetings are held to develop assistance plans for
students who are struggling.
PVHS offers alternative courses that fulfill graduation
requirements and a bus is provided in summer school.
Students can also take online courses for remediation or
acceleration; SCROC classes, and community college
courses.

SCROC class descriptions;
college catalogues; online
offerings; student schedules

PVHS allows students to take courses at local junior
colleges.

Student transcripts,

Parents and students can monitor student grades through
Edline.

Websites,

Numerous tutorial possibilities are offered to students
struggling in core classes.

Peer tutors through NHS
student tutors,

The PEF administers summer school for students who need
to make-up classes.
Curriculum: Additional Findings
Student Preparation:

Summer school descriptions,

Grade 8 and sophomore year at PVHS, students meet with
counselors to devise their individual plans for graduation.

Student four-year plans,

Graduation requirements are published in the student
planners, registration materials, and CCC. Graduation
requirements are reviewed at every parent meeting.

Student planners; registration
materials, Guidance Lessons,
PowerPoint presentations for
parent meetings,

The guidelines and expectations for each classroom are
clearly outlined in each instructor’s course expectation
sheet.

Teacher course expectation
documents,

Students have numerous scheduling options available to
them when it appears that they need help meeting all of the
requirements of graduation.

SROC catalogue; online
classes, El Camino College
catalogue,
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The school offers students a wide variety of courses that
meet graduation requirements at different levels appropriate
to individual student needs: SDC, Basic, College
Preparatory, Honors, and AP classes.

Class descriptions,

Students meet with their counselors in the spring to discuss
their progress toward graduation and to schedule classes
necessary for graduation.

Scheduling forms,
Class visit schedules,

Counselors work with students and their parents throughout
their high school career assisting them in choosing those
courses necessary to fulfill graduation requirements in
addition to the requirements for their preferred colleges.

Guidance lessons,
Parent Night Presentations,

Link Crew members help freshmen transition successfully
from eighth grade.
Provide support, opportunities, and alternatives that improve
student academic achievement especially addressing the
needs of low achieving students.

Link Crew description;
description of activities
Notes housed with Special
Education Department for
targeted classes and available
for all special education
students,
IEP documentation,

Note taking by teacher designated student

Teacher one on one assistance and peer to peer tutoring

Before, after school and lunch
tutoring,

AVID program

AVID syllabus, tutorial, before
school and lunch time tutoring
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Category B: Curriculum

Standards-based Student Learning
Strength and Growth Needs
Areas of Strength
• Improved the API score
• High percentage of CAHSEE pass rates
• Superior matriculation rates to two and four year universities
• A large selection of course offerings based on student interest and academic goals
• A variety of special programs and organizations that meet the need of PVHS’s diverse
student needs
• Strong collaboration and communication between faculty and staff, students, and
parents
Areas of Growth
• Foster interdisciplinary collaboration in the school curriculum
• Strengthen articulation between feeder schools
• Publicize and reinforce vocational opportunities for students
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CHAPTER IV
Self-Study Findings

Focus Group C: Instruction
*Indicates Focus Lead

Faculty and Staff
Aranda, Shelly
Balogh, Christine
Capozzola, Renee
Colabella, Melanie
Damon, Cindy
Exner, Sara
Gaylord, Tim
Harley, Louis
Hwang, Winnie
Kuhn, Marie*
Millar, Robin
Miller, Dugan
Moriarty, Kelly
Munoz, Julie*
Pavelka, Susan
Pinkelman, Joe
Stapleton, Paula
Stengel, Kimberly
Stevenson, Jan
Swatek, Michael
Sylvester, Maria
Trevett, Marissa
Wong, Chris
Zientek, Geri

Parents
Abraham, Christy
Robinson, Julie
Zimmerman, Ann

Department
Spec. Support
Spec. Support
Science
Spec. Support
English
English
Foreign Language
Social Studies
Spec. Support
Science
Secretary
Social Studies
Special Education
Science
English
Art
Counseling
Math
Secretary
Math
Foreign Language
Support
Spec. Support
Secretary Athletics

Students
Carmack, Olivia (9)
Lin, Pecko (11)
Mello, Taylor (11)
Waung, Benison (11)
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Category C: Instruction

Standards-based Student Learning
C1.

Instruction Criterion: To achieve the academic standards and student learning
outcomes, all students are involved in challenging learning experiences.

Findings
Results of Student Observations and Examining Work
PVHS has a well-defined Mission Statement and numerous
SLO that place prominence on the academic success and
emotional welfare of all students. Our staff responds to the
diverse needs of all students, and challenges them to reach
their maximum potential academically, socially, and
personally. Teachers at PVHS are devoted to ensuring
students are engaged in rigorous, challenging, standardsbased learning experiences, regardless of their aptitude.
Most students demonstrate enthusiasm for learning and a
commitment to meeting class expectations and SLO.
Teachers are committed to assisting students in meeting all
class expectations, even and especially students who
demonstrate ambivalence toward the learning process.
According to our parent/student survey, the majority of the
respondents, agreed and strongly agreed that our educational
programs are of high quality and challenging.

Evidence
Mission statement,

All students are encouraged to participate in challenging and
rewarding learning experiences. Opportunities are provided
for leadership (ASB and Link Crew), volunteering (Peer
mentoring tutors, Breast Cancer Awareness, Panama
Service, fundraising for international assistance), creativity
(Live from 205, Journalism, Yearbook, Project Runway),
academics (Academic Decathlon, Scholar Quiz, College
Day) and culture & diversity awareness (Carson High
School Student). Opportunities also include Exchange,
Challenge Day, Day of Silence, Culture Day, ASL Club, and
ASB assemblies on bullying, drug awareness, Invisible
Children.

Standardized Test results: CST,
CAHSEE, SAT, ACT; API
scores,

Additional opportunities include choice of classes (students
can specifically use special talents/abilities), NHS,
participation in AVID (tutors, college prep skills, note
taking, study habits, college visits, guest speakers, car
wash), and summer school classes for students to advance or
remediate.

Student work samples and
performances,

SLO,
PVHS Educational Planning
Guide,
Records of attendance and
participation,
Course Description Guide,
Course Syllabi,
Master schedule,
Student schedules,

College Board AP test results,
IEPs and 504 plans,
SST reports,
Classroom observations,
course lesson plans,

Class project products,
Department meeting minutes,
PVP summer school,
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In many classes, students work in pairs or collaborative
Attendance reports,
learning groups. Students are assessed using standards-based
exams. Some students with IEPs and 504 plans, who are
Parent/Student Survey #2, 6,
given the proper support, are enrolled in AP and Honors
12, 20, 60,
classes.
Teacher Survey,
Expectations for responsible citizenship are addressed as
students are held accountable for tardiness, absences, fines,
Live from 205 news reports,
sports equipment, band supplies, etc. Students learn
organizational skills, the ability to follow directions, and the The Point articles,
motivation to meet required deadlines. This is demonstrated
by their easy navigation of our streamlined, multistep
Faculty Handbook,
clearance process.
Athletic clearance process
Furthermore, parents and students acknowledge that each
department is doing a good job in providing challenging,
content-specific learning experiences. Examples of this
include:
Math
Tutoring (before and after school, evenings for Calculus,
API Boosters, CAHSEE tutoring, Study Hut tutors provide
in-class tutoring in Algebra I, AVID late start tutorials);
Math levels and variety of courses offered (MCR, Regular,
Honors, AP, Advanced Calculus) and Math Club;
Trigonometric Stained-Glass Graphing Project, Thread
Design Project, “Geometry is Fundamental” Research
Poster, Transformation Design Project, Scatterplot
Population Project, Math Honor Society, American Math
Competition.
A wide variety of course offerings include but are not
limited to Multi-variable Calculus (college level Calculus III
course); two levels of calculus (AP, AB/BC, and regular);
two levels of Statistics (AP and regular); three levels of PreCalculus (Honors, w/Limits, and w/o Limits); three levels
of Algebra II and Geometry (Honors, Regular, and MCR);
FTS (transitional course of mathematics after successful
completion of Algebra 2); Algebra 1B and Algebra 1; and
PVIT Intro to Engineering (3-D CAD Modeling).
School wide standardized assessments include but are not
limited to AP examinations offered in Calculus AB and BC,
Statistics and Computer Science; American Math Council
(AMC) tests; College Day exams for grades 9-11 (PSAT,
EXPLORE and PLAN); quarter/semester benchmark exams;
mock STAR exams.
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Math Department Specific:
Benchmark assessments,
Mock Math exams,
Pacing Guides,
Tutor sign-in sheets,
Poster projects

Extracurricular activities include but are not limited to Math
Club (Countywide meets/competitions); Math Honors
Society; Peer tutoring; PVIT (visit to Arizona State
University College of Engineering).
To assist with the rigors of coursework and assessments, a
variety of tutoring and assistance programs are available on
campus and include but are not limited to before and after
school tutoring; CAHSEE tutoring (via computer tutorial);
API Boosters; Study Hut (in class tutoring in Algebra I); AP
exam tutoring (AP Calculus and Statistics); AVID (late start
tutorials and tutorials for final examinations).
English
Tutoring (API Boosters, AVID late start tutoring); ELL (2
sections in English); Grammar Groups (high and low
performing students work together); SP (post-secondary
preparedness); English 1 Heritage Project (investigate
personal background and share with other students to
celebrate diversity/recognize commonality); Herbert
Albright Americanism Essay Contest; 55 Word Short Story
Writing; 10 Minute Hamlet; Kite Project; Canterbury Tales
Projects; To Kill a Mockingbird Projects, Sales Pitch/Book
Cover Project; Greek God Research Project; Hero’s Journey
Project, Romeo & Juliet Project, “All the World is a Stage”
Presentation; Lincoln-Douglass Debates on novels; 1930’s
Research Project; All About Me Dolls; Current Events;
Portfolios; Journaling; Presentations (Hindu, Islam,
Christianity); Civil Rights, Religious, Multinational
Readings & Projects; Socratic Seminars; Newspaper (The
Point); Triton Yearbook; English Honor Society; English
Courses (Regular, Honors, AP, RWS collaboration);
Tradewinds Publications.

English Department Specific:
SP,
Portfolios,
Triton Yearbook,
Tradewinds Literary Magazine,
The Point newspaper,
Classroom projects,
Research presentations

Science
Field Seminar in the Galapagos (partnership with
Marymount College); PVIT (requires wide variety of diverse
outlooks while accomplishing goals); DARPA (ongoing
studies underwater with ROV, RoboMagellan; Solar car,
VEX); Science Honor Society; Biology Olympiad; Science
Olympiad; Ocean Bowl; Science Bowl; Aerospace Robert
H. Herdon Memorial Science Competition; Lab reports;
Web-based Virtual Labs and Tutorials; Chemistry 2 AP
(Elementary School Science Field Days, Acid-Base Titration
Test, Preparation for Chemistry Show); Chemistry Honors
(Scientist presentations, Element Project); Biology 2 &
Biology Honors (Assignments related to Women in Science,

Science Department Specific:
Student Galapagos field
journals, research papers,
photos,
Science Bowl question packets,
Competition rosters, results,
lab reports,
Videos, pictures of chemistry,
Students participating in
Science field days,
Science Fair poster,
presentations
Differentiated Life Science
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scientists from diverse backgrounds -- Hispanic, Asian,
curriculum
African American History Months, Monthly Biology News
reviews); Biology Honors (Projects-- Cell Analogy,
Genetics Research, Outdoor Ecology, Environmental Issues,
Amgen-Bruce Wallace Biotechnology 3 Week Program,
online bioinformatics assignments from Cold Spring Harbor
DNA Learning Center, Web-based Virtual Labs/ Tutorials);
Biology 2 (Forensic labs and Crime Scene Final Exam,
Optional assignments at Botanical Gardens, Natural History
Museum, Aquarium of the Pacific, Colors in Nature activity,
Plants & Man posters, Vertebrate presentations, Los Angeles
Zoo scavenger hunt); Biology (Building models of cell
membranes, DNA) ; Biology 2 AP (Projects --Genetics &
Biotechnology, Field Ecology); Student Participation in
Coastal Clean-Up, Earth Day, Backyard Bird Count,
Endangered Species Day; Science Research Program
(LACOE Science Fair, Intel Science Fair -- students learn
actual research process and presentation of findings); student
participation in PTSA Reflections Program Student Contests
(JOIDES Resolution winner); Student Participation in
Summer Programs Nationwide (UCSB Summer Research
Mentorship, UCLA/Orthopedic Hospital Research Center,
P.A.C.E. Engineering/Pre-Med Program at Vanderbilt, USC
Research Program, Youth Leadership in Medicine, UCLA
Nanotechnology Research, COSMOS Engineering Program
for Girls, COSMOS Biotechnology Program, COSMOS
Program, LA BioMed Institute, MIT Women’s Technology
Program, Docent Programs at Cabrillo, Marine Mammal
Center, PV Land Conservancy and PV Interpretive Center,
UC Davis Young Scholars Summer Research Program,
Internships at The Aerospace Corporation); Field Trips:
Marine Biology & Honors (Aquarium of the Pacific, White
Point tide pools, whale watching, Redondo Beach Pier,
Marine Mammal Center, Sea Lab in Redondo Beach,
IMAX), Biology 2 (Los Angeles Zoo and Botanical
Gardens), APES (West Basin Water Treatment Facility),
Physics (Physics Day at Six Flags Magic Mountain),
Anatomy (CA Science Center Body Worlds exhibit), AVID
students visit Air Force Academy Research Lab; guest
speakers
Social Studies
PVID is a series of courses designed to guide honor students
through 7 AP courses and a college course in the pursuit of
international studies; MUN provides an outside-theclassroom opportunity for students, working in groups to
study international affairs. MUN includes several local and
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Social Studies Department
Specific:
Competition rosters, results,
Guest speakers list,
Students & the Law class,
Academic Decathlon

regional competitions, including the Georgetown
Conference where MUN students travel to Washington
D.C., meet with members of Congress and the White House
staff as well as an ambassador of another and his staff;
Capital Convoy: Selected students travel to Sacramento to
lobby for their school with members of the State Congress;
Mock Trial: Students compete as a team and work with
volunteer attorneys to prepare and present litigation in a
real-life setting, (Los Angeles Superior Court); Civics
assignment for regular government students: Students attend
city council meeting and/or a school board meeting; AP
Government campaign project: Students organize and run a
fictional political campaign, create campaign materials and
campaign advertisements and then debate and run a
campaign over the course of the class in order to be elected
“President of AP Government,” Urban History Project in AP
European History; Filmed historical skits/student
documentaries for AP European History; African American
History Month; Academic Decathlon which is based on a
social science theme, (The Great Depression last year, the
French Revolution the year before that); Field trips to places
such as the Museum of Tolerance, the presidential libraries
and centers of Richard Nixon and Ronald Reagan; Student
participation in the LA County Registrars Office for voting
assistance; guest speakers that have included members of the
State Assembly and candidates for local office; Scholar Quiz
competition; AVID tutorials.
Art
Band/Music performances: Drum Major; Leadership-205
news director/stage manager (drama); Chorus (all levels of
academic students and an ethnically diverse group); Drama
performance and production; Dance/ Choreo performance
and production; Study of International Art; Students
Creating Models, Sculpture building, sketches, photographs,
surfboards; Field Trips (museums, Getty Center, New
Orleans Band competition, Cooperative Glass-Blowing
Class, Ceramics-build and throw work; New Silk Screening
Class; Dance Honor Society learn performance and
production skills; Photography- shooting; Sea King Artist
Festival for grades 6-12; (courses include different
instruction methods to present information to students with
diverse backgrounds and abilities, kinesthetic, teacher
demos, student demos, videos, guest artists), AP’s, IEPs and
504 plans.
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Art Department Specific:
Playbills,
Competition rosters, results,
Student artwork on display
throughout campus (hallways,
classrooms, library, offices),
Sea King Artists Festival
website

Foreign Language
Spanish Honor Society; French Honor Society; Chinese
Honor Society; Field Trips (Chinatown, Bilingual
Foundation of the Arts, MOCA, Asian American Museum,
Bowers Museum, Huntington Library Chinese Garden,
Chinese American Museum, Olvera Street); Storytelling
Using Pictures and Including Grammar; Vocabulary
Instruction: (picture drawing, students write definitions in
the target language, sentence modeling, write a sentence
using word; Internet usage to incorporate/ implement new
knowledge) Classes conducted in target language, web
quest, research based projects for historical figures and
artists, Hollywood Forever Cemetery for Day of the Dead,
Order food in a Spanish speaking restaurant, design vocab
words on a cube, role playing the TV show project runway,
presentations of dialogues, charades with vocabulary,
paintings created based on Spanish speaking artists and
displayed in the classroom, students role play going to an
arty gallery, salsa dip competition, concentration with vocab
words, peer tutoring in class.

Foreign Language
Department Specific:
Writing portfolios,
Language immersion trips to
China – career exploration,
Foreign Language Assistance
Program grant

Special Education
Full inclusion in general education courses (change from
previous years programs); Direct Services Courses;
Portfolios; Class resizing of special education (resource
students); Best Buddies (pairing with a special needs
student); Special Education Behavior Intervention Program;
Collaboration classes taught by general education teacher,
special education teacher provides additional classroom
support

Special Education Department
Specific:
Collaboration classes,
IEPs and 504 plans,
Peer mentoring,
RtI,
CAHSEE prep program,
Guided study course
description

Special education students are offered a variety of programs
to meet their individual needs. A majority of students
participate in a full inclusion program, which includes
participation in all the core classes with special education
services built in to support the individual needs of each
student. Students are evenly distributed throughout the core
courses. Collaborative courses are offered for English 9 and
Algebra 1. Para-educators support students in general
education courses taking notes and scaffolding assignments
to provide access to the curriculum. Direct service courses
are provided for RWS and Consumer Math. Guided studies
courses are offered as an elective and provide support for
general education coursework. Note taking center provides
students with access to notes taken in general education
classroom. Resource and Support page on Edline offers
students additional support in the form of study guides and
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notes which can be accessed after school hours. Testing
center provides students with a quiet environment in order to
provide the best testing environment possible. Weekly grade
reports are utilized to monitor students who are struggling
and offer goal setting to improve performance and
accountability. Confidential passports provided to general
education teachers ensure all students are provided with the
necessary accommodations/modifications necessary to
access the curriculum. Speech and Language pathologist
offers additional classroom support through individual
services provided. Behavior intervention program offers
students the opportunity to role play difficult situations
faced in a general education classroom, promotes selfadvocacy skills allowing student to remain in the general
education setting. Various social skills groups are offered both boys and girls - which support student's success in the
general education setting. Counseling services are offered by
the school psychologist and intern psychologists to provide
students with the skills necessary to cope with the rigor of
the academic curriculum. Special education students are
enrolled in both AP and honors courses. RtI is used to
provide support in the area of reading utilizing Read 180,
Read Naturally and Reading Milestones. Math intervention
is provided through the Revolution math program in
preparation for the CAHSEE. The API Boosters and the
NHS work in partnership with the Special Education
department to provide tutoring services to students to
support student achievement. Students participate in
transition planning which provides them with a four-year
plan created to meet their individual needs. The plan
outlines the academic courses and grades necessary to meet
their individual goals.
Student Responses
CSF, Scholar Quiz (competitive review & enthusiastic
students of all abilities), Honors and AP summer homework,
challenging and relevant material preferred; students
involved in public speaking, problem-solving games, Math
Honor Society, debate AP courses, essay writing, role
playing; guided study (homework help for special education
students); Chemistry Honors; fast-paced Physics; PVIT and
PVID have specialized courses; Outside Research, Mock
Trial, Socratic Seminars; Ceramics, Glass Blowing, AP Art
History course (students research non-Western art objects,
comparing and contrasting).
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Differentiation of Instruction
PVHS teachers understand that students access knowledge
and information in many different ways but believe that all
students can achieve at high levels. Administrators, faculty,
and staff make an unqualified commitment for every student
to have access to experiences that allow them to improve
creatively, ethically and academically.

Classroom observations,
Student work samples, project
products and performances,
Lesson plans and rubrics,
Course description guide,

All teachers use the following strategies for differentiation
of instruction: lecture, individual work, guided practice,
handouts, discussion, audio/visual activities, teacher tutoring
(offered at set times or available on request), check for
understanding, library resources, shifting activities during
block.
Many teachers have students perform group work (pairing
different learning abilities), create songs, poems, and/or art,
and participate in hands-on activities; use modified
assignments; use different note-taking strategies (Cornell,
fill-in, imposed, PowerNotes); use a variety of review
strategies (Jeopardy, Bingo, Who Wants to Be a Biologist,
flashcards, Quizlet), books on tape, teach-a-parent idea.

Lecture PowerPoints,
Edline links,
Books on tape,
ACS and AMC test results,
Scores on standardized tests:
CST, AP, CAHSEE, SAT, SAT
II, ACT,
API Score,

Percent of students that attend
Some teachers use KWL charts, video guides, Total Physical post-secondary institutions,
Response storytelling, web quests, jigsaws, journals, and in
foreign language--reading, writing, speaking and listening
IEPs, 504 plans implemented,
situations. In addition, teachers may use on-line/ CD-ROM
tutorials, overhead transparencies, and workbooks designed Parent/Student Survey #3, 4, 8,
for differentiated instruction; use modeling techniques,
18, 52, 58
rubrics; assess students using SMART clickers; do group
assessments or group presentations; have students do peer
tutoring during group work; allow student choice for project
product and exam preparation; encourage students to
participate in outside testing (American Chemical Society
test, American Math Competition, PLTW test); encourage
students to participate in contests (JOIDES art contest, CA
Coastal Art and Poetry Contest, Athens contest, Reflections
program); have collaboration classes with special education
teachers.
Additionally, our school offers students different levels of
classes: Regular, Honors, MCR, AP, and two ELL classes.
Science teachers read science articles with class, go over lab
instructions and lab safety prior to lab. Students receive a
variety of science awards and participate in science
competitions.
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The Economics teachers use a team-based and identify a
group leader; they have all students participate in Stock
Market activity.
Student Responses
English teachers use discrepancy when grading essays based
on ability, English teachers use lecture, songs, computer
activities, games, reading to class, popsicle sticks with
student names for participation, class: song that represented
our life assignment helped me learn about myself and think
of ideas for college essays. Teachers write hard and easier
problems on the board for students with different abilities.
Student Perceptions
Through the PVHS Pride & Performance Student Survey,
interviews, and dialogue with PVHS students, stakeholders
learned that most students are aware of the content standards
in their courses. However, it should be noted that some
students indicated that they are unaware of what a standard
is and are therefore unaware of their class standards.
Student perception of assessment methodology is uniform.
Most students feel that the standards are measured through
various forms of testing such as state STAR testing, unit
tests and AP tests. Also mentioned as sort of secondary
forms of assessment were projects and homework and to a
lesser extent, Scholar Quiz.
According to student surveys, the students are aware of
many diverse instructional methods used by various
teachers. Students stated that they trust that teachers are
aware of the many learning styles in their classroom and are
able to reach each student by the use of a wide variety of
teaching techniques.
Students indicated they learn the course material using
critical things or logical reasoning in the following types of
assignments:
The majority of students responded that they are able to pay
attention and learn more efficiently when in a fun, lively,
and stress-free learning environment. Students are excited to
take courses in subjects that interest them.
Students enjoy non-repetitive courses that contain
challenging material and new information to learn. Classes
with interactive and hands-on projects/games/labs have
better retention capability. Lessons that can be applied to
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PVHS Pride & Performance
Student Survey,
Parent/Student Survey #7, 12,
17,
Student interviews,
8th Grade Open House
publication,
Alumni return to speak with
current students,
PVHS website: Alumni
Facebook groups

Enlightenment Salon
(European History AP)
Probability games (Math),
Group presentations,
Class discussions,
War charts (Social Studies),
Research projects,
Essay writing,
Multiple intelligence projects,
Research character chart,
Identifying, classifying
microbes,
7 segment birthdate project,
Science labs (pulley system and
friction – Physics),
Stock project (Economics),
Composing songs (Foreign
Language),
Skits,
Classroom debates,

real-world situations and life outside of school are more
easily understood. Students prefer classes without immense
pressure due to grades. Students like information that is
taken down to an analytical level and not just superficial
meanings.

Translating dialogue (Foreign
Language),
Assessing validity of test
questions,
Study guides for tests,
Socratic seminars,
Students reported that they take advantage of additional
Cornell notes,
learning opportunities by using the CCC, library including
Campaign videos (Mock
databases, various clubs including academic clubs, computer Campaign),
lab, tutoring programs, Edline and Naviance computer
Connecting music to
systems and extracurricular classes such as ASB and
personality project (English),
Yearbook.
Character map with symbolism,
Illustrated note cards,
Students participate in various sports activities. They also
Airplane control project,
participate in various arts, which include music lessons,
Video project on
dance classes, and museum visits. Students receive various
advertisements
tutoring for academic classes or SAT/ACT preparation.
Students participate in various service projects/volunteer
programs for groups such as Los Hermanos, Charity League,
Boy Scouts, and Hospital Volunteer. Students participate in
various clubs and school organizations such as MUN,
Yearbook, and KIWINS. Students participate in various
religious organizations. Students travel during school
breaks, summer vacation, and conduct college visits.
Students participate in PVIT and Live from 205. Senior
students engage in developing their SP.
On the PVHS Pride & Performance Survey, students shared
the academic accomplishments they are most proud.
Students are proud of passing AP classes and scoring well
on the exam. Students are satisfied with staying in AVID for
four years. Students are proud of their high GPA. Many
students are proud of being accepted into the NHS and
maintaining membership into CSF. Students are excited
being elected into leadership positions at the school.
Students are proud to be acknowledged through the PV
Pride program. Students are excited that they have learned a
second language and can speak it well. Students are proud of
completing a significant project and receiving a good grade.
Students are proud of participating and winning
competitions and festivals in the sciences and arts.
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According to the PVHS Pride and Performance Survey
students feel PVHS needs to focus on the following criteria
for improvement:
1. Make classrooms more interesting
2. More hands-on activities/ less lecture or “busy work”
3. More one-on-one teacher to student/ smaller classes
4. More effective teachers
According to the Parent/Student Survey, well over half of
the respondents strongly agree the block schedule positively
affects student performance. Over half of the respondents
strongly agree that our school is doing a good job in
preparing students to continue their education at more
advanced levels.
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C2.

Instruction Criterion: All teachers use a variety of strategies and resources,
including technology and experiences beyond the textbook and the classroom, that
actively engage students, emphasize higher order thinking skills, and help them
succeed at high levels.

Findings
Current Knowledge
All PVHS teachers are content credentialed and most are
CLAD credentialed. Furthermore, 85% of our teachers have
or are in the process of getting Masters degrees or Doctorate
degrees. Many teachers maintain active memberships in
professional associations.

Evidence
Classroom observations,

All teachers utilize the CCS and PVPUSD curriculum
standards, as well as current and relevant research resources
to define curricular content and instructional standards. AP
teachers access the College Board website for resources and
course updates, and must submit course audits for approval.

CCS,

Textbooks and supplemental
materials,
Course descriptions,

Meeting minutes, sign-in
sheets,

Lesson plans, assignments,
Our school has shown improved CST scores demonstrating
Library databases,
a solid connection to standards. All teachers use
differentiated instruction strategies to present course content.
Teacher surveys,
Teachers collaborate and share best practices at department
API score,
meetings, staff development in-services, and through daily
interactions. Teachers have participated in cross-district
AP scores,
curriculum planning with PVPHS and articulation with the
middle schools. Teacher collaboration with counselors in
CST scores,
regards to all student needs is ongoing. Teachers regularly
attend meetings and/or provide input for special education
students (IEPs, 504 plans), and other students (SST, AVID). PVHS Pride & Performance
Student survey
Math
Use of innovative methods of instruction supported by
research include but are not limited to modified
assignments; collaborative work groups; exploratory
learning; student-led instruction; group investigations;
anchor activities (handouts, worksheets, review
assignments); interactive lecture; guided instruction
practices; peer review; graphic organizers; hands on
manipulatives; realia; webquests; on-line tutorials; and
supplemental workbooks.
Use of resources including technology to aid in instruction
beyond the classroom include but are not limited to Math
Listsrvs; local news; Exam View test generators; online
textbook resources; videos aligned with standards; use of
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current graphing calculator technology (including
programming); use of Edline and DataDirector; use of
SMART clickers to check for understanding and for
assessment; College Board website (for AP and Pre-AP
classes); computer lab
Use of resources and participation in professional
development to stay current include but are not limited to
math conferences (CMC-South, NCTM); on line classes
(Fathom Statistical Software); College Board; Texas
Instruments seminars (on graphing calculator technology);
Textbook Publisher workshops
English
Variety of resources used to stay current: Gale Group
research database, Owl at Purdue for Modern Language
Association, news articles, editorials, comics, photographs,
advertisements, videos, history.com
Use of innovative methods supported by research:
English/Social Studies Blocks in grades 9-11, scaffolding
and backward assessment, Socratic Seminars, variety of
discussions and debates (one-on-one, roundtable, team),
online grammar interactive quizzes, teacher website,
multimedia projects, heterogeneous grouping, researchbased vocabulary program
Participation in professional development: Journalism
teacher conferences (JEA, NSPA, ASPA, CATE, NEA),
yearbook conferences, Live from 205 conference, Loyola
Marymount University and UCLA extension courses
Science
Variety of resources used to stay current: CA State Science
Framework, National Science Education Standards, Biology,
Marine Biology and Environmental Science listservs, online
textbook resources, videos, podcasts, variety of textbooks
aligned with standards for reference, American Scientist
“Science in the News” from Sigma Xi e-mailed daily to all
science teachers, numerous science magazines, websites and
databases, American Chemical Society resources and
questions from Chemistry Olympiad tests, teacher resources
from supply companies (Flinn, Ward’s, Carolina Biological,
Bio-Rad), collaboration with teachers from other districts at
science competitions, HHMI lecture series, University of
Rochester Education Programs and SUNY Buffalo (science
case studies), University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
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Evolution Module, data collection on the effectiveness of
habitat restoration for the Palos Verdes Land Conservancy,
guest speakers, teacher travel to China, Ecuador/Galapagos,
Belize, Bahamas, Australia, New Zealand
Use of innovative methods supported by research:
collaborative lab activities, modified assignments, studentled instruction, group investigations, interactive lecture,
monitoring students during classwork, SMART clickers to
check for understanding, graphic organizers, webquests, online tutorials for students, hands-on manipulatives,
supplemental lab books and workbooks, out-of-class
student-conducted labs and research, Quizlet.com, Edline
discussion boards (in progress), research using online
databases, Facebook student group posting current science
research news
Participation in professional development: AMGEN-Bruce
Wallace Biotechnology workshops and meetings, DNA
Learning Center workshops (Bioinformatics, Genome
Sequencing), NABT Conference, Green Schools
Conference, TUPE workshops and curriculum development,
LACOE HIV/AIDS curriculum workshop, El Camino
College classes (Oceanography, Marine Biology with Lab,
Philosophy of Thinking) , USC China Institute, Loyola
Marymount University online courses (Human Brain, Gene
Therapy, Human Development, Global Warming, Instant
Resources for Biology Teachers), AP Biology and AP
Physics summer workshops, Reader for AP Environmental
Science Exam, attending professional lectures (Protein
Therapeutics, Toxic Algal Blooms, Climate Change,
Overfishing, Bioengineering), AVID summer workshops,
Naviance training
Social Studies
Variety of resources used to stay current: CCS, The Wall
Street Journal, The Economist, The Washington Post, New
York Times, CNN, Fox News, and other news publications,
as well as a variety of internet websites for government;
Workbooks that reinforce the current standards: the
extensive College Board internet site to stay current in all
AP courses, which changes often in courses such as US
History, Comparative Government, Human Geography,
World History and European History; the Council for
Economic Education, supplemental reading and
PowerPoint’s available through the internet, podcasts; online
textbook resources, AP American and Comparative
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Government, Human Geography and European History
listserve emails; guest speakers; teacher travel to
Washington D.C., Sacramento, Europe, and China
Use of innovative methods supported by research;
English/History Blocks in grades 9-11; student use of
educational databases, creative/focused note taking such as
the Cornell Notes System; small group research projects;
classroom debates: historical, political and economic;
Enlightenment Salon activity in AP European History, AP
Government Campaign project; Scholar Quiz competition;
MUN conferences; Academic Decathlon competitions;
Mock Trial competitions; classroom simulations; internetbased stock market project; use of internet for extensive
budget project in economics; use of multiple visual, textual,
kinesthetic and/or auditory activities, (videos, audio, posters,
maps, skits, etc.) in all social science classes; Urban History
project in EHAP; essential Supreme Court cases skits in AP
Government; project-based learning activities; oral
presentations; modified assignments; on-line tutorials;
supplemental workbooks and lecture packets; tutoring
Participation in professional development: Several teachers
work or have worked as AP Readers (Provides an insight to
the scoring of AP exams, as well as an opportunity to
collaborate with the authors of the AP exams); Naviance
training, AP summer workshops; US China Institute,
(opportunity to travel to China); Seminars; attend
professional lectures, (1st Amendment lectures); AVID
summer workshop; UCLA Extension Courses; University
Graduate studies; online College Board sponsored training;
continuing legal education courses
Art
Variety of resources used to stay current: National Arts
Education Standards, field trips-Museum of Tolerance,
Pantages, Ahmanson, Norris, LACMA, MOCA, Norton,
Simon, Edge performing arts center, Geffen Contemporary
Arts, STN, Fullerton Festival, CETA Festival, Botanical
gardens, Venice Beach, downtown Los Angeles, CTE
professional development, guest speakers and lecturers,
textbooks, magazines, internet resources, instructional
videos, teacher travel to China, New York, England
Use of innovative methods supported by research: crosscurricular lessons, peer critiques, group work, use of
technology (internet, PowerPoint, YouTube, software), Sea
Kings Arts Festival for grades 6-12, use of multiple visual,
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textual, kinesthetic, and/or auditory activities, teacher
demos, student demos
Participation in professional development: private lessons at
Palos Verdes Art Center, conferences, AP summer
workshop, ceramics workshop, PVPUSD Best of Show at
Palos Verdes Art Center, online College Board tutorial
(teaching AP Art History)
Foreign Language
Variety of resources used to stay current: World Language
Content Standards, online articles, textbooks, music CDs,
podcasts, television broadcasts, periodicals, workbooks and
ancillary materials aligned with textbook, national standards
from American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages (ACTFL), online webinars, Test Generator,
www.classzone.com
Use of innovative methods supported by research: AP
Chinese Language & Culture Test scoring guidelines given
to students at beginning of course, infusing instruction with
cultural relevance, peer and group teaching, technologybased assignments, using authentic resources in Spanish,
white boards for comprehension checks, use of multiple
visual, textual, kinesthetic, and/or auditory activities, oral
presentations, written activities, partner work, creating
online Chinese books
Participation in professional development: BCLAD,
conference attendance for current teaching practices –
Southern California Council of Chinese School Conference,
ACTFL, Chinese Language Teachers Association, Readers
for AP Spanish and AP Chinese exams, MCLASC local
chapter workshops, AP summer workshop, mentoring
Chinese teachers in the district, Spanish Honor Society
events, LA STARS Language Teachers Conference, STAR
TALK summer camp in Hawaii, AP conferences,
Instructional Lead for STAR TALK Teacher Training
Program, teacher travel abroad
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Special Education
Variety of resources used to stay current: Council of
Exceptional Children (CEC) Code of Ethics and Standards
for Professional Practice for Special Education, Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act, National Resource Center
on ADHD, Children and Adults with Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder, Journal of Learning Disabilities,
Remedial and Special Education, National Center for
Learning Disabilities, Communication Disorders Quarterly,
Focus on Exceptional Children, Autism Speaks, South Bay
SELPA, Mentoring Program Cal State Dominguez Hills,
Loyola Marymount University intern program
Use of innovative methods supported by research: evidence
based practice of peer tutoring to students with mild
disabilities, co-teaching/collaborative teaching in the
Algebra and English classrooms, data based decision
making utilizing DataDirector and various assessments; Key
Math, WISC, Brigance, Bader Reading Inventory, positive
behavioral support system through various small group
services, RtI, Individualized research based reading
instruction: Read Naturally, Read 180, scaffold lessons,
modified assignments, study guides, transition planning
Participation in professional development: monthly
department meetings, South Bay SELPA trainings, RtI
training, Cal State Dominguez Hills mentoring program,
Project Optimal Autism Add On credential training, Council
for Exceptional Children Annual Convention and Expo,
CEC Full Inclusion Training, ACSD Differentiated
Instruction Conference, Autism Conferences of America:
Back to School and more, continuing education courses
Physical Education
Variety of resources used to stay current: State Framework,
Physical Fitness Standards
Use of innovative methods supported by research: lesson
plans from Music Center, online databases for research
projects (SCUBA lessons)
Participation in professional development: continuing
education classes
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Teachers as Coaches
PVHS teachers work as coaches to facilitate learning for all
students in a variety of ways: Project-based instruction using
relevant, meaningful assignments; monitor students when
they are in discussion groups, lab groups, conducting peeredits or self-edits; provide input/advice to students for
project ideas, grade improvements, essay revisions; SP
mentoring; one-on-one discussions; personal interactions;
student portfolios, journals, logs, AVID binders; pre-tests,
test re-takes, going over homework, allowing homework to
be redone; review activities (Jeopardy, Tic-Tac-Toe,
BINGO, test corrections, quarter assessments, flashcards,
telling & writing stories in Foreign Language); e-mail
correspondence with students who have questions; Socratic
method used in the classroom; teach in groups then break to
1:1 for students needing help; extra time provided for
students as needed; creating an environment of success and
providing tools to be successful; continuous feedback during
project timelines, rubrics provided before project begins;
displaying student work; para-educators are available in the
testing center; Guided Study classes are offered; contentrelated extra credit opportunities; opportunities to earn back
lost points; Q/A time after instruction, Clicker quizzes,
Quick Check quizzes, self-assessment quizzes throughout
instruction, use of Quizlet, group quizzes; discuss notetaking, test-taking, and study strategies with students; selfreflection assignments/evaluations for binders, projects,
labs, journals, taped foreign language conversations;
allowing student choice for project products, and for
demonstrating exam prep has occurred; allowing students
who earn 90% or better on exams to be exempt from chapter
questions for the next unit; teachers serve as advisors for
ASB, clubs, Honor societies, Link Crew, competitions,
science projects and as volunteers for Scholar Quiz; IEPs,
504 plans implementation; special education reviews for
exams and finals; teachers model and reinforce proper
behavior, citizenship, work ethic, and personal interactions;
all teachers join PVHS PTSA and encourage parent support
from home. Teachers use Edline to provide grade updates,
assignments, website links to course content, and news. In
our Parent/Student survey, however, parents and students
indicated they would like to see more teachers use Edline
more regularly.
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Classroom observations,
Student work samples,
Lesson plans, activities,
Edline,
Test results,
Sign-in sheets,
The Wave PTSA Publication,
Parent/Student Survey #9, 10,
11, 39,
Teacher survey

Responses on the Teacher Survey and Parent/Student Survey
indicate that PVHS has greatly increased the availability of
free tutoring opportunities to accommodate students learning
needs and promote success. Teachers report they are
available before school, at lunch, after school, and during
prep periods. Teachers note that few students take advantage
of these tutoring opportunities. Some teachers even arrange
to tutor groups of students in the evenings and on weekends.
Organized tutoring is also available through the AVID
program, peer-tutoring programs, API Boosters, CAHSEE
tutoring, and in Algebra 1 classes with Study Hut tutors.
Student responses to this prompt: Some teachers’ always
show up at school at 6 a.m. and tell us we can come in
anytime if needed, Teachers are open and show mutual
respect, Teachers provide incentives for extra credit,
Students feel a connection to the teacher, Teachers give
extra effort to help students who want to be helped
Examination of Student Work
Teachers at PVHS employ a wide variety of teaching
strategies to address different learning styles. Students
complete numerous types of work conducive to a high level
of learning that reflect a challenging learning experience.

Student work samples,
Parent/Student Survey #3, 4, 8,
18, 52, 58,

PVHS Pride & Performance
The work is standards-based and/or reflective of the school’s Student survey
SLO. Students demonstrate the ability to organize, access,
and apply acquired knowledge in a variety of ways
including: class projects (Math Stained Glass Project, Math
Thread Designs, Engineering Bird Feeder Project, EHAP
Urban History Project, World History, Creative Writing
Project--Medieval Diary Entry, Music Theory competition
project, dance, Video Production-end of the year video
show, district wide arts competition show, end of the year
visual arts show, Social Studies Biographical Research
Project, Biology Cell Analogy Project, Biology Outdoor
Ecology Project, Chinese “Study Abroad” Project); class
activities (Jigsaw, interview, debates on controversial social
issues in Chinese/French classes), SP (board
presentation/physical project)(peer review/critiques),
portfolios (Spanish, English, and Chinese classes), student
videos (French); whiteboards, to check for understanding;
Foreign Language conducted in target language,
competitions, shows, class binders (AVID, Science),
research papers or projects, role play/skits, speeches, notetaking, Science Research; science labs reports, science essay
contest (genetics), and participation in end-of-year concerts
and art shows, and in multi-level programs in dance, choir,
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band, drama, photography, drawing and painting, sculpture,
and ceramics
Student Response
Socratic seminars
Our creative and dynamic teachers provide exciting lessons
Student work samples,
that include inquiry, discovery, creativity, and reflection.
Instruction is varied, meaningful, and is designed to give all Teacher surveys
students multiple opportunities to demonstrate mastery of
standards. Students are regularly challenged to engage in
experiences that require the use of higher order thinking.
Students may spend part of their block class period in
collaborative exercises. Activities include projects
(Geometry Size/Scale Project), presentations (World History
Inventions), performances, hands-on activities (Electric
Circuit Prediction Challenge), Socratic Seminars, debates,
role-playing, creating portfolios and journals, reflections,
consensus building, and inquiry labs, group work, critiques,
performances, and auditions.
Student competitions include MUN, Mock Trial, Speech and
Debate, Science Research, PVIT, Science Bowl, Science
Olympiad, and Ocean Bowl. Yearbook, Journalism, Live
from 205, and writing news articles in Chinese 5 class are
additional activities that require students to think, reason and
problem-solve.
Student Response
Students’ hold debates on topics and questions from summer
reading books.
Technology is used to achieve the academic standards and
SLO. Consistent with our last WASC Self-Study, the school
librarian continues to utilize a SmartBoard to communicate
research-based assignments, teach ethical research practices,
support discussion, and enhance instruction. Many teachers
also use LCD projectors in classrooms to enhance
technology and instruction. The majority of teachers use an
online software program, Edline and email to communicate
assignments to students, post monthly calendars, to provide
external research links to sites used for instruction, to post
grades and to communicate homework and deadlines.
Students and parents also use Edline, voicemail and e-mail
to communicate. The principal sends out a weekly e-mail via
Edline to update parents on weekly events and issues. The
assistant principal sends out weekly updates using Edline to
communicate bell schedules and calendar dates. Teachers
and students also utilize technology in the following ways:
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Library Research Tips
brochure,
Computer software,
PVHS website,
Parent/Student Survey #36, 67

use of software used in professional settings, Yearbook online (AdobePaint, Facebook for polls, Excel, Lightroom,
Adobe Photoshop 5.0), Journalism, Naviance, PVIT
Programs (AutoCad, Inventor), use of computers (Computer
Lab, Laptops, classroom computer, library computers),
SMART clickers, and graphing calculators; use of library
databases, turnitin.com, NoodleTools, KnightCite, Google
Scholar; performing labs requiring data analysis with
spreadsheets; creating project products: videos,
PowerPoint’s, brochures; use of technological instructional
aids, curriculum-based websites, tutorials, software (Quizlet,
online discussions, virtual labs, interactive language
exercises, Genetics and Music Theory software, online
publisher); utilizing CDs/DVDs for rehearsals and to assist
in learning music, PVHS website used for information and
links to outside resources, internet, PowerPoint, LCD
projectors, iPhone, and computers
Teachers in some disciplines have a number of lessons that
incorporate technology use: recording speech on computer,
AMGEN-Bruce Wallace Biotechnology Program in Biology
Honors (Gel Electrophoresis and PCR Equipment, Digital
Micropipettors, Digital PhotoDocument System, Shaker,
Centrifuge, Protein Purification Columns), PVIT (3D
Printer, 3D Milling Machine, Laser Milling Machine, Civil
Engineering technology), Speech Programs (Dragon
Dictation, Kurzweil Writer), RtI (Read 180, AIMS Web,
Read Naturally), teacher website (English), class blog
(Chinese), discussion boards (in progress: AP
Environmental Science), and the use of Google documents
As teachers continue to modify their courses to include
additional technology-based learning, technology upgrades
and IT improvements will be required and more technology
will need to become available for teacher and student use.
PVHS teachers use numerous strategies and instructional
methods to deliver curriculum, engage their students, and
move beyond the textbook and classroom to improve student
performance. For instance, teachers use: library resources
(librarian presentation, databases, books, magazines, audio
resources), interviews, use of primary source documents, SP
mentors, field trips, guest speakers (Director of PVE Publics
Works, CA Department of Toxic Substances, Director of PV
Golf Course, South Bay Environmental Services Center,
Palos Verdes Land Conservancy Alumni, Athens Services,
variety of speakers for AVID, Alumni, guest athletes),
multimedia use (videos/ video clips/ news & radio
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PVHS Website
Parent/Student Survey #36,
PVHS Pride & Performance
Student survey,
Library calendar of class use,
List of Chuck Miller Grant
recipients

programs); cross-curricular instruction (English/Social
Science blocks), Naviance, computer lab, laptops, classroom
computer, Capitol Convoy, SCROC, freshmen retreat
speakers, art programs, student competitions (local, state,
national), PVIT, Science Olympiad, field seminar in the
Galapagos, AMGEN-Bruce Wallace Biotechnology
Program, BioNews science reviews, research projects, and
the CCC
Real World Experiences
PVHS students are recognized within the community by
numerous entities for their high level of work in academics,
the arts, athletics, extra-curricular activities, and community
service. Many students complete complex and extensive
community service-related projects that demonstrate the
school’s SLO. Students enthusiastically and in most cases,
voluntarily, participate in: ASB, SP, peer mentoring/ tutors,
AVID tutorials, PVIT, MUN, Mock Trial, Triton Yearbook,
The Point newspaper, Tradewinds literary publication, Live
from 205, science research, summer science programs
participation, field seminar in the Galapagos, Panama
Project, Capitol Convoy, Project Runway, Blood Drive,
Link Crew, Carson High School Exchange, SCROC, work
experience, French Honor Society and Spanish Honor
Society, students tutor all levels, letter writing (Marine
Biology), student art shows and competitions, guest
speakers, service learning (AP Environmental Science,
Marine Biology), drama/ musicals, community
performances (PVE 9/11 ceremony, weddings, funerals,
events), student docents at Cabrillo Marine Museum and
Palos Verdes Land Conservancy, students publish Chinese
children’s books online for district elementary students to
use, chemistry demos/show at Mira Catalina and Lunada
Bay Elementary Schools, 8th Grade Shadow Day, Adopt-aPlot Clubs Cleanup Program, student participation (WASC,
SSC, school board meetings, Principal’s Advisory
Committee, PTSA and faculty meetings), China summer
program (working for American consulate in Cheydu,
China, volunteering at a Panda reserve), Community Service
clubs (CSF, KIWINS, NHS, Green Club, extra credit
opportunities to attend content-related events (visit
museums, listen to speakers, participate in Coastal Clean-up)
According to the Parent/Student Survey, students make
connections between what they are studying and their
everyday lives. Teachers incorporate real-world, practical
applications almost daily during instruction and use
authentic assessment tools to engage students in the
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Parent/Teacher Survey #34,
PVHS Pride & Performance
Student survey,
SP Manual

following ways: career-related activities, AMGEN-Bruce
Wallace Biotechnology Program, current events, science
research article reviews, problem-solving in law
enforcement, critical thinking and organization in tech
fields, outside reading assignments related to course content,
problem-solving and applications in mathematics, statistics
and economics real data and surveys analysis, science
discussions (bioethics, science and health, environmental
issues, science and the media, science and politics, world
population issues), second-career teachers share personal
experiences from prior employment, embedded in
instruction (discussions about work ethic, the ability to work
with others, ability to analyze data, etc.), Economics Budget
Project, post-secondary transition course activities, CCC
resources, relating historical events to current events, letter
and resume writing in Spanish, translating Spanish speeches
Additional Findings
PVHS teachers re-design and/or modify their courses on an
on-going basis to ensure a challenging instructional
program. Teacher survey responses are listed by department:
Math
New teaching technology incorporated, new assessments
created, improve on areas that students did not do well on
the year before as indicated in CST results, adjust pacing,
include more CST review exercises, modify or create new
PowerPoints, new textbook adoption drives new alignment
to standards and new calendar
Course modification to ensure a challenging instructional
including but not limited to creation of new assessments;
incorporation of new technologies; use of DataDirector to
modify instruction to improve areas of weaknesses; modify
pacing of all course offerings to maintain continuity; modify
and/or create new PowerPoint presentations; modify AP
instruction based upon College Board updates regarding AP
exams; incorporating current events in instruction removing
outdated events; creating course audits for AP courses;
develop new math courses (i.e., PreCalculus w/o Limits and
MulitVariable Calculus); revising curriculum to align with
state standards and upcoming Federal CORE standards;
creating new warm-ups; collaboration with teachers in
developing a monthly calendar and pacing guide;
collaboration with grade 8 teachers in appropriately placing
incoming freshmen; revising units to include more studentcentered learning with emphasis on problem solving and
critical thinking
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Teacher survey,
Lesson plans, activities

English
Revise curriculum each year to meet students’ needs and
abilities, use live essay edits on PowerPoint, revise AP
student handbook of material each year depending on lesson
success, creating pre-tests for students before grammar units
Science
Using DataDirector to guide curriculum revisions and
modify time spent on certain topics, implementing new
teaching strategies, revising/replacing labs with more
effective labs, adding new labs, revising units to include
more student-centered learning, incorporating current video
clips, web resources and research news articles each year,
collaborating with teachers while developing monthly
calendars for pacing, revising/replacing homework
assignments, creating course audits for AP classes, revising
project topics and requirements, creating new assessments
and homework assignments, using student feedback to guide
course changes (SurveyMonkey upon completion of course,
questions asked on binder self-reflection handout)¸ revising
curriculum to match the sequence of the state standards,
implementing the AMGEN-Bruce Wallace Biotechnology
Program and revising each year, developing new science
courses (Biology 2, PVIT, Post-Secondary Transitions),
incorporating TUPE skills and HIV/Heath topics into
Biology curriculum, creating new warm-ups and revising the
biology student workbook packets
Social Studies
Adding new document-based questions to enrich student
learning of primary evidence, creating research-based
projects, modifying case studies in economics to match
current events, engage government students in local and
national campaign issues, create department pacing
guidelines, implementing AP changes, creating new lesson
plans each year, using student feedback from an end-of-year
survey to modify course curriculum, using parent feedback
from e-mails and conferences, self-evaluation during and
after each lesson
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Art
The Arts incorporate new teaching technology, create new
assessments based on student performance, review projects
and create new PowerPoints, revise AP guidelines and
curriculum, implement new teaching strategies, replace
and/or revise projects, revise assignments to make them
more student-centered, incorporate new web resources in
lesson planning, develop monthly pacing calendars for
projects, use on-line surveys to get student feedback on
course curriculum, and create opportunities for students to
showcase their work
Foreign Language
Using student feedback to revise curriculum, modifying
lessons using current events, podcasts, and technology,
creating weekly quizzes of content and re-teaching as
needed, posting homework daily on Edline and modifying
assignments as needed, incorporating new lessons,
worksheets, and tests year to year
Physical Education
Improving facilities, reassessment, updating units and lesson
plans, developing lessons based on current trends in fitness,
creating new learning opportunities (SCUBA)
Developing creative, interesting, and thought-provoking
lessons has been a strength of PVHS teachers. Some
departments involve themselves to a degree with integration
of curriculum and providing knowledge across disciplines,
however responses on the Teacher Survey indicate that more
cross-department collaboration is needed. Current practices
include:
Math students learn to solve problems involving exponential
growth and decay in a variety of applications (logistic
population growth).
SP allows students to explore topics of interest in a variety
of subject areas.
English, Science, and Foreign Language teachers reference
history, culture, literature, famous people and current events
during instruction, discussion, and debate.
English/Social Science block teachers align texts and
pacing, ensure content is analyzed from a historical and
literature perspective.
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Teacher survey,
Classroom
observations/displays,
Student work samples

An English teacher assigns an essay on quantum mechanics.
Marine Biology and Spanish 4 students study world.
geography
A Spanish 2 teacher incorporates geography, math, and art
into lesson activities.
Science teachers incorporate use of metrics, conversions,
logarithms, graphing, statistics, probability, data collection
and analysis.
Science teachers reference concepts across science
disciplines (examples: biochemistry, energy, environmental
issues), promote National Recognition Weeks and Months
(National Metric Week, Hispanic Heritage Month, etc.), and
reinforce writing and promote scientific literacy through lab
reports, essays, and by having students read and analyze
science research articles.
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Category C: Instruction

Standards-based Student Learning
Strength and Growth Needs
Areas of Strength
• Annual revision of courses to reflect the needs of students, based on CST data analysis
• Block schedule allows teachers to use a variety of research-based learning experiences
and teaching strategies to positively impact student performance
• Collegial attitude displayed among faculty, staff, and administration
• Variety and richness of learning opportunities beyond the classroom available for all
students
• Parental support and involvement through PTSA, PEF, and Booster Club which allows
teachers to order needed equipment, materials and supplies for classroom instruction
Areas of Growth
• Technology upgrades and IT infrastructure improvements are needed so more
opportunities for all students to use technology may be explored
• More opportunities for cross-curricular teacher collaboration to develop new learning
experiences
• More opportunities for students to participate in diversity programs to increase cultural
awareness and an understanding of global cultural diversity
• More vocational studies opportunities for non-college bound students
• Increased use of Edline and DataDirector by all teachers
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CHAPTER IV
Self-Study Findings

Focus Group D: Assessment and Accountability
*Indicates Focus Lead

Faculty and Staff
Barton, Tecia*
Broughton, Alex
Fujinaga, Evan
Gallagher, Colm
Helin, Hank
Ihde, Butch
James, Carlos
Klabe, Allyson
Lancey, Gailene
Lewis, Joanne
Maemoto, Julie
Mancussi, Vickie
Mertens, Edward
Mirosavich, Jeff
Murgia, Diane
Parkinson, Shellie
Thompson, Nicole
Windes, Ann
Wood, Marta

Parents
Furkiota, Angela
Robinson, Anne

Department
Social Studies
Math
Social Studies
Special Education
Math
Custodial
Spec. Support
Special Education
Foreign Language
Spec. Support
Science
Student Store
Math
English
Spec. Support
Art
Art/English
Foreign Language
Science

Students
Abraham, Sage (10)
Hopkins, Ben (11)
Lopes, Jennifer (12)
Miller, Sarah (12)
Parazette-Tillar, Zac (12)
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Category D: Assessment and Accountability
Standards-based Student Learning

D1:

The school uses a professionally acceptable assessment process to collect,
disaggregate, analyze, and report student performance data to the parents and
other shareholders of the community.

Findings
Professionally Acceptable Assessment Process
Academic year begins with all-day faculty meetings where
the principal/administration report the STAR date to the
faculty and distributes scores graphically via PowerPoint
presentation and hard copies that will be used for further
review, analysis, and development throughout the academic
year.

Evidence
Teacher binders,
Principal’s professional
development records,
Interims,
Quarterly evaluations,
Semester official grades,
DataDirector,
Turnitin.com,
At least once a month, teachers meet in departments to
Portfolios,
disaggregate and analyze student performance data
Writing portfolios,
identifying areas of strength and areas of improvement
Math binders,
within each department.
AVID binders,
Assessment reports,
Staff development helps to analyze data and identify areas of PVHS website available to the
weakness to adjust curriculum, accordingly.
public at large but specifically
for students and parents,
Various councils and committees (e.g. School Site Counsel, Individual grading books,
Booster Club, PTSA, the Board of Education) use student
Principal’s weekly update
performance date in order to assess the school’s overall
areas of strength and areas of weaknesses, seeing where
these supporting groups can assist teachers with increasing
student achievement, including but not limited to allocating
funds for teacher development, technology, equipment,
computers, study aides, curriculum support, conferences and
programs that benefit the primary stakeholder-the student.
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Basis for Determination of Performance Levels
Student performance data is used to devise Single School
Action Plan.
Teachers receive testing data on all students so that teachers
can provide differentiated instruction based on student
ability and needs.
For the general population, teachers use various assessments
including projects, tests, quizzes, and classwork consistently
to check for understanding or lack thereof.
Teachers access DataDirector to target areas that fall short of
understanding and comprehension; for reprioritizing areas to
be covered throughout the year; review of subject matter;
and as an aid that addresses the specific needs of the
individual student, who needs more assistance.
Appropriate Assessment Strategies
Teachers collect and maintain assessments used to
demonstrate proficiency and areas in need of improvement,
especially for special education students.
Various programs including AVID students join the teachers
and administrators in assessing data by keeping track of
progress and using the information for further improvement.
Special education students have two assessments per year
and conduct self-assessments. Triennial reports are
conducted to assess all aspects of a student’s progress,
including academic and psychosocial progress. Students
with an IEP have one IEP assessment per year and two
progress reports, yearly.
Using Naviance, the College and Career Center, coupled
with the Counseling Department, use specific information
gathered through the various assessments (e.g. CAHSEE,
STAR, AP Scores, SATs, ACTs, transcripts, grades,
surveys) in assisting students with goals that go beyond the
four years of high school: continuing academic endeavors at
the college/university level and/or seeking careers.
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Data analysis worksheets,
Departmental reports
addressing testing date
describing the positive areas,
Negative areas and goals for
each department,
Healthy Kids Survey,
School Climate Survey results,
Prior WASC reports, including
3-year review and WASC 6year Self- Study Report

Curriculum Embedded Assessments
PVHS uses numerous means of communication to report
student performance to all community stakeholders.
STAR, CHASEE, AP testing results, and the school’s API
are reported to the public by local media outlets, principal’s
Edline communication of special reports that are separate
from principal weekly reports. Teachers also report results to
students and parents as a means to enhance instruction and
instill confidence in the learning environment.
Student performance data is disseminated via school board
meetings; School Site Council and committees;
accountability and achievement reports are continually
distributed to and through Palos Verdes Peninsula Education
Foundation, Booster Meetings, PTSA events and meetings,
student orientations, including Shadow Days where
perspective students visit and are briefed on student
performance; student performance is constantly being
channeled to all stakeholders through district, school, and
teacher websites.
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Monitoring Student Growth
While standardized testing and reporting is primarily
conducted through the state of California, parents and
students have continuous access to performance data
specific to PVHS using Edline, a web-based educational
information system. All staff uses Edline in varying
capacity. Most staff updates Edline’s grade mechanism on a
consistent basis. Administrators, counselors, and the Special
Education Department have access to grade reports on all
students, while parents have access to grade reports on their
own child. Students are encouraged to check their progress
using Edline, to be aware of class assignments, reminders of
deadlines and to communicate with the teacher for further
understanding or direction. Student performance is
organized categorically (i.e., test, homework, report, lab,
project) allowing parents, teachers, and students to assess
areas of strengths and weaknesses. All interested parties
have online access to curricular information, assignment and
testing schedules, as well as a variety of communication
tools allowing a free flow of information amongst students,
teachers, parents, administrators, and the broader
educational community through links provided by the
student and teacher.
Teachers report student performance, especially academic
achievement, using tradition means of progress reports and
grade issuance.
Every 9 weeks teachers issue interims as required by the
Board of Education to students and parents/guardians
reporting student achievement. Generally, the 9-week report
helps to monitor the students’ earning a D or F in regular
courses. For Advance Placement and Honor courses,
teachers are encouraged to issue interims to students’
earning a C or lower.
At the 18 week, when the quarter ends, every student
receives an official quarterly progress report issued through
the counseling office based on teacher submitted
information.
At the 36 week, semester end, the individual teachers
through the counseling office post official grades.
Assessment for special education students (see Use of
Student Performance), including the self-assessment, IEPs
and triennial reports are shared with parents, specialists, and
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School Accountability Report
Card),
Single School Plan for Student
Achievement,
Director of Educational
Services reports,
STAR reports to School Board,
PTSA,
Local media outlets (e.g.
Peninsula News, Daily Breeze,
Los Angeles Times) report
STAR and API in papers,
Programs that are enriching
student learning at the PVHS,
Teacher websites including tool
on Edline for each class,
Edline grade book tool,
504 plans and IEPs,
Grade level orientation
meetings,
The Point,
Live from 205, student
broadcasting program,
Reflections,
Triton Yearbook,
College and Career Center
including Naviance,
Class syllabi,
PTSA newsletter,
Teacher newsletters,
Principal Newsletter,
School websites including
specific organizations within
the school,
Mock Trial,
Boys Varsity Soccer,
PV Football program,
AVID,
Back-to-School Night,
8th Grade Orientation,
Cox Cable,
Principal Forum,
Department meeting, agendas,
staff development agenda,
Board meeting presentations

other specific stakeholders of this particular group for
strategizing short term and long term goals. With the intent
of meeting students’ specific needs over the course of the
academic year, this process occurs the duration of the
student’s attendance at PVHS in order to prepare the student
to succeed beyond high school.
Through Naviance, students and parents can view the child’s
SAT/ACT scores and GPA, which is used to assess the
likelihood of acceptance into specific colleges. Additionally,
students and their parents to further academic, personal, and
social growth through individual surveys/assessments,
career/college assistance, use Naviance data and SAT/ACT
prep. Counselors use the Naviance data to provide enhanced
guidance throughout high school and assist with the postsecondary process.
College admissions have access to student data through
Naviance, as well. Teachers, counselors, administrators, and
students are able to communicate directly with college
admissions through the various functions Naviance provides,
including letters of recommendations, access to all
standardized scores, as well as transcripts, resumes and
surveys.
Specific courses and programs that collect data, e.g. AVID
and special education are constantly using the information
for self-assessment, as well as educating the parents and the
community about different modes of learning. AVID
requires each student to keep one binder that organizes the
student’s complete academic load. The students consistently
maintain the AVID tutors check a binder and the students’
notes in order to monitor progress in each class. In addition,
students’ planners and grades are checked at least once per
month. These are informal methods of assessment of student
progress and organization. The binder becomes the road map
to all stakeholders detailing progress, shortcomings,
strengths, and weaknesses.
Through the various links enabled by Edline, the internet
and social media, information covering all aspects of PVHS,
including academics, athletics, music programs, performing
arts, fine arts, and activities involving the students of PVHS
is constant. At minimum, parents and other stakeholders,
through electronic communication, are kept abreast of
student performance data through the principal’s weekly
report.
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D2a: Teachers employ a variety of assessment strategies to evaluate student-learning
outcomes.
Findings
Assessment and Accountability
PVHS teachers use a variety of standard and authentic
assessment tools to evaluate student learning of essential
skills and knowledge, as related to the academic content
standards and the student learning outcomes.

Evidence
Artwork,
Historical wall murals in Room
408 and P10,
Final projects,

Many projects are planned and require several days or weeks
of preparation while others might be an impromptu skit or
Journals,
improvisation.
Live from 205,
With modern techniques available, the introduction and use
of many multimedia tools to the classrooms have proven
effective in the evaluation and demonstration of student
learning from testing to games that enhance the acquisition
of knowledge.

Video presentations,
Debates,
Socratic method,

Cooperative learning strategies are implemented to further
the growth of the student as a whole, with the intent of
aiding each student in practical application with real world
experiences. By the end of senior year, each student will
have presented to a board of shareholders a research based
paper coupled with a hands on experiences.
PVIT Program,
The atmosphere at PVHS combines a relaxed boundary
coupled with traditional regimented practices for creative
expression, critical thinking, and exploratory learning.
Teachers in each discipline design and implement multiple
assessment strategies that are appropriate for the subject
matter and level of ability:
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AVID,

Science Department
The department collaborates to develop standards-based
chapter and unit assessments, as well as quarterly
benchmark assessments using DataDirector and the released
CST science questions from the California Department of
Education publications.
Incorporation of English Language Arts Content Standards
is also included in the benchmark assessments to monitor
and evaluate reading comprehension in the core content
area.
Several teachers within the department a utilize the SMART
clicker technology to check for student understanding and
immediate feedback that instantly triggers class discussions
between the teacher and students.
The PVIT (Palos Verdes Industrial Technology) program
uses the Rochester Institute of Technology online
assessments and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
engineering exams assessing students’ mastery of advanced
engineering concepts.
Field research is promoted and stressed within the science
department that requires students to apply hands-on
scientific theory and scientific methods. Teachers align
numerous programs with universities, whereby student may
earn both high school credit and university credit, such as
the Field Research Galapagos Island joint program with
Marymount College. The Colony transformation course in
conjunction with Pierce College gives students the
opportunity to work with gene transplants and bacteria
enabling students to understand anti-bacterium resistance.
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Formative assessments,
Lab reports,
Hands-on activities,
Critical thinking exercises and
projects,
Classwork binders (teacher
evaluation and self-reflection),
Peer evaluation of essays and
presentations,
Student-generated projects
including power point
presentations, videos, posters,
brochures, poems, songs, and
models,
SMART clicker tests, quizzes,
daily warm-ups,
RIT and MIT University
assessments,
Summative examinations
include the standards-based
chapter and unit assessments,
Quarterly benchmark
assessments,
LACOE and Intel Science
Fairs, and performance-based
competitions including the
PVIT engineering competitions,
Science and Biology Olympiad,
Science Bowl, Ocean Bowl,
Academic Decathlon, and the
Scholar Quiz
Field Research in the
Galapagos,
Colony Transformation

Art Department
Teachers use a variety of approaches to assess student
learning. In addition to standard tests (short answer,
matching, multiple-choice), teachers also use performancebased assessments. Such methods allow students to monitor
and track their mastery of critical skills and concepts.
Use of rubrics and self-evaluations in the art classes has
allowed students to identify levels of competency and to
understand grade rationale.

Live performances,
Competitions,
On-line portfolios,
Peer oral and written critiques
Rubrics and self-evaluations,
Journals,
Local media coverage,
Live from 205 coverage,
The Point,
Entertainment critiques

Self-reflection through journal writing and post-project
critiques allow students to think critically about their process
as developing artists and communicating artistic intentions.
Class feedback and peer evaluation allow students to
communicate with each other to identify areas of
improvement and strength.
Physical Education Department
Students demonstrate achievement of state standards
through a variety of assessments including performance on
state fitness tests and culminating skills test, workout logs,
food journals, daily participation, and written exams.
Teachers monitor student journals and logs to evaluate
student progress towards reaching state standards. These
standards are incorporated into all lesson plans and the
department uses Edline to record students’ grades.
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Student planners, journals and
logs

Special Education Department
Assessment of special education students occurs in
accordance with student IEPs. Every year, special education
students are given a battery of tests in order to assure proper
placement in classes. They have two transition assessments
per year, one at the beginning and the other at the end of the
year, while conducting self-assessments. Triennial reports
are conducted to assess all aspects of a student’s progress,
including academic and psychosocial progress. The students
with an IEP have one assessment per year and two progress
reports, yearly. In annual meetings, all results are shared
with parents and full assessments are given at the triennial
IEP meetings. Student IEP’s are adjusted annually to
correlate with new goals and set objectives in order to
maximize student success.
Working close with core teachers, special education teachers
further evaluate students with special needs using traditional
assessments.
In life science class, labs, group projects, and daily warmups are used to monitor student progress. In addition to notetaking, students draw diagrams to help visualize and
understand various scientific concepts.
Warm-ups and quizzes on specific content standards are
covered to assess student learning.
In the reading and writing skills classes, essay rubrics are
used and the students are given examples of A-F level work
to better help them understand teacher expectations and
identify their level of skill mastery.
The special education math teachers incorporate problem
solving through group work and peer teaching. Teaching and
assessment of mathematical concepts is given the context of
real-life situations (e.g. banking, tipping, percentages,
economic trends) to generate student interest and relevance
to their lives.
Teamwork and group presentations of relevant, current
issues are utilized in the economics and world history
special education classes to assess student understanding.
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Transition assessments; IEPs,
504 plans, triennial reports,
adjusted core material meeting
specific student level;
workbooks aligning with
standards but adapted to needs
of individuals; detailed grading
rubrics; curriculum adjusted
for English learners and
special needs.
Adapted rubrics to strengthen
areas of need for all levels of
need

Traditional papers,
Videos and note-taking,
Socratic method,
One on one assessment,
Guest speakers,
Field Trips with follow up
assessments,
Child Development simulation,
Stock market project,
Budget simulation,
The Primary: Presidential
Campaign, Road to the White
House,
Local civic projects (phone
World History teachers use individual and group projects
banks, walking precincts, voter
that allow students multiple avenues to demonstrate their
registration, attending
content mastery. A project example is the current event
municipal government
project in which students work with partners to research and meetings),
then give an oral presentation incorporating a variety of
Syllabus,
visuals on a current issue or taking place somewhere around Document based questions,
the globe. Students are given detailed grading rubrics to help Political sketches with analysis,
them measure their own progress and achievement.
Wall murals Room 408/P10,
Grasping government through
music,
Grasping Supreme Court
decisions through art,
Student teaching via
PowerPoint presentations,
European Saloon,
Position papers
Social Studies Department
Within the social studies department, teachers design and
use authentic assessment tools including standards-based
tests and quizzes, research papers and projects (individual
and group), skits, Socratic seminars, oral presentations,
debates, and videos. Social studies students are encouraged
to use their critical thinking skills with simulations that
require them to assume the role of various historical
characters and apply their understanding of history to make
their character come alive. Some simulations, including the
mock election videos, place students in real-world situations
that require them to apply subject matter content to help
solve everyday problems.
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English Department
English teachers use multiple strategies to assess student
learning. Within the department, some common assessment
approaches include essays, research projects, group and
individual presentations, simulations, written and oral
reading assignments, student reflections, and writing
portfolios. In addition, students work on a four-year research
project that culminates in a senior project presentation and
report. Seniors are required to complete a senior project in
their English 4 class. Through this four-year project,
students are provided with the opportunity to conduct
scholarly research and demonstrate the knowledge and
maturity gained during their high school career. The project
is a three-faceted production, which includes a physical
project, research and literature review of the proposed
project, and an oral presentation before a panel of teachers
and community members to report results and conclusions
of the final project.
Math Department
The math department utilizes standardized chapter tests, as
well as teacher-generated tests. Students are assessed by
formal summative exams such as the CST, PSAT, SAT, and
ACT exams, as well as benchmark exams.
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D2b: Students and teachers use these findings to modify the teaching/learning process for
the enhancement of the educational progress of each student.
Findings
Professionally Acceptable Assessment Process
Teachers use formative assessment data to determine the
scope, the sequence, and the pace of the course.
Teachers and counselors analyze students’ prior coursework
to determine year’s schedule and adhere to prerequisites set
for certain courses
Teachers provide alternative assessment strategies for nontraditional student populations and for grouping or pairing
students in a classroom
Peer tutoring, coupled with the use of assessment, rubric,
study groups during school hours, within the school and
outside of school help modify and reinforce instruction.
Students critique each other as a means to improve each
other’s performance and skills (e.g. API Boosters)
Previews before and after instruction and tests provide
feedback the teacher and student as to the materials that
need to be retaught, amended, eliminated, or retested.
Appropriate Assessment Strategies
Free on-campus tutoring is readily available and encouraged
by teachers, counselors, and administrators.
Report cards provide guidance as to what students should
look into for academic progress/improvement (e.g. “student
should consider tutoring, student needs to work on time
management, and student needs to prepare for class”).
Teachers use STAR and AP exam results as benchmarks and
self-reflection.
Some teachers offer incentives for students who pass the AP
exam with a five.
Some teachers offer incentives for reaching the highest
benchmark on California Standard Tests (STAR).
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Evidence
Department, Program, Class
Specifics
PVHS teachers consistently use
both formal and informal
assessment feedback to
evaluate and then modify
instruction, lesson plans, and
pacing to enhance student
learning

Social Studies Department/Science Department
Both departments use scantron analysis forms for quarterly
benchmark assessments to determine questions and concepts
that students have not mastered, which allow for re-teaching
of specific content standards. Clicker assessments allow for
immediate feedback and re-teaching as necessary.
Additionally, student lab reports and work products indicate
if students can take what they have learned and apply it to
real-world knowledge and skills. If those skills are not
developed, as expected, teachers provide additional
opportunities for students to master the skills in subsequent
labs. Daily warm-up readings and questions are given in
some classes to allow students to judge how much of the
particular content standard is mastered. This information
then allows the teacher to see areas of student strength and
weakness in terms of content mastery. The PVIT program
has incorporated numerous industry mentors including
volunteers in aerospace, civil engineering, architecture,
engineering, and design and development, and patent law to
assist with enhancing and enriching the student experience
in the PVIT program. Student feedback in the PVIT program
has facilitated the incorporation of advanced classes such as
digital electronics and software in the program. The science
standards include course content standards, as well as
standards for investigation and experimentation. The
formative and summative assessments given throughout the
year provide ways teachers can evaluate the effectiveness of
the science courses and programs, while at the same time
allowing them to make adjustments as needed during the
learning process to ensure students are within the
performing arts department, community performances
influence, and drive curricular changes in the classroom.
Such live performances and shows include the Arts Festival,
winter and spring music performances, and drama
performances all of which allow students the opportunity to
apply classroom concepts to creative expression, artistic
interpretation, and audience awareness. Adjustments are
made in the classroom to ensure students are working
towards content skill and knowledge mastery. Following
these major shows, students participate in both written and
oral post-reflection activities to allow for growth and
improvement of the entire program.
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Physical Education Department
Physical Education teachers modify their teaching style and
lesson plans to meet individual student needs. The California
State Fitness Test is used to assess student flexibility,
strength, and aerobic ability. Such performance assessments
are compared within the department to improve instructional
effectiveness and best practices.
Special Education Department
Special education teachers use assessments in various
content areas to identify areas of weakness and allow
additional time to review concepts to ensure student
understanding. Many special education students have a
guided study class in which students can get extra time and
help with core content subject matter. Additionally, students
participate in their IEP writing and meeting along with the
teachers, case carriers, and parents to provide the student
with the most effective learning environment.
Social Studies Department
Teachers use information from test corrections to determine
what content areas need to be revisited. Debate tests are
often given to allow students another means of
demonstrating content mastery and achieving learning goals.
English Department
Teachers use a variety of student achievement data to
modify lessons and instructional strategies. Teachers use
multiple approaches to make sure the teacher expectations
for assignments are clear in their grading rubrics. Peer
review is utilized. Examples include when students are given
sample A – F papers, are then asked to critique, and grade
other student papers. By providing clear examples of
differing levels of achievement, students can self-assess
their own writing to meet their goals.
The English Department coordinates a scope and sequence
of basic grammar mechanics.
The department shares grading to look for common
problems to help improve the curriculum while enhancing
the writing articulation at each grade level.
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AVID Program
AVID teachers constantly monitor student achievement in
their core courses. Weekly grade checks are used to help the
students monitor their own progress and to be accountable
for reaching their goals. The AVID teachers work with
students to improve their note-taking skills, including
Cornell notes, organization through binder checks, and study
habits by providing free tutoring. They collaborate with
parents, counselors, teachers, and students to help AVID
students make course, college, and career choices.
College Career Center and Counseling Office
Every October, the CCC coupled with the counseling
department, the administration, and the entire faculty,
administers grade level tests including placement test
classes, such as math and foreign language (UCLA
Readiness Test; Foreign language final exams).
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D3:

The school with the support of the district and community has an assessment and
monitoring system to determine student progress toward achievement of the
academic standards and the student learning outcomes.

Findings
Assessment and Monitoring Process
PVHS monitors student performance in several ways to
ensure success and help students achieve SLO.
Parents, the school, PVPUSD and the community assess the
schools success and student progress by reviewing
standardized state testing results from the Department of
Education, and when the scores are published in the local
newspapers and communicated online.
Monitoring and reporting of student achievement occurs, in
a general way, through PTSA, the WAVE, Booster Club
reports, and VPlex reports.
Some teachers list course objectives on the syllabi that
specifically align with state content standards.
Reporting Student Progress
Through Edline, parents are able to monitor their child’s
progress in most classes.
Teachers use Edline to post grades, course calendars,
assignments, along with using other Edline tools to
communicate with parents, students and other shareholders.
Administration used Edline and VPlex to inform students,
parents, and community members of current and up-coming
events and happenings at the school including student
academic, athletic, and other endeavors that support the
SLO.
District proficiency ratings, standardized test scores, SAT
scores and other statistical data are regularly reported to the
community. PVHS posts its school profile to include college
admissions, on-line for parents and community to read.
Annual CELDT scores are reported by the district to the
school and the parents of ELL students, who are then
properly counseled and placed into appropriate classes.
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Evidence
Progress reports,
Teacher referrals,
SSTs,
IEPs,
504 plans,
On-line grades,
Attendance reports,
Progress reports,
Grades,
ABI spread sheets (attendance
data base),
DataDirector,
School Site Counsel agendas
and minutes,
Booster Club minutes,
Local newspapers
SMART clickers,
LCDs,
Naviance,
PVIT
Report cards,
Interims,
Edline,
AP Test results,
PLAN/PSAT,
API- STAR results,
College placement reports,

There is an ongoing evaluation system of student progress
that is linked in part to indicators of student learning
objectives and academic standards.
Departments and individual teachers establish expected
levels of student accomplishment based on STAR scores,
prior courses, placement tests, portfolios, and in-class
assessments.
The administration and head counselor work closely with
the district office of curriculum for professional
development and training.
District and board members help assess the Senior Project
each June.
The district has supported the on-going development of
science and engineering programs at PVHS, including PVIT,
as well as overall programs that enhance feedback for all
students, especially when it comes to considering post-high
school education.
Modifications Based on Assessment Results
Leadership and staff monitor student grades at each grading
period to identify at-risk students in academics and/or
attendance and/or behavior.
School board members, district officials, and parents receive
reports on individual and collective progress.
Mandatory counselor meetings determine college readiness
for sophomores and juniors.
District provides teachers guidelines to monitor student
progress, particularly self-assessment forms analyzing
STAR scores.
Attendance office working closely with the assistant
principals and district offices assigned to attendance and
API monitor and council students who have attendance
problems.
District provides as many as sections as possible given
available funding, demand and need; 2011-12 section of
ELD was added given the increase in English Language
Learners (ELL).
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District helps procure grant funding to support new
programs, including PVIT, ELD and AVID; The district has
implemented comprehensive Naviance for all-in-one place
data and cumulative placement results for students including
standing with respect to colleges of interests.
The school board reviews student achievement annually
through school site approval process, making suggestions
for improvement
Additional Findings: Community Support
Booster Club, PTSA, Peninsula Education Foundation, and
other donors provide financial support for programs and
materials to support student learning objectives, including
academic, athletic, and extracurricular programs to ensure
student performance and success.
Boosters, PTSA and Peninsula Education Foundation pay
stipends to teachers who work in after school support
programs; cover tuition for professional development,
finance research and development of numerous programs at
PVHS: college night intern fairs, science fair, digital
photography, video production, science labs, College Career
Center, digital animation, surf board shaping, graphic art
design and textile production, Mock Trial, Model United
Nations.
Parents and students are aware of grades through Edline and
Gradebook, and attendance through automatic attendance
reporting system (ABI) and Naviance.
PTSA/principal establish after school/summer study skills
classes for students to improve student achievement.
Numerous foundations, private donors, and corporate
sponsorships provide financial support that is used to fund
student assessment and monitoring student progress.
The Peninsula Education Foundation until recently
administers the summer school program so students can take
more courses throughout the duration of the 4 year academic
year including courses to enhance prior years of learning.
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D4:

The assessment of student achievement in relation to the academic standards and
the student learning outcomes drives the school's program, its regular evaluation
and improvement and usage of resources.

Findings
Assessment and Monitoring Process
At the beginning of each school year, all teachers meet with
department members to disaggregate and analyze student
assessment data in order to identify areas of strength and
areas of improvement within each department.

Evidence
Analysis of testing data on
professional development days,
Department reports assessing
strengths and weaknesses of
individual students, Goals for
each department,
Various school leadership teams to assess the school’s
Healthy Kids Survey,
overall areas of strength and areas of weaknesses use student School Climate Survey results,
performance data.
WASC 3-year Review,
WASC 6-year Study-Self Report
Teachers receive testing data on all students so that teachers
can provide differentiated instruction based on student
SSC minutes, Department Lead
minutes and agendas, Booster
ability and needs.
Club,
PTSA
Students who need extra academic support are given
opportunity to join a support program or attend tutoring labs.
STAR Scores,
Teachers are appropriately placed in proper curricular areas API scores,
CAHSEE scores
(no out of specialty teaching).
STAR scores drove changes in preparation, awareness, and
motivating students: Mock STAR tests, 205 awareness
programs, student tutoring in MCR classes, and STAR
incentives.
Implemented comprehensive Naviance for all-in-one place
data and cumulative placement results for students include
standings with respect to colleges of interests.
Increased use of DataDirector and Aeries to examine
academics strengths and weaknesses identified from STAR
testing.
Improvements have been seen in various college-level
standardized tests.
Increased participation has been in local, statewide, and
national academic competitions and societies.
Teachers, counselors, and parents can monitor their
students’ mastery of course standards.
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Counseling and administrative
records, AVID program,
API Boosters,
Department/class specific
tutorial programs
Personnel records,
Mock tests correlated to
standards and increased API
scores
Description of Naviance site,
Numbers of students using the
site (CCC)
Back-to-school teacher
analysis, Worksheets,
Grades and standardized test
scores on Aeries,

Students are given opportunities to conduct research and
study college level topics.

STAR and CAHSEE results are
on DataDirector in a multitude
of formats for comparison
purposes,
AP results available in the
counseling office,
Results from Cal State
placement tests in counseling
office,
NHS, American Chemical
Society (ACS),
AMC, Contests offered
through Math Club, CSF,
Mandatory PSAT,
Science fairs,
Mock Trial,
MUN,
Scholar Quiz (local Jeopardylike competition),
PLAN, EXPLORE
Edline reports give the
opportunity to monitor student
performance as communicated
in grade reports,
English portfolios passed from
teacher to teacher as a student
progresses through the
curriculum,
PVIT, PVID,
Annual Galapagos research
findings, SP (including
community grading of
presentations)
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Modifications Based on Assessment Results
In January 2009, the WASC home groups and focus groups
reviewed the assessment for the mid-term WASC visit to
review and revise the school’s SLO.
In April 2010, WASC home groups and focus groups met to
amend Mission Statement and to shift from Expected School
Wide Learning Results to SLO.
The parents, students, staff and administration all have the
opportunity to give input on current and future programs.
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New Mission Statement,
New SLO,
Group reports,
Healthy Kids Survey,
School Climate Survey,
Individual teacher surveys

Category D: Assessment and Accountability
Standards-based Student Learning

Strength and Growth Needs
Areas of Strength
• Progress reports are sent home every five weeks during the school year
• Computerized grading system provides students and parents status on grades,
assignments, progress, expectations, and other information
• Teachers embrace differentiated instruction
• Administrators and counselors review grades to identify students who need additional
academic support
• Counselors communicate needs of students through email for 504 and IEP students
• Community support is available at PVHS
• Teachers utilize numerous forms of assessments
Areas of Growth
• Use data more extensively and data analysis to be more in-depth and to improve
specific areas of students needs
• Establish more time to articulate and evaluate student performance data
• Improve software for data needs
• Improve resources for cross-curricular research
• Use technology across the curriculum
• Utilize current technology
• Continue to collaborate with the Special Education Department
• Provide more professional development days to share teaching strategies
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NOTES
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CHAPTER IV
Self-Study Findings

Focus Group E: Culture and Climate
*Indicates Focus Lead

Faculty and Staff
Astiazaran, Diane
Calizar, Jason
Cormier, Terrence
De Lorenzo, Jeanne
Emery, Leith
Foster, Laurie
Heffernan, Rich
Huber, Kristen
Jimenez, Kristy
Kuykendall, Brent
Larkins, Derek
Lulejian, Jeff
Lynch, Patrick
Machi, Geraldine
Maltese, Elizabeth
McHugh, Amerika
Mitchell, Cindy
Mitchell, Jeff
Mitchell, Linelle
Morales, Alex
Parrott, James
Rosales, Rubin
Secrist, Cari
Shapiro, Brian
Varela, Christina*
Warren, James
Willoughby, Aileen

Parents
Lopes, Helain
Parazette-Tillar, Kate
Quinn, Tina

Department
Support
Math
Social Studies
Registrar
Special Education
Spec. Support
Social Studies
Administration
Art
Administration
English
Security
Foreign Language
Secretary
Support
Counseling
Math
Security
Special Education
Foreign Language
Custodial
Custodial
English
Science
Social Studies
Science
Library

Students
Graham, Cole (10)
Johnson, Candace (10)
Fujisaki, Kayleigh (12)
Remeta, Grace (9)
Stapleton, Lizzie (12)
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Category E: School Culture

School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth
E1.

School Culture and Student Support Criterion: The school leadership employs a
wide range of strategies to encourage parental and community involvement,
especially with the teaching/learning process.

Findings
Regular Parent Involvement
Parent participation is a valuable asset to the school
curriculum, activities, and environment. Their participation
is noticeable and appreciated in the following areas:
Monthly SSC meetings
Booster Club and PTSA involvement with academics
Edline
College Day
PVIT
Sports teams-team parents
Senior Project
Scholar Quiz
Parents on Campus
Registration Process
Library Volunteers
Parents as Guest speakers
Back to School Night
Senior Parent Night
Evenings for presentations
PTSA Meetings
CCC Workshops
Principal Forums
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Evidence
Agendas: SSC, Booster Club
minutes, Booster Club member
list,
Examples of Edline teacher
pages and various department
pages,
Flyer for college day and email from career center for
college day,
Edline page and e-mail
communication for parent
support,
Booster Club reports for sports
teams,
SP portfolios,
Parent Presentation and room
assignments for presentation,
List of community sponsors for
scholar quiz,
A description of program for
parents on campus program
PTSA,
Last year’s interest finder from
PTSA president for parent on
campus program,
Registration packet online for
registration process,
Guest speakers,
counselor invitations for
evening for presentations,
Principal e-mail to parents for
back to school night,
website calendar
Minutes,
Photos

Lesson Plans,
Sign in sheets,
Agendas,
Meeting minutes,
Course offerings,
Distracted Driving Assembly,
MADD car,
Pool,
Track,
Baseball bleachers,
Volleyball court
School website posting,
Parent/Community and Student Achievement
School and student information is achieved by STAR scores, District office website,
exit exam results, principal’s update/newsletter, Open
Live from 205 broadcasts,
House, Back to School Night, Course Descriptions/syllabi,
Student representative on
Edline, local newspapers, progress reports, interims, campus School Board,
media & newspaper, electronic message board, signs/posters Grades students get in class
on campus “high fives for fives”, website, distribution of
are a good indicator of STAR
agenda books.
test results,
Principal Updates
Non found,
Additional Findings
Lack of the following findings: No process for non-English
Working with intermediate
speaking parents/outreach.
schools regarding Algebra,
Lack of a processes and
Lack of district support for department efforts intervene –
structure set in place at District
need for articulation and collaboration time
level from middle school to
high school
Use of Community Resources
The administration and faculty utilize community resources
in the following areas: speakers in the classroom, PVIT,
Comparative Religion, CCC, Economics and Government,
Student and the Law, Psychology, Women’s Studies,
SCROC, Work Experience, Lunada Bay Homeowners
Association involvement, Cross Curricular Instruction,
Assemblies, Community fundraising efforts for athletic
facilities, mentors for senior project

Algebra 2 is a critical academic need.

Take results of STAR tests and
modify curriculum accordingly

Special education teachers identify through STAR testing
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E2.

School Culture and Student Support Criterion: a) The school is a safe, clean, and
orderly place that nurtures learning b) The culture of the school characterize trust,
professionalism, high expectations for all students, and a focus on continuous school
improvement.

Findings
Safe, Clean, and Orderly Environment
a) Numerous groups/clubs take ownership of the campus to
maintain cleanliness.
b) High API expectations continue for students,
collaboration with students, Triton posters in all rooms
stating honesty, trustworthiness, etc., school is off, and
running the first week of school, which speaks to
professionalism. Differentiated instruction, allows students
to have a choice of learning styles with self-monitoring.
a) Staff working to eliminate poor behavior, encourage, and
reward good behavior. Associate principal assigned to
handle discipline, referral process is documented involves
teachers administrators, counselors, security, and attendance
staff. ASB coordinates student recognition with student of
the month, student of the quarter, senior awards, and junior
book awards. PV Pride incentives
b) Everyone contributes to a safe school environment from
teachers to administration to classified employees.
High Expectations/Concern for Students
Teachers and staff have concerns for all students, especially
those who might slip through the cracks or go unnoticed.
Teachers are willing to recognize, work with, and adapt a
holistic approach and strive for higher level of thinking and
learning. Students refer to counselors, school psychologist,
and ADAPT program.
Atmosphere of Trust, Respect, and Professionalism
There is a sense of respect and trust and professionalism on
campus.
On campus, programs help to nurture these relationships and
values.
Faculty is trusted by administration to meet requirements.
Trust applies to all levels of relationships (teacher-student,
administration-teacher, administration-student, etc).
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Evidence
Locker registration,
Lockdown drills,
Fire evacuation,
Communication with Live from
205,
Promoting tolerance &
diversity,
Cooperation with local police,
Security patrolling,
Visible principal,
Least Restrictive Environment,
Reducing senior pranks,
“Adopt-A-Plot,”
Eliminate senior campout,
Security helps with student
drop off and pick up,
Saturday School,
Trash pick-up,
Day of Silence

Gay Straight Alliance,
Challenge Day,
Teachers involved in extra
curricular activities,
Arrangements made between
students and teachers,
Diversity Week
Lack of fights,
Turnitin.com,
Honor Code,
Adopt-A-Plot,
Teachers not micro-managing,
Teachers help students,
transition to college, fewer
daily assignments as students
get older,
Written agreements between
teacher and student,
Self-Assessment,
ADAPT,

Many students can tell their teachers when something is not
working for them, self-advocating.
High volume of students uses counselors and administrators
as positive resources for academic and personal concerns.
Additional Findings
On a large scale, PVHS addresses many issues, but some
day-to-day or less critical issues may be overlooked.
There is supportive environment where students feel
comfortable visiting past and present teachers. Overall,
students report that the campus is safe, fun, and inviting.

PVIT,
Sports programs,
SP demonstrate proper
behavior and professionalism
Link Crew for all students,
Proactive thinking to avoid
problems on campus,
Halloween 2010 was prepared
well,
Halloween 2011 regulations
were well-defined and
executed,
Emails sent out regarding
expectations for events and
school policies
Science department and
science Olympiad program:
students can go to any science
teacher to help prepare for
their Olympiad event,
Structure and routine,
Faculty and staff accessible
with office hours and during
lunch,
Edline/E-mail communication
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E3 and E4. School Culture and Student Support Criterion:
E3.

All students receive appropriate support along with an individualized learning plan
to help ensure academic success.

E4.

Students have access to a system of personal support services, activities, and
opportunities at the school and within the community.

Findings
E3. Adequate Personalized Support
Starts with a relationship with the counselors who get ideas
of what the needs are for long-term goals. Teaching styles
are flexible toward all types of learners and abilities.

E4. Adequate Personalized Support
Job opportunities, ASB, drug/alcohol programs, Freedom 4
You, CSF, NHS, nurse at school, library w/ full time
librarian, ADAPT program, all clubs w/ ties to community,
Parents/SP

CCC/College Day, Challenge Day, DataDirector, PSTA,
Peninsula Education Foundation, nurse office, counseling
office, personalized counseling
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Evidence
Special Ed Program,
College Day,
PSAT Test,
Information in Counseling
Office for class scheduling,
Course information from
Counseling Office,
IEP Students have access to
Notes for classes on Edline
Pictures from club rush,
ADAPT meetings/schedule of
meetings,
Flyers from clubs,
Photos of Nurse Office/publish
hours of nurse,
Club applications,
Health Office materials
available,
SP PowerPoint for parents,
Examples of SP/Evaluation
Sheets
Live from 205,
Stress management and
improvement,
Drug and alcohol support,
ADAPT

Direct Connections
CCC/College Day, Challenge Day, DataDirector, PSTA,
Peninsula Education Foundation, nurse office, counseling
office, personalized counseling

Strategies Used for Student Growth/Development
AVID, modification of plans and tests, Saturday instruction
for AP Classes, PVIT-Sunday

Special Ed Program,
College Day,
PSAT Test,
Information in Counseling
Office for class scheduling,
Course information from
Counseling Office,
IEP Students have access to
notes for classes on Edline,
Pictures from club rush,
ADAPT meetings/schedule of
meetings,
Flyers from clubs,
Photos of Nurse Office/publish
hours of nurse,
Club applications,
Health Office materials
available, SP PowerPoint for
parents, Examples of
SP/Evaluation Sheets,
Live from 205,
Stress management and
improvement,
Drug and alcohol support,
ADAPT
Strong network of outside
reference services from the
Counseling Office,
CCC emails, College visits,
College Handbook,
Challenge Day,
AVID process of getting in,
What is offered for AVID each
year,
Direct connect to the school
wide learning report,
PTSA/ Booster Club
PEF gives to support services,
Peer Education Program
(Mentors) Tutors,
College Day – Flyer,
Career Day planning,
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Support Services and Learning
Trips, technology in classrooms, open doors to other
countries, Diversity Week, Scholar Quiz, STAR test

Equal Access to Curriculum and Support
Online classes, college classes, summer school, great course
offerings in all classes, specialized for student needs
Co-Curricular Activities
Guideline to plan extra activities, Challenge Day, PVID,
CSF, NHS, PR Retreat Day, Science Olympiad, Mock Trial,
Spanish HE, Scholar Quiz, speakers in classrooms, MUN
Student Involvement in Curricular/Co-Curricular
Activities
Student Perceptions
Friendly, Link Crew leaders offer support, teachers are
supportive, CCC is very helpful
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Home Hospital Individual plan,
Clubs to extend knowledge
(NHS, SHS), SCROC program,
PVIT,
College classes at local CC,
Field trips: Capitol Convoy,
AVID trips, China, Galapagos,
Spain
Course list,
Concurrent Enrollment Form,
Independent Study Form
Challenge Day Application,
Mock Trial tryout process,
MUN application and interview
schedule
Senior surveys,
Ticket sales/attendance,
Naviance
Link Crew

Category E: School Culture

School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth
Strength and Growth Needs
Areas of Strength
• Course creations are based on student interest and needs.
• The following classes, activities, and accomplishments at PVHS support SLO:
AP World History and Multivariable Calculus
Collaboration with students, faculty, and staff
Cross Country (2x State Champs)
Variety of Clubs
Block Schedule
Peer Tutoring (NHS)
AVID
Athletics
WASC meetings and coordination
Live from 205
The Point
The Triton
ASB
High level of integrity
Professionalism
Enthusiasm
Involvement is encouraged
Teaching to multiple intelligences
Inviting classrooms
Safe Zone
Challenging courses
PVIT
Be the Change Challenge Day Movement
Red Tide, School Culture Man
SP (Community Involvement/Presentation Preparedness)
Areas of Growth
Respect for Others
• Continue to have PVHS students grow in the area of empathy and compassion, and to
accept people, cultures, and differences
• Establish better examples and discipline when behavior is unacceptable
• Make students more aware of the consequences of poor behavior
• Keep the students more informed of what behavior and language is expected at PVHS
• Keep dialogue open between administrators, teachers, and students as to expectations
• Continue to make strides with Red Tide in their behavior at games and in the
community
• Have students sign a sportsmanship code for Red Tide when they enroll for the club
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Challenge Day
• Bring awareness to people’s differences and struggles in life.
Kind Week
• Celebrate diversity in the community and throughout the country
• Make students more aware of life after school
Link Crew
• Link together upper classmen with freshman to help the transition to high school.
• Model positive behavior
Assemblies
• Establish different assemblies for males and females are needed as the two sexes react
to circumstances in different ways and treat people differently
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CHAPTER IV
Self-Study Findings

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prioritized Areas of Growth Needs from
Categories A through E

Improve technology and software
Increase opportunities for staff development to create assessment tools and common
curriculum
Use data more extensively, data analysis, and grade level assessments to improve specific
target areas
Continue to place emphasis on school policies and expected student behavior
Develop and publicize more vocational programs to support special education students
and middle achieving students
Enhance student awareness towards diversity
Promote respect for others
Continue to improve communication between, administration, faculty, staff, parents, and
students
Strengthen articulation between feeder schools
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WASC
CHAPTER V

School-wide Action Plan
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Goal #1

Develop a school-wide organization system that includes all stakeholders to promote and facilitate an increase in student achievement with
communication and consistency.
Rationale
Self-study findings indicate a need for increased communication and consistency among all stakeholders at PVHS. Surveys completed by certificated and
classified employees, students, parents, and focus group discussions support the need for increased school-wide communication and consistency.
Supporting 2011 Data
 Student, parent, certificated, and classified employee surveys
 Student achievement increased in 2011 with increase in professional development time
 School policies and procedures record review
Growth Targets
 Improve communication and consistency satisfaction on stakeholder surveys
 Increase student achievement on CST, CAHSEE and other measures in all student groups
 Produce comprehensive organization system for all operating procedures at PVHS
SLO Addressed
Community oriented citizenship, teamwork and personal development
Impact on student learning of academic standards and SLO
Through slow and steady progress, the increased level of communication and consistency will provide clear expectations of all stakeholders, as well as
facilitating appropriate support structures resulting in an increase of students meeting proficiency in content standards and SLO.
Monitor Progress Tools
Report Progress
 Stakeholder surveys
 Survey Reporting: Annual student/parent survey, staff development
 Distribution of feedback information
meetings: departments, interdisciplinary groups, department leads,
 Enrollment increase of ELL students
school profile committee, school site council
 Staff development calendar
 Action Plan Progress: Administrators and interdisciplinary focus groups
 Meeting agendas
will annually report action plan progress in January to PVPUSD Board of
 CST results: All students, students with disabilities and EL’s
Education, district administrators and community. Annual modification to
 Administration feedback
action plan when necessary
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Goal #1: Organization
Responsible Persons
Involved

Tasks
1. Form stakeholder
groups to improve
communication and
increase input in
decision making
processes
 Form a School
Profile Committee
to compile school
information that
demonstrates
student learning of
content standards
and SLO
 Summarize and
communicate
school profile
findings to focus
groups ,
departments and
school site council
 Form a PVHS
Leadership Group of
all PVHS
stakeholders to
provide leadership
and guidance in
decision making








Administration
Department Leads
School Site Council
Focus Group Leads
Parent
representatives
Student
representatives

Professional
Development and
Resources
 Basic statistical and
research techniques
that include data
interpretation,
survey
development, and
the scientific
method
 Leadership decision
making
techniques shared
 Presentation
techniques shared
at faculty and
department
meetings

Means to Assess
Improvement
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Annual production
of a PVHS school
profile
Agendas and
minutes that show
all stakeholders are
represented and
provide input
Stakeholder surveys
indicating that
respondents are
kept informed of
current school
information
depicted in the
school profile
Alignment increase
of stakeholders
behavior to PVHS
policies and
procedures

Communication of
Progress

Timeline
School year 2011-2012
 Weekly meetings











Minutes from
monthly profile
committee
meetings
Annual school
profile updated and
reviewed
Profile presentation
completed for focus
groups
School site council,
focus and
department
meeting agendas
and minutes
PVHS leadership
group agendas and
minutes

Goal #1: Organization
Responsible Persons
Involved

Tasks
2. Engage faculty and
staff in professional
development
 Engage faculty and
staff in group
discussions and
activities regarding
shared decision
making and
professional
learning
communities
 Meet with faculty
and staff in
departments and
interdisciplinary
focus groups in
order to increase
communication and
collaboration
 Develop and utilize
pacing guides,
assess and modify
progress as
determined by
departments







Administration
Faculty
Department Leads
Focus Group Leads
School Site Council













Professional
Development and
Resources
Time for teacher
collaboration
Department
meetings
Faculty meetings
Guides and pacing
calendars
Faculty training on
policies and
procedures
Technology
development
Parent
communication
with Edline support
PTSA
PVHS Booster Club

Means to Assess
Improvement








Annual production
of a PVHS school
profile
Agendas and
minutes that show
all stakeholders are
represented and
provide input
Stakeholder surveys
indicating that
respondents are
kept informed of
current school
information
depicted in the
school profile
Alignment increase
of stakeholders
behavior to PVHS
policies and
procedures

Communication of
Progress

Timeline
School year 2011-2012
 Weekly meetings
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Observations:
Administration
Department Leads
Focus Group Leads
School Site Council
School profile
review and
evaluation
Agenda Meetings
Parent responses
Faculty and staff
responses
Performance and
examination of
student data
Department
revisions and
administration
monitoring
Parent newsletter
Classroom
observations
Pacing calendars
and assessments

Goal #1: Organization
Responsible Persons
Involved

Tasks
3. Increase support
and enrichment
services for special
needs students
 Identify students
 Evaluate programs
 Evaluate student
data and scores
 Coordinate
instruction between
departments








Administration
Department Leads
Focus Group Leads
School Site Council
Special Education
Department
Special Education
Coordinator














Professional
Development and
Resources
Time for teacher
collaboration
Department
meetings
Faculty meetings
Guides and pacing
calendars
Faculty training on
Special Education
policies and
procedures
Technology
development with
data analysis
Parent
communication
with Edline support
DataDirector
Programs: Read
Naturally, Reading
Horizons, READ 180,
AIMSWeb

Means to Assess
Improvement
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Annual production
of a PVHS school
profile
Agendas and
minutes that show
all stakeholders are
represented and
provide input
Stakeholder surveys
indicating that
respondents are
kept informed of
current school
information
depicted in the
school profile
Alignment increase
of stakeholders
behavior to PVHS
policies and
procedures
Data to assess
student
improvement
Comparison
between test scores

Communication of
Progress

Timeline
School year 2012-2013
 Weekly meetings















Observations:
Administration
Department Leads
Focus Group Leads
School Site Council
School profile
review and
evaluation
Agenda Meetings
Parent responses
Faculty and staff
responses
Performance and
examination of
student data
Department
revisions and
administration
monitoring
Classroom
observations
Pacing calendars
and assessments

Goal #1: Organization
Responsible Persons
Involved

Tasks
4. Utilize technology
for faculty and staff
communication
with students and
parents
 Guide faculty to
technology
awareness and
improvement
 Review importance
of DataDirector and
the means to
analyze data
 Edline application
techniques and
strategies







Administration
Department Leads
Focus Group Leads
School Site Council
Administrator,
Technology Services











Professional
Development and
Resources
Time for teacher
collaboration
Department
meetings
Faculty meetings
Guides and pacing
calendars
Faculty training on
DataDirector
Technology
development
Parent
communication
with Edline support
Aries

Means to Assess
Improvement
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Annual production
of a PVHS school
profile
Agendas and
minutes that show
all stakeholders are
represented and
provide input
Stakeholder surveys
indicating that
respondents are
kept informed of
current school
information
depicted in the
school profile
Alignment increase
of stakeholders
behavior to PVHS
policies and
procedures
Faculty application
of Edline, Aries, and
DataDirector

Communication of
Progress

Timeline
School year 2012-2013
 Weekly meetings
 Monthly,
technology review
















Observations:
Administration
Department Leads
Focus Group Leads
School Site Council
School profile
review and
evaluation
Agenda Meetings
Parent responses
Faculty and staff
responses
Performance and
examination of
student data
Department
revisions and
administration
monitoring
Classroom
observations
Pacing calendars
and assessments
Edline
communication

Goal #2

Explore and expand curriculum opportunities to engage and support all students.
Rationale
Stakeholders identified this curriculum-related goal as an important vehicle to affect change and assist all students in realizing their full potential. Self-study
findings identified specific areas related to curriculum that require revision and improvement. Additionally, stakeholders indicated the desire to explore new
programs that will enable our students to succeed at a higher level and thrive in our global society.
Supporting 2011 Data
 Student, parent, certificated and classified employee surveys
 Teacher and parent feedback on Senior Project
 DataDirector information
Growth Targets
 Increase opportunities for curriculum-related professional development and collaboration
 Increase support for Special Education students and ELL
 Revise and improve Senior Project
 Assess the International Baccalaureate Program
 Increase enrollment in ELD classes
SLO Addressed
Community oriented citizenship, Teamwork and personal development, Post-secondary preparedness
Impact on student learning of academic standards and SLO
The common thread among the variety of curricular areas our stakeholders have identified is to provide programs and tools that challenge students, allow all
students to reach their full potential, and provide opportunities for students to increase proficiency of academic standards and SLO. Students will benefit from
having clear learning expectations provided by the common core standards, from receiving support in Special Education and EL programs, and from having
access to current technology and technology-based tools.
Monitor Progress Tools
Report Progress
 Periodic stakeholder surveys
 Survey Reporting: annual student/parent survey, staff development
 Meeting agendas
meetings: departments, interdisciplinary groups, department leads,
 Reporting of IB Program progress
school profile committee, school site council
 Technology Plan and staff training
 Action Plan Progress: Administrators and interdisciplinary focus groups
 Increased enrollment of ELL students
will report action plan progress annually in January to PVPUSD Board of
 CELDT scores
Education, district administrators, and community. Action plan will be
 CST results: All students, students with disabilities and EL’s
modified, when necessary
 Administrative feedback
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Goal #2: Curriculum
Responsible Persons
Involved

Tasks
1. Provide learningfocused faculty and
staff development
 Allow faculty to
have on-going
collaboration within
and among
departments, as
well as with PVPHS,
to discuss best
practices and to
transition to
common core
standards
 Provide
opportunities for
faculty and staff to
participate in
curriculum-related
conferences,
trainings, and
workshops focused
on providing better
support for special
education students






Administration
District Curriculum
Coordinator
Department Leads
Faculty

Professional
Development and
Resources
 Continual support
for on-going
professional
development and
collaboration time,
budget for
conferences,
trainings and
workshops

Means to Assess
Improvement
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Curriculum aligned
with common core
standards,
stakeholder
evaluations indicate
successful staff
development has
been provided,
improvement in
special education
students’ academic
performance
(grades, test
scores), classroom
observations

Communication of
Progress

Timeline


September 2012Ongoing






Agendas and
minutes from
meetings
Revised curricula
Conference
attendees reports

Goal #2: Curriculum
Responsible Persons
Involved

Tasks
2. Improve the PVHS
Senior Project
process to make it
more meaningful to
students
 Stakeholders will
engage in group
discussions to
analyze current
program and
determine areas
that need
modifications
 Faculty and staff
will meet in
departments and
discuss ways to
implement the
changes





Administration
Faculty
Parent and student
representatives

Professional
Development and
Resources
 Models of
successful Senior
Project programs

Means to Assess
Improvement


Revised Senior
Project process,
student surveys

Communication of
Progress

Timeline


September 2012
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Report of revisions
from stakeholder
group discussions
Department
meeting agendas
and minutes
Revise Senior
Project Manual

Goal #2: Curriculum
Responsible Persons
Involved

Tasks
3. Explore and
evaluate the
International
Baccalaureate
Program as an
alternative to
increase rigor of
curriculum






Administration
Counselors
IB Coordinator
IB Lead Teachers

Professional
Development and
Resources
 School visitations,
samples of program
structure, Academic
Booster Club
Budget

Means to Assess
Improvement
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Preliminary
application
submission, report
from visitations,
Academic Booster
Club reports,
agendas and
meeting minutes,

Communication of
Progress

Timeline


September 2012Ongoing







Agendas and
minutes from
faculty meetings
School Site Council
PVHS Leadership
meetings
Academic Booster
Club meetings

Goal #2: Curriculum
Responsible Persons
Involved

Tasks
4. Develop a PVHS
technology plan in
collaboration with
District IT staff
 Form a PVHS
Technology Team
 Survey classroom,
computer lab, and
library needs
 Assess current
technology
available
 Provide staff
training in the use
of existing and new
technology
 Increase use of
library technology
and tools








Administration,
Technology Aides
Teachers and
student
representatives
Librarian
Technology team
Faculty

Professional
Development and
Resources
 Technology training, 
District IT Staff,
Models of other
technology plans,
School site budget
in conjunction with
PTSA and Booster
Club
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Means to Assess
Improvement
PVHS Technology
Plan, technology
inventory and
surveys, library log
indicating increased
usage of
subscription
databases, other
technology-based
tools, and
technology-based
student work
samples

Communication of
Progress

Timeline


October 2012Ongoing






Agendas and
minutes from
faculty meetings
School Site Council
meetings
Publish Technology
Plan on school
website

Goal #2: Curriculum
Responsible Persons
Involved

Tasks
5. Continue to expand
current ELD
program
 Analyze ELD
curricular needs
 Promote
collaboration
among District ELD
teachers





Administration
ELD Coordinator
ELD Teacher

Professional
Development and
Resources
 Teacher
collaboration time,
teacher course
development time,
workshops,
DataDirector

Means to Assess
Improvement
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Increased
enrollment of EL
students, CELDT,
increased student
achievement on
CST, CAHSEE and
other measures

Communication of
Progress

Timeline


September 2012






Enrollment
Report cards,
Standardized test
results
# of students R-FEP

Goal #3

Enhance a school culture that is welcoming to all students, provides students with emotional support and that values the contributions of individual
students along with the interconnectedness of the school community.
Rationale
Self-study findings indicate there is a need for an improved culture and enhancement among all stakeholders at PVHS. Certificated employee, classified
employee, student and parent surveys, as well as focus group discussions support the need for an improvement in the school’s culture.
Supporting 2011 Data
 Student, parent, certificated and classified employee surveys
 Increase of transfer students to other schools in 2010-11 school year
 Self-study group discussions that showed a lack of consistency in school wide improvement programs
 Poor faculty attendance at after hour extracurricular activities
Growth Targets
 Improve satisfaction on stakeholder surveys
 Decrease the number of transfers from PVHS
 Increase consistency and follow through in school wide improvement programs
 Increase faculty attendance at extracurricular activities
SLO Addressed
Community oriented citizenship, teamwork, and personal development
Impact on student learning of academic standards and SLO
Improvements in school culture will provide students a safe and supportive environment to pursue different opportunities. Staff and faculty will show more of
an active interest in the pursuits of their students; providing encouragement and support in their individual contributions to the overall school community and
culture.
Monitor Progress Tools
Report Progress
 Periodic stakeholder surveys
 Survey Reporting: annual student/parent survey, staff development
 Information distribution feedback
meetings: departments, interdisciplinary groups, department leads,
 Increased enrollment of ELL students
school profile committee, school site council
 Data to be included in school profile each year
 Meeting agendas
 Discussion in leadership and school site council meetings, as well as
 Administrative feedback
interdisciplinary focus groups that include parents and students.
 Staff and student involvement in extracurricular activities
 Student transfers
 Staff involvement in student activities
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Goal #3: Culture
Responsible Persons
Involved

Tasks
1. Continue and
expand upon
programs that seek
to improve the
overall school
culture such as:
 Challenge Day
 Freshman Retreat
 Link Crew
 Finding Kind








Administration
Department Leads
ASB
Counseling
Department
PTSA
Booster Club






Professional
Development and
Resources
Time
Financial support
Parent, faculty and
staff support
Facilities

Means to Assess
Improvement
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Decrease in the
number of students
transferring from
PVHS
Increase in 9th
grade enrollment
Survey responses
Focus group
discussion

Communication of
Progress

Timeline


Immediate and
ongoing










Board meetings
School Site Council
Faculty, department
and focus group
meetings
The Point
Live from 205
Daily Bulletin
Class Competitions

Goal #3: Culture
Responsible Persons
Involved

Tasks
2. Create and
publicize a student
outreach service
program that
provides emotional
support for
students in relation
to issues such as:
 Substance abuse
 Peer relations
 Grief
 Pressures of high
school





Administration
Counseling
department
PTSA









Professional
Development and
Resources
Website
development
Chris Gray
Foundation support
Community
organization
support
Freedom4U
Thelma McMillen
Center
Other consultants

Means to Assess
Improvement
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Decrease in
discipline issues
involving substance
abuse
Survey responses
Improvement in
truancies
Improvement in
student attendance
retention
Fewer special
education
assessments for
emotional
disturbance and
subsequent
residential
placement

Communication of
Progress

Timeline


Immediate and
ongoing






Quarterly substance
abuse task force
meetings
Board meetings
PTSA and Booster
Club meetings

Goal #3: Culture
Responsible Persons
Involved

Tasks
3. Improve
communication
between all
stakeholders in the
school including
but not limited to:
 School Website
(and related sites)
 Edline
 Interdisciplinary
(focus) meetings
 Daily Bulletin
featuring student
success and
opportunities for
adults to become
involved
 Weekly principal
updates







Administration
Faculty
Department and
focus team leads
Parents
Students









Professional
Development and
Resources
Staff and faculty
training in
communication
system
Professional
development
opportunities
Communication
research
Public relations
development
Other high
performing school
communication
models

Means to Assess
Improvement
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Survey responses
Increase
participation and
attendance at PVHS
sponsored events
Increased student
involvement in
extracurricular
activities
Staff and parent
feedback

Communication of
Progress

Timeline


Fall 2012







Staff, faculty and
department
meetings
PTSA and Booster
club meetings
Principal’s weekly
updates
Daily Bulletin

Goal #3: Culture
Responsible Persons
Involved

Tasks
4. Expand and
enhance the PV
Pride positive
reinforcement
program that
recognizes student
and faculty
achievements




ASB
Booster Club






Professional
Development and
Resources
Time
Financial resources
Guidelines for
recognition
Faculty and staff
participation

Means to Assess
Improvement
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Progress reports
(interims)
Discipline records
GPA reports
STAR results
Decrease in
students leveling
down
Decrease in
students
transferring from
PVHS
Faculty, staff,
parent, and student
feedback

Communication of
Progress

Timeline


Spring 2013







Daily Bulletin
Class Competitions
Principal’s Weekly
Updates
The Point
Live from 205

Goal #3: Culture
Responsible Persons
Involved

Tasks
5. Examine the survey
process to improve
participation and
ensure that the
results are valid in
both survey
creation and
implementation



School Site Council

Professional
Development and
Resources
 Other schools’
surveys
 Time
 Survey Monkey or
other online data
collection system

Means to Assess
Improvement
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Survey participation
Diversity of
responses
Survey reports
Faculty and staff
feedback

Communication of
Progress

Timeline


Fall 2012- Ongoing







Daily Bulletin
Principal’s Weekly
Updates
School Site Council
The Point
Live from 205

WASC
APPENDICES
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